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Improved Hot Air Furnace.
The accompanying engraving represents an alleged

improvement in furnaces for warming dwellings with

hot air, designed by A. H . Bartlett, of this city.

The

inventor has long been engaged in manufacturing and

selling furnaces, and his aim in devising this was , not

to advance a startling novelty, but to so combine the

Why Does Gunpowder

Drive a Ball from a Cannon!
When gunpowder is burned, the elements of which

it is composed are changed from the solid to the

gaseous form, and, as gases , they occupy some three

or four hundred times more bulk than they do in the

solid state at the same temperature.

But the sub

NEW SERIES.
is, one atom of sulphuret of potassium, one of nitro

gen and three of carbonic acid.

In this change 100
parts by weight yield 59 parts by weight of gas ( nitro
gen and carbonic acid) ; the other 41 parts being solid
s ulphuret of potassium.

The increase of volume in
this case is 300 for 1 at the same temperature, and the

an economical and convenient furnace, one that should

stances, at the same time that they are changed into increase of temperature is variously conjectured, from
gases, are intensely heated, and by this means their 2, 0000 to 5,0000 Fah .
volume or pressure is still more augmented. Various

servant, and afford the greatest possible facilities for

of pressure produced by the bu�ning of gunpowder, but

modifications suggested by experience as to produce

utilize all the heat, be easily managed by an unskillful

statements have been made in relation to the amount

cleaning and repairs .

the best expe'ljmtWts that we have seen any account

air chamber of brick work, with the front wall of the

Little cylinders furnished with solid pistons, and con

ash pit; B the fire pot, C the feeder, D the cast iron

opening a� right angles into the bore, so that the

The engraving represents the furnace set in its hot

chamber removed in order to show the parts.

A is the

corrugated radiator, E E the flues,

of were made

l:!y

some oC the officers of our army.

taining oil , were inserted in the metal of the gun,

The Origin of Coal Oil.
At a meeting of the Manchester Geological Society,
Nov. 20, 1860, Mr . E. W. Binney, F . R . S . ,F . G . S . , read

a paper on " Dorin Holland Moss," in which he dis
cussed at length the origin of coal oil.
His views
coincide exactly with those of Dr . Stevens , published
on page 370 of the last volume of the SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN, and these views were

H H doors for cleaning the flues,

generally supported by the Society

pipe, I the manhole door, K K pro

After

F thcconnecting pipe, G the smoke

in the discussion which followed.

jections in the brickwork to turn,

considering

and

rejecting

other explanations of the origin

the air inward al"bund the flues,

of the coal oil , Mr. Binney says:

wall of the air chamber, M the

conclusion that it is produced by

the two.

of peat, where it is overlaid by the

J .J J J hot air pipes, L the inner

" These circumstances led to the

outer wall and N the space between

the decomposition of the upper bed

The fire pot, B, being supplied

sand."

with coal through the feeder, C,

the

radiator

and

flues

Mr. Dickinson, F . G . S . , said that

become

it was not at all uncommon to

enters

oozing from a stratum of coal in

wall as indicated by the arrows,

place in the bed where external

heated, and thus warm· the

chamber.

The

cold

air

air

observe mineral pitch or petroleum

through an opening in the outer
and, passing

arOlmd the

our pits, distillation having taken

inner

heat could have no influence.

chamber, enters through openings

in

the

bottom

direction,

so

as

in a
to

Mr. Binney stated that " Petro

horizontal

be

leum or rock oil is found in various

thrown

directly against the furnace.

parts of the world-in the Burman

As

empire, on the banks of the Ira

projections, K K, against the flues,

it is�alJ11ndant in Persia ; it occurs

of the l'adiator, D, which is the

Bavaria; in Auvergne, near Clare

it l'ise� it is deflected inward by the

waddi, are powerful springs (>f it;

and lastly against the upper part

hottest

portion

of the

in Barbadoes;

furnace .

at

Tegernsee,

mont; in Switzerland, near Neuf

This is an important feature in this

chatel; at Amiano, in Italy; and

invention; as the air can become

in Sicily;

ing first in contact with the cooler

sometimes covered with it. "

progressively heated only by com
parts of

It will be remembered that Dr.

with those which are the hottest.

Stevens' explanation of the origin

The flues are made in pieces of

of the coal oils was, that the coal

modera.te length, and their j oints,

or other carbonaceous deposit is

as well as all others in the furnace,

decomposed by the operation

are deep sand joints, thus giving
of air or smoke .

The flues do not

descend in any part of their course,

and near the volcanic

isles of Cape de Verde the sea i s

the furnace, and lastly

perfect security against the leakage

in

natural forces, producing

BARTLETT'S IMPROVED HOT AIR FURNACE.

and from their size and position they are very easily

of

results

similar to those which occur when
coal is distilled in a retort for the

artificial manufacture of oil. Some

pressure of the gases would drive in the piston, corn

difference of opinion was expressed by the members of

to be removed by one man in case of repairs being

the piston marked the distance to which it was forced

external heat to effect the decomposition of cop-I. Some

The patent for this invention was granted Sept . 18,

The force required to compress the oil to the same

cleaned.

No piece of the whole furnace is too heavy

required.

1860, and further information in relation to it may be

obtained by addressing Bal·tlett & Lesley, at No. 426

Broadway, New York.

A CUBIC inch of gold is worth one hundl'ed and forty

six dollars; a cubic foot, two hundred and fifty-two

g

thousand, two hundred and ei hty-eight dollars ; and
a cubic yard, six million, eight hundred and eleven

thousand,

seven

hundred

and seventy-six dollars.

The quantity of gold now in e�istence is estimated to

be three thousand millions of dollars, which, welded

pl'essing the oil .

An arrangement was made by which

into the cylinder, thus registering the compression.

extent was afterwards ascertained by means of a lever

and weight.

The pressure in the several parts of the

bore was thus measured, and was found to be about

25,000Ibs . to the square inch near the breech and to

geologists believe that the decomposition takes place

spontaneously from the natural disposition of the

elements of organic compounds to fall asunder.

TIME AND PHOTOGRAPIIY.-Sun pictures may be taken

in various modes, some requiring several minutes and

diminish rapidly towards the muzzle.

others only an instant. Photographs of rapidly moving

peter, sulphur and charcoal.

taken in the hundredth part of a second.

Gunpowder is composed of three substances-salt

Saltpeter is the nitrate

of potash, its constituents being nitrogen, oxygen and

potassium.

In the best gunpowder, the ingredients

objects, as race horses, the waves of the sea, &c. , ar0
In English

experiments, an image was taken in the ten-thousandth

part of a second ; and a rapidly revolving wheel was

are so mixed that the composition consists of one taken in so brief a space that it seemed perfectly well

atom

of potash

to

one

of nitric

(:K.O,

acid, three

of defined and stationary, being illuminated by a single

N0 +C +S ) , and,
3
5
by explosion, this is changed into KS+N+3C0 , that
2

in one mass, could be contained in a cube of twenty carbon and one of sulphur
three feet.

the Manchester Society, in regal'd to the necessity of
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discharge of an electric battery, occupying, according
to Wheatstone, only the millionth part of a second.
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mItt Jdtutifit �mtritau.

to make it hot, as the in�ide of the candle flame is hot,
THE CHEMICAL HISTORY OF A CANDLE.
and the matter about tho wick is hot. [The lecturer
By PROFESSOR FARADAY.
placed some pieces of wax in a glass flask and heated
Now, 1 dare say, that is hot
A COIlI'Be of Six Lectures (adapted to a Juvenile Audi; ence) them over a lamp. ]
Delivered befol'e the Royal Institiitioi� of G re a t Britain,
enough for me. You sec that tho wax I put in it has
become fluid, and there is a little smoke coming from
Ll,CTURE II.
it. We shall very soon have tho vapor rising up. I
A Candle; Brightness oC the Flan1e-Air Necessary
will make it still hotter, and now we get more of it,
Cor COlnbustion-P"oduction oC Wate>'.
'We were occupied, the last time wc met, in consi so that I can actually pour the vapor out of the flask
dering the general character and arrangement as re into that basin, and set it on firo there. This, then,
gards the fluid portion of a candle, and the way in is exactly the same kind of vllpor as we have in the
which that fluid got into the place of combustion. You middle of the candlo ; and that you may see that that
Roe, when we have a candle fairly burning in a regular, is the case, let us try whether we have not got here, in
steady atmosphere, it will have a shape something this flask, a real combustible vapor out of the midddle of
the candle -[taking the flask into which the tube from
I ike the one shown in the diagram, and looking pretty
uniform, although very curious in its character. And, the candle proceeded, and introducing a lighted taper] .
now, I have to ask your attention to the moans by Sec how it burns. Now this is the very vapor from
which we are able to ascertain what happens in any the middle of the candle, produced by its own heat ;
particular part of the flame ; why it happens ; what and that is one of the first things you ha vo to consi
it does in happening ; itnd where, after all, the whole der with respect to the progress of the wax in the pro
candle goes to : because, as you know very well, a cess of combustion, and as regards the changes it un
candle being brought before us and burned, disap dergoes. I will arrange another tube carefully in the
pears, if properly burned, without the least trace of flame, and I should not wonder if we were able by a
dirt in. the candlestick-and this is a very curious cir little care, to get that vapor to pass thTOugh the tube
cumstance. Now, in order to examine this candle to the other extremity, whore we will light it and obtain
carefully, I have arranged certain apparatus, the use absolutely the flame of the candle at a place different
of which you will see as I go on. Here is a candle ; from it. Now, look at that. Is not that a very pretty
I am about to put the end of this glass tube into the experiment 1'_ 'I'adk about laying on gas-why, we can
middle of it-into that part which old Hooker has re actually lay on.a candle ! And you sec from this that
presented in the diagram as being rather dark, and there are clearly two different kinds of action -one
which you can SOil at any time if you will look at a the production of the vapor, and the other the cornbustion
candle carefully, without blowing it about. 'Ve will of it-both of which take place in lk'trticular parts of
the caridle.
examine this dark part first.
I shall get no vapor from that part that is already
burnt. If I raise the tube to the upper part of the
flame, so soon as the vapor has been swept out, what
comes away will be no longer combustible ; it is al
Teady burned. How burned 1 Why burned thus: In
the middle of the flame where the wick is, there is
this combustible vaPOl'; on the outside of the flame is
the air which we shall find necessary for the burning
of the candle ; between the two, intense chemical
action takes place whereby the air and fuel act upon
each other, and ttt the very same time that we obtain
lig'ht the vapor inside is destroyed. If you examine
where the heat of a candle is, you will find it very cu
Now I take thi s bent glass tube, and introduce one riously arranged. Suppose I take this candle and hold
end into that part of the flame, and you see at once a piece of paper close upon the flame, where is the
that something is coming from the flame, out n.t the heat of that flame 1 Do you not see that it is not in
other end of the tube ; and if I put a flrtsk tllere, and the inside 1 It is in a ring, exactly in the place where
l el1Vo it for a little while, yon will grachmlly see that I told you the chemical action was ; ' and even in my
something' from the middle part of the flame is drawn irregular mode of making the experiment, if there is
ont and goes through the tube and into that l1ask, and not too much disturbance, there will always be a ring.
there behaves very differently from what it does in the This is a good experiment for you to make at home.
open air. It not only escapes from the end of the tube, Take a strip of paper, have the air in the Toom quiet,
but falls down to the bottom o(the flask, like a heavy and put the piece of paper right across the middle of
sulmtance, as indeed it is. We find that this is the wax the flame (I must not talk while I make the experi
of the candle converted into a vaporous fluid-not a ment), and you will find that it is burnt in two places,
gas. You must learn the difference between a gas and and that it is not burnt, or very little so, in the middle
't vapor ; a gas remains permanent-a vapor is some and when you have tried the experiment once or twice,
thing that will conden"e. If you blow out a candle, so as to make it nicely, you will be very interested to
you perceive a very rmsty smell consequent on the see where the heat is, aud to find that it is where the
condensation of this vapor. This is very different nil' and the fuel come together.
from what you ha vo outside the flame ; and in order
This is most import9.nt for us as we proceed with our
to mrtke it more clear to you, I am about to produce
subject. Air is absolutely necessary for combustion ;
and set fire to a larger portion of this vapor-for what
and what is more, I must have you to understand that
we have in a small way in a candle, to understand
fresh air is necessary, or else we should be imperfect in
OUT reasoning and our experiments. Here is a jar of
air, I place it over a candle, and it burns very nicely
in it at first, showing that what I have said about it
is true ; but there will soon be a change. See how the
flame is drawing upward, presently fading, and at last
going out. And going out, why ? Not because it
wants air merely, for the jar is as full now as it was
before ; but it wants pure air, fresh air. The jar is full
of air partly changed, partly not changed ; but it does
not contain sufficient of the fresh air which is neces
sary for the combustion of a candle. These are all the
points which we, as young chemists, have to gather up;
and if we look a little more closely into this kind of
action, we shall find certain steps of reasoning ex
tremely interesting. For instance, here is the oil
lamp I showed you-an excellent lamp for our experi
ments-the old Al'gand lamp. I now make it like a
thoroughly, we must, as philosophers, produce in a candle [obstructing the passage of air into the center
larger way if needful, that we may examine the differ of the flame] ; there is the cotton ; there is the oil
<'nt parts. And , now, Mr. Anderson will give me a rising up it ; and there is the conical flame. It burns
source of heat; and I am about to show you what that poorly bemuse there is a partial restraint of air. I
vapor iR. Now. here is 11 glaRs flask, and I am going have allowed no [,til' to get to it, save round the out_
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side of the flame, and it does not burn well . I cannot
admit more air from the outside, because the wick is
large; but if, as Argand did so cleverly, I open a pas
sage to the middle of the flame, and so let air come in
there, you will sec how much more beautifully it
burns. If I shut the aiT off, look how it smokcs ; and
why 1 We have now some interesting points to study :
we have the case of the combustion of a candle ; we
have the case of a candle being put out by the want of
air; and we have now the case of imperfect combus
tion, and this is to us so interCE;ting, that I want you
to understand it as thoroughly as you do the case of
a candle burning in the best possible state. I will now
make a great flame, because we need the largest pos
sible illustrations. Here is a larger wick [burning
turpentine on a ball of cotton ] . All these things are
the same as candles, after all. If we have larger wicks
we must have a larger supply of air, or we shall have
less perfect combustion. Look now at this black sub
stance going up into the atmosphere ; there is a regu
lar stream of it. I have provided means to carry off
the imperfectly-burnt part, lest it should annoy you.
Look at the soots that fly off from the flame ; see what
an imperfect combustion it is, because it cannot get
enough air. What, then, is happening 1 Why, cer
tain things which arc necessary to the combustion of
a candle are absent, and very bad results arc accord
ingly produced ; but we see what happens to a candle
when it is burnt in a pure and proper state of air. At
the time when I showed you this charring by the ring
of flame on the one side of the paper, I might also
have shown you, by turning to the other side, that
the burning of a candle produces the same kind of soot
-charcoal or carbon.
But, before I show that, let me explain to you, as
it is quite necessary for our purpose, that, though I
take a candle and give you, as the general result, its
combustion in the form of a flame, we must see
whether combustion is always in this shape-when I
say" shape" I moan condition-or whether there are
other conditions of flame; and there are, and they are
most important to us. I think perhaps the best illus
tration of such a point as that, being young ones, is to
give you the result of strong contrast. Here is a little
gunpowder. You know that gunpowder burns with
flame ; we may fairly call it flame. It contains car
bon and other materials, which altogether cause it to
burn with a flame. And here is some pulverized iron,
or iron filings. Now, I purpose burning these two
things together. I have a little mortar in which I
will mix them. ( Before I go into these experiments,
let me hope that none of you, by trying to repeat them
for fun ' s sake, will do any harm. These things may
all be very properly used if we take care, but, without
that, much mischief will be done. ) Well, then, here
is a little gunpowder, which I put at the bottom of
that little wooden vessel, and mix the iron filings up
with it, my object being to make the gunpowder set
fire to the filings and burn them in the air, and there
by show the difference hetween substances burning
with flame and not with flame. Here is the mixture,
and when I set fire to it you must watch the combus
tion, and you will see that it is of two kinds. You
will see the gunpowder burning and the filings thrown
up. You will see them burning too, but you will sec
them burning otherwise than in flame. They will each
burn separately. [The lecturer then ignited the mix
ture. ] There is the gunpowder which burns with a
flame, and there are the filings ; they burn with a dif
ferent kind of combustion. You see, then, these two
great distinctions ; and upon these differences depend
all the beauty and all the utility of flame which we
use for the purpose of giving out light. When we usc
oil, or gas, or candle, for the purpose of illumination,
their fitness all depend upon these different kinds of
combustion.
There are such curious conditions of flame that it
requires some sharpness and some cleverness to di3tin
guish the kinds of combustion one from another. For
instance, here is a powder which is very combustible,
conSIsting, as you see, of separate little particles. It
is called lycopodiurn, 'and each of these particles can
produce a vapor and produce its own flame ; but, to
see them burn, you would think it was all one flame.
I will now set fire to a quantity, and you will see the
effect. 'Ve saw a cloud of flame, apparently in one
body ; but that rushing sound [Teferring to the sound
produced by the burning] was a proof that the com
bustion was not a continuous or regular one. This is
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formerly considered worthless rubbish have, like the venient for storage. The gum thus prepared is ready
cinder heaps, become little banks of riches. The fa for solution or grinding with sulphur, colors, or other
cility with which india-rubber may be molded, and admixture that may be required. The power that
the delicate patterns which may be impressed on its is necessary to turn one of these machines is very
surface, reniler it far before any other material, more great, and the strength of the grinders in proportion,
particularly on account of its elasticity under blows their size varying according to the extent of the fac
[To be continued.]
which would utterly annihilate a more fragile sub tories in which they may be used, some being capable
stance.
A sheet of hard india-rubber with the finest of masticating two hundred pounds and others not
Hard India-Rubber.
'I.'he following is another very interesting article on raised pattern impressed on its face during the pro more than twenty or thirty at a time.
The whole of this outlay is caused by the manner in
this subject from the London lJfechanics' Magazine, as a cess of vulcanization may be struck with a heavy ham
continuation ot the essay on page 67, present volume, mer without marring in the least its beauty. This which the gum is treated, previous to its being sent
renders it eminently adapted for panels, for ornamen over to this country, and which by a knowledge of the
SCIE1.";TIFIC A�IERICAN :tal
work, carriages and other purposes.
requirements of our manufacturers, and a little outlay
The value of hard india-rubber has never been
'rhe ready admixture of india-rubber with other in teaching the natives, or better still, founding estab
doubted by any who have given it their attention. In
the United States, where they are far ahead of us, gums also allows many things to be advantageously lishments of our own, might readily be done away
large factories have been erected for its manufacture alone, j oined with it without injuring the consistence of the with. The gum, as we named in our first paper,
and you come into daily, almost hourly contact with mass, and permits the production of various articles comes from the tree in a milky juice, and if placed in
vulcanite or bone rubber-one of their names for it which are not required of a fine quality, at a much less air-tight vessels with a little spirit, may be brought.
over in that condition. In this pure state it readily,
at every turn and in every form. The heels of your cost than would otherwise be possible.
Amongst the most recent appliances of hard or semi on exposure to the air, assumes the tenacious char
boots are made of it ; the buttons on your vests,
coats, and trousers are india-rubber ; your j ewelry is hard india· rubber we may mention thc following as acter of the bottle gum, and is equally valuable for all
mounted with it. The handles of the knifes in imita the most important to which our attention has been the uses of the masticated material.
tion of buckhorn, and at a quarter of the price, to say drawn : Shuttles, spools, bobbins, bosses, and covered
Nature and Uses of Gums.
nothing of their much greater durability ; the rings rollers ; army. accouterments and ornaments ; musical
There is a very general misapprehension of the
round the napkins, the. cane you carry, your brushes instruments, sutJh ali fifes and piccolos ; knife, sword
and combs, soap-dishes and other utensils, are all and pistol handles, and penEf:' Insulators for telegra nature of those substances called gum.�, and as a conse
made from it; and your easy chair rolls on castors of phic wires we have previously mentioned, but we may quence of this, the misapplication of the term is quite
the same material. When we see our sharp-witted add that these have been used in the United States for common. Various resins are frequently called gums,
and cute Amel'ic..'l.n cousins thus awake to its value, we many years past with perfect success. With reference such as india-rubber called "gum-elastic," while it
to its application to machinery in the instq,nce of does not possess the main pl'Operty of a true gum. In
may rest assured there is something in it.
'rhe india-rubber trade generally has received more shuttles, bobbins, &c. , its advantages are very great. chemistry, there are classes of substances, such as gums
attention there than here--more capital has been Hard wood, which has hitherto been used for this pur and resins, which have certain distinctive properties
brought to bear upon it, their factories are larger, and 'pose, is liable to split and warp, indeed is of common difterent from others, and unless a person is acquaint
their machincry better. With the exception of the occurrence. The india-rubber not being subject to this ed with the nature of these substances, he is very
manufactory of Messr8-. Charles Macint�sh & Co. , there renders it of great value. This also applies eqUltlly to liable to commit mistakes when he has occasion to
have been none started in this country until within the bosses used in flax spinning, which are being sup speak of them. Some particular information on thi�
the last few years, and these only on a comparatively planted by india-rubber as far more durablc. Its ap subject will therefore be of general benefit. A pure
small scale, 01' simply devoted to the making' of water plication, however, to the coating of iron rollerH where gum is chiefly distinguishable by being soluble in
proof garments. The trade, as far as the efercise of equal pressure with a certain amount of elastic resistance water and not in alcohol; this is a test of its character
inventive genius in its application to new purposes is is required, bids fair to become of ve1'Y great value, whicli makes a distinction between it and resin. There
concerned, has been at a standstill, and the manufac nothing having been yet found to meet this require are several species of gums, generally arranged into
ment. Army accouterments and ornaments excel three varieties-gum-arabic and its analogues dissolve
ture of hard india-rubber is only no�v being begun.
Goodyear's introduction of .it into this country did those in present use from their extreme lightness, and entirely in water, and their principal is called arabin;
not lead to any practical rcsults, from the fact that he from the resistance to blows which would indent gum-tragacanth simply softens and swells in cold
had no manufactory; all the beautiful specimens he metal, as well as from the facility with which they water, its principle is called tragacanthin; cherry gum
exhibited were the product of American skill . This of may be cleaned. As applied to flutes, fifes, or piccolos only partially dissolves in water, its principal is called
course rendered their cost .too high either as substi it is far superior to wood, from its being unaffected by cerasin.
Gum-arabic is perhaps the oldest and best known
tutes or improvements upon anything in Hse. Had heat or cold, moisture or dry weather. The fifes
he lived we believe it was his intention to have estab and flutes we have seen are perfection in appearanc,c, gum. It is obtained from the Arabian acacia, and
lished large works here, which would doubtless have and their tone remarkably clear without being hard or many persons suppose that the shiUa.h tree mentioned
led to great results, but his death prevented this, and loud, arising no doubt from the peculiar non-porosity in the Bible in connection with the building of the
of their substance, and the beautiful surface given to temple was the acacia. 'I.'he gum of this tree exudes
its development is left to other hands.
Till very recently all the articles made from hard their interior in the process of manufacture. As han in a liquid state from the trunk and branches, and
india-rubber have been imported from America, dles to ordinary knives, pistols, or swords, there is a hardens by exposure to the air. The largest quanti
France, or Belgium-large factories being established superiority over anything hitherto used, both in touch ties are obtained from the trees in the hot lind parch
in the two latter countries for the production of and wear, the blades not being liable to start when ing months of July and August ; and the more sickly
combs and other goods. The importation of this one placed in hot water, as is so commonly the case with the tree the more gum it yields, and the hotter the
article into England amounts to a sum that would as bone or ivory-whilst its application to pens will weather the more prolific it is. It is stated that pearls
tonish any one ignorant of the large amount of trade doubtless ere long be as common as steel, combining are formed in oysters by the secretion of crystalline
done in combs generally. One house alone we believe as its does all the qualitie� of the metal with the ex matter caused by wounds, hence these gems have been
imports £10,000 worth annually. This state of things, treme freedom and ease of the quill. Hard india-rub called" the tears of the oyster. " Upon the same
however, we do not suppose will long exist. It has ber had also been applied to the coating of iron pins classic basis gum-arabic may be truly called " the teal's
been caused to a great extent by the fact of the manu for insulators, the covering of gun-barrels in place of of the acacia. " Many persons suppose that this sub
facture itself being a secret ; and the cause of failure b1'owning, and the coating of harness irons in place of stance is found exclusively in Arabia, but this is not
in those who have attempted to produce it has arisen leather, being found far more durable, not affected by the case ; it is also obtained in Egypt and various
f!'Om an ignorance of the nature of the process and the heat or wet, and requiring far less trouble in cleaning. other parts of the Turkish empire. It OCCUl'S in
principles by which it is governed . .
The treatment which the native india-mbber has to globular pieces or tears ; "its color is genemlly a pale
The chemistry o f india-rubber, o r rather of its manu undergo in its manufacture and the machinery used amber, and it is inodorous and brittle.
Gum-arabic dissolves in both hot and cold water.
facture, would form an interesting volume, which we varies according to the different requirements of manu
should like to see published ; and we hope some future facturers, but we may glance at the process of cleansing Leibeg holds this gum to be a hydrate of carbon, and
Goodyear may yet give us the result of new experi and mastication, which is necessarily much the same expresses its composition by the formulro 012' llHO.
ments and point out new facts in its history. As we in all factories, as showing the great strength of the When boiled with very dilute sulphuric acid it is con
stated in our first article, we know of no material material and the power required to tear it asunder and verted into grape sugar; borax coagulates it, and al
which has been introduced of late years which contains rework it into one oonsistent mass. We have stated cohol precipitates its arabin in a white mass from HI!
in itself so many elements of wonderful adaptability in a former article that the gum as imported is very solutions. It is much used in medicine as a demul
to such numerous purposes. We have therefore faith largely mixed with clay, bark, and other things, which cent ; and usually forms a component part of cough
in its future ; that what we have already admired and have to be removed before it can be worked into lozenges. A small piece of it, if allowed to dissolve
wondered at, is yet destined to work many further im any article of commerce. This process consists of the slowly in the mouth, tends to allay a troublesome
portant changes, and be turned, by the application of cutting by a knife, into s!ll.all pieces, the blocks or bot cough by diminishing the irritation of the fauces as it
inventive and studious minds, into other and still tles of rubber, and then, after soaking them for some sheathes the affected part from the atmosphere and
more useful channels.
time in hot water, placing them in a closed cylinder dilutes the acid secretions. It is therefore a very ex
The great wa�te which attended the manufacture of with revolving spikes or teeth, which tear it into cellent and mild substance to use by persons who have
india-rubber at first, and indeed until very recently, shreds, and allow a stream of water, which passes throat affections. It is also an excellent sust-ainer of
has now been done away with by a recent patent. through the machine, to wash away all the dirt and life, as a food. The native Kaffirs sometimes live
Vulcanized rubber is submitted to a process by which impurities. This action being continued for some upon gum for many days during long journeys in the
it is recovered and made capable of re-use ; Goodyear' S time; generates sufficient heat in itself to make the desert. Formerly gum-arabic was much used as a
belief that the old overshoes instead o f being thrown whole adhere in one mass, which is then taken out, vehicle of colors in printing, but it has been supersed
away when worn out would be saleable to the old and subjected to other machines, where it may be ed by dextrin.
Barbary-gum is obtained from Morocco, and is of a
clothesmen has come true, and the piles of what was rolled into sheets, 01' shaped in any way the most conthe lightning of the pentomimes, and a very good one
too. [The experiment was twice repeated, by blow
ing lycopodium from a glass tube through a spirit
flame. ] That is not a combustion like that of the
filings I have been speaking of, to which I must now
bring you back again.

.

-----, �......
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ROMANCE OF THE STEAM ENGINE.
light greeni8h color, occurring in small irregular tears.
Gum·senegal is an African product, and is derived from
ARTICLE XI.
several species of the acacia. It occurs in larger tears
POTTER AND BEIGHTON.
than gum-arabic, and these are chiefly of a light brown
In the last article, the first condensing pumping en
color. East-India gum is very similar to the gum gine, having a piston in the steam cylinder and operat
arabic, at least some specimens of it, and is probably ing through a walking beam, was represented. The
the product of a kindred tree. South Africa also fur operation of it depended upon the care of those who
nishes Cape gum, which is obtained from a species of attended it. This demanded the most unremitting
acacia resembling that of the Arabian desert. It is of observation and labor in opening and closing the steam
a pale yellow color, and generally held to be of a and water cocks by hand. When the attendant open
rather inferior quality. The Kaffirs make quite a busi ed the steam cock, he was obliged to watch the ascent
ness of collecting this gum for export to England. of the piston, and when it had reached the proper
Gum-mezgnite, known as musgnit, is an American pro hight, the cock was shut in an instant, and at the same
duct, obtained from a tree which grows in the high moment the injection cock had to be opened. After
and dry regions of Texas and New Mexico. It is a the injection water had condensed the steam, the pis
pontaneous semi-fluid exudation, concreting by expo· ton descended into the vacuum with an increasing
sure into tears, and sometimes rounded balls about velocity, which, if not arrested with inlet steam at the
the size of hazel nuts, semi-transparent and of an am precise moment, some part of the machinery was sure
ber color. It contains 84. 96 per cent of arabin, and is to be broken in pieces. A regular series of simulta
therefore an excellent gum, but it has not yet become an neous movements were required to operate the cocks,
article of common merchandise. None of the nomadic and an engine-man or cock-boy sat upon a seat where
tribes of the Amm'ican deserts have yet made a busi he had all the cocks at his command, by a set of catch
ness of gathering it in the warm season, as the Kaffirs strings, which required his incessant attention.
do the gums in South Africa. The musgnit is a true
The ftn.t person who successfully improved the de
gum, as it is not soluble in alcohol, but is so in water, vices for operating the valves was Humphrey Potter,
with which it makes an excellent mucilage.
respecting whom Desaguliers states that, having been
Cherrytne gum is obtained from the trunks of the
employed, in 1713, to attend one of Newcomen's en
plum, peach, apricot and cherrytree, and has the ap .gines, in order to save himself the trouble of watching,
pearance of the poorer qualities of the gum-arabic. It contrived to make the engine work the levers of the
is only partially soluble in water, and is divisible into valves by strings attached to the beam. In some ac
arabin and cerasin. It is not employed for any useful
counts which we have read of Potter, it is stated that
purpose, so far as we know.
he was a boy not over fond of work, rather lazy in
Gum-kino is a product of a dark red color, and is
body, but we don't believe a word of this ; we think
gathered from trees which grow in the East Indies, he was a genuine mechanic, fruitful in expedients, and
Australia and Africa. It contains tannic acid, and is a true inventor.
a powerful astringent, capable of tanning the skins of
The next person who made a decided advance in ren
animals. It is principally used in medicine for obsti dering the steam engine self-acting was H. Beighton,
nate diarrhooa.
a mining engineer of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, who
Gum-catechu is rather an extract than a gum. It is constructed a series of mechanical devices, consisting
soluble in water, and is much used for tanning skins, of levers, rocking arms, and toothed sectors all con
and dyeing brown colors on cotton fabrics. It is an nected together, and by which the valves were opened
East Indian product,. also called terra-Japonica and cutch.
There are several varieties of it ; the best are of a dark
brown color.
Gum-tragacanth or gum-dragon is a widely known
and much used product. It comes from Asia Minor
and Northern Persia, and is the natural exudation of
the shrub a�tragalus. To secure it, the peasants clear
away the earth from the root of the plant, in the
months of July and August, and they then make in
cisions in the balk The gum exudes the whole length
of the cuts and soon becomes hard, when it is collect
ed and put into bags. If the weather be warm and
dry, the gum will be white and clear ; but if damp, it
a8sumes a brownish tinge. The finest specimens of
this gum are generally shipped to France. Instead of
dissolving in cold water like gum-arabic, it merely in
tumesces ; but when it is subjected to ebullition in
water for a considerable period of time, it gradually
becomes like a solution of gum-arabic, and a portion
of it nearly dissolves-hence some chemists suppose
that it is transformed into arabin. The insoluble por
tion of gum-tragacanth contains considerable starch
and lignin. This gum is occasionally employed in
medicine, for the same purpose as gum-arabic. The
inferior kinds of it are used as a mucilage by shoe
makers to give a gloss to the heels of boots. It is also
much employed in France for pasting artificial flowers,
and imparting a beautiful gloss to the elegant colored
prints which decorate the paper boxes in which rib·
bons, silks, and artificial flowers are packed. There
are several other varieties of gums not particularly
described; but the most important have been men and closed by the walking-beam, through a vertical
tioned, with the exception of a mucilage, apparently tappet rod connected to it. Beighton first operated his
of :it tl"Ue gummy character, which is obtained by levers by hand, and they were called han a-gear; but
steeping flax-seed in water. This mucilage is now he soon saw how the motions of the pisiLn could do it
employed for dressing some qnalities 6f silks as a sub better than an attendant, and he thus applied his de_
stitute for fine glue and pale gum, and it is a superior vices as represented by the accompanying figure: a is
article for this purpose, especially for black silk. A the fire place, b, the boiler, c, -piston, d, steam pipe, e,
wrinkled piece of black silk may be made to look as axis of the regulator, or steam valve, d, steam pipe, j,
well as when it was new, by sponging it slightly on a loaded or safety valve, "which gives vent to the
the right side with a weak mucilage of flax-seed, then steam of the boiler in case it grows too strong; g,
ironing it with a hot flat iron on the wrong side. The gage cocks with their pipes, one of which goes down
table for ironing silk should be covered with several so far into the boiler, as to be two or three inches
folds of fine cotton cloth, because a covering of coarse above, and the other so far below the surface of the
�loth will leave the print of the coarse threads upon water therein," the water being of a due hight when
silk. Artificial gums are now manufactured and the steam is emitted by the shorter, and water by the
Hsed upon a large scale. In a future article we shall longest pipe ; h, It pipe fixed to the head of the boiler,
"lcscribe these and various processes for making them. and called the buoy pipe, open at both ends, the lower
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end being a foot or more below the surface of the water
in the boiler. Within this pipe is a cylindrical buoy
that swims upon the water therein ; and when the
steam in the boiler is become so strong as, by its pres
sure, to force water up the said pipe, it then raises the
buoy, whose axis causes the balance, r, and inceptor, 7 ,
also to rise, and lifting the notch, 2 from 3, on one end
of the lever, permits 13, a weight attached to it, to
fall so far, till the injecting-cock at the axis of the said
lever, is opened, by which an injection of cold water
into the cylinder, and consequently a vacuum made by
the condensation of the steam. The pressure of the atmo
sphere now brings down the inner end of the great
lever, when one of the pins in the hanging rod, g,
takes hold of 1, the end of lever, 0, which, by the fall
of weight 13, at the other end of it, was raised as
above, somewhat higher than the parallel of its axis
at n, and brings it down so far till the end, 3, is rais
ed up as high, as to be again taken hold of by the
notch, 2, at which time the injection-cock is thereby
shut, and the regulator, e, is opened; k, a pipe for
supplying boiler with hot water from top of cylinder;
l, piston, having always eight inch&s of water lying
upon it ; there is a " circular plate in diameter nearly
equal to the cylinder, and closed thereto, with leather
round the edge ;" m, injecting pipe having an inject
ting cock, "with its wheel, which is opened and shut
by 0, a small lever and its quarter wheel, whose ends
1 and 3 are alternately lifted up by the engine' s mo
tion ; " " p, an axis moving between two standards,
with its shanks, 4 5 6 8 9, and a slider 100g, beam
(or plug-frame )" hanging on the great lever, and
moving up and down with it, opens and shuts the
regulating and injecting cocks by three pins, set high
er or lower as occasion requires it ; one of which pins
as the beam is going up, upon the access of the steam
into it, takes hold of 8, attached to axis, p, and raises
it to such hight, till the weight, 14, on lever 9, gets
beyond the perpendicular of its axis, when by its own
gravity it falls so far toward the cylinder as the piece
of hard leather, 15, will permit it, by which motion
the rod 5, the end of which appears in the figure at
a pin in the slider, 10, is removed, and lever 4, is
brought down to take its place, and striking against
this pin, carries it away so far, and with it the slider
till the regulator at e, to whose handle the slider
is fixed, is by this means fthut, and the steam confined
in the boiler-by the same motion the lever, 6, shown
slanting downward, is raised somewhat above the
axis, and lies ready to be taken hold of by another
pin in the hanging beam, g, which, upon the conden
sation of the steam, brings down this lever so far, till
the weight, 14, is again brought beyond the perpen
dicular of the axis on the other side, when, by ite own
gravity, this again falls beyond the perpendicular of
its axis on the other side; by that motion the lever,
4, is again removed from the pin in the slider, and the
lever, 5, is made to strike against it, which opens the
steam valve.
The steam now passes out of the boiler into the
cylinder, and the pressure upon the surfacc of the
water being abated, the buoy in the pipe, II, falls, and
with it the balance, r, and inceptor, 7, and the notch,
2, takes hold of the end, 3, of the lever, 0, by means
of which the injecting cock remains shut, so that the
steam by its force against the bottom of the piston
countervails the pressure of the atmosphere, and per
mits it to rise along with the hanging-rod , g, which,
by the action of the pin, shuts the regulator, when
the steam being confined and the injecting cock shut,
the engine remains in this position until the steam be
comes strong enough by its pressure again to rise the
The
buoy in the pipe, and a new stroke is begun.
outer end of the great beam works a pump; '1", is a
balance ( or lever ) one end of which turns up a pin,
the other end is fastened to the higher end of the in
ceptor, 7, lower end fastened to the lever, 11; these,
as have been described, rise and fall together by means
of the buoy ; 8 is a cup receiving overplus of water
from x, and conveying it into boiler ; t, a pipe convey
ing the injection water into cistern, having an im
merged valve at the lower end ; v, a pipe conveying
waste water from the piston when it rises to the top
of cylinder; x, a valve through ;vhich theair is"forced
by the steam ; z, a cock supplying piston with water.
Such, it is stated, was the first self-acting steam en
gine; the movements of the valves were thus regu
lated accurately by the motions of the piston. This
was a great step in the progress of the steam engine.
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AMERICAN ENGINEERS' ASSOCIATION.
[Reported for the Scientific American.]

stitution and by-laws, for the purpose of organizing a
similar society at that place.
Mr. GARVEY presented drawings of his improved

On Wednesday evening, January 23d, the regular Automatic Boiler Feeder. It was duly referred to the
Committee on Science and New Inventions .

weekly meeting of this association was held at its
room, No. 24 Cooper Institute, this city-Thomas B.

In the engraving similar letters indicate correspond 
ing parts in all the figures.

A committee was selected by the society to prepare

The escape wheel, A, i s

connected with t h e main spring by a train of gearing,
so as to receive a motion in the direction indicated by
the arrow, J.

As this wheel revolves, it imparts

through the lever, C, a pushing impulse, first in one

Stillman, Esq . , President ; Benj . Garvey, Esq. , Secre a memorial to be presented to the Legislature, relative direction and then in the other, to the balance wheel ,
to the employment of practical engineers to inspect B, Fig. 2.
Below the balance wheel and upon the
tary.
The subj oined letter was received from Mr. R. V.

DeWitt, of Albany :-

ALBANY, N. Y . , Jan.

1 6 , 1861 .

Steamer Simeon De Witt , of Cayuga Lake:-Horizontal
cylinder, 50 inches in diameter , 72 inches stroke ; steam
pip e , 1 2 inches in diameter ; steam drum or chest, 1 2 inches
III diameter ; nozzles or passages , 5 by 15-75 inches ; disk
cut·off valv e , 8 feet from drum, cutting oft at one-third
stroke (26 inches) ; pressure on piston b efore cutting off,
9 inches ; revolutions, 1 9 . An oil cup was inserted ab o ut
12 inches from the end of the cylinder. Upon one occasion
the cock of this cup worked loose , s o that the weight of
its handle opened it, when the following oc curred, to which
attention is called:Upon the commenc ement of the stroke, the piston start
ing from the end to which the oil cup was fixe d , air rushed
in through the cup , showing a vacuum, until the piston
passed the oil hole. When the piston had passe u , a strong
jet of steam blew out, continuing until the cut-off valve
closed, when instantly air rushed inward, showing a
vacuum, until the piston had progressed about one-half the
balance of th e stroke (24 to 28 inches) , when the steam
again blew out, until the stroke was finished . Afterwards,
by repeating the operation purp osely, I found the same
resnlt invariably.
Upon describing the above to an intelligent � orth river
engineer, Mr. Spenc er, of the steamers Rochester and IIenry
Hudson, he immediately remarked that this exph,ined th e
canse of a singular accident that occurred to him on a
steamer onL ake Erie , nnder his charge as engineer. Upon
one occasion he had been obliged to shut his throttle valve
instantaneously, when to his astonishment, the packing of
the lower flange of the valve box (between the valve and
cylinder) was sucked in and the engine uisabled , the vessel
being critically situated at the mercy of a gale until he
had repacked the joint.
It would seem as if the particles of steam must cohere
in such a way that the piston travels off . before
the mass
.
can expand.
�..
Queries.-Is the watery condition of the steam the caus e ,
a n d will superheating (drying) t h e steam cure this evil,?
How far do these phenomena affect the cut-off question ?
How far does the density of the steam affect the result ?
Does the indicator show the result as above ? Does not the
fact stated indicate that, to use a cut-off to the b e st advan
tage , it should close gradually and not instantaneously ?
I would like to have the following questions answered by
some or all of the advocates or opp onents of the expansion
of steam , according to the consequence of their theories,
be cause I can give the practical answer to it.
Datum.-A boat of fair modQI, 100 feet deck, 18 fe et
beam, drawing 3 fe et 9 inches ; cylinder, 48 inches ; stroke ,
24inches ; air pump , 22 inches ; strok e , 16 inches ; boiler
capable of maintaining, say 15 Ibs. steam per square inch
at full stroke, ultimatum ; natural draft. The cylinder is
removed, and in place of it is substituted one of 30 inches,
or 900 cylindric inches instead of 5 7 6 . Stroke of piston
unaltered, and the nozzles of the new cylinder being the
same as that of the old, and fitted to the same valve box,
flanges, &c. In fact, no alteration except diameter of cyl
nder.
Query . With the same amount of fuel per honr, steam
cut off on the new cylinder so as to keep the pressure at
15 Ibs. in the boiler, will there b e any gain or loss ? if any,
what per cent ?

the boilers of this city.

That committee consists of same axle is a smaller wheel which has the pin, h,

Messrs. Stillman, Roeder and Koch.

projecting downward from its lower side and entering

The association then adj ourned .

the space between the forks, g and g' that project in

Erratum. -In the report of this association, Jan. 9th ,
the instrument submitted by Dr . V a n del' Weyde
should have been designated a " Pyrometer. "

The oscillations of a pendnlum having been found to
occupy always the same length of time, S O long as the
length of the pendulum remained constant, this instru
ment was applied to regUlating the movements of
clocks ; and the atten tion of mechanicians was direct
ed to the devising of some plan for applying the same
principle to regulate the movements of portable
wheel .

This led to the invention of the balance
A wheel is nicely poised and connected with

!

a delicate spring n such manner that when the wheel
__

------- -----�_/--c...'
... - -

__

::_ ____--.-____�___

Above the lever,

C,

and upon the same

eled for the action of the teeth , a a, of the escape wheel,

The forks, f f, of the lever
C, are merely to balance the hoop, e e. It will be seen
that as the wheel, A, turns forward in the direction in
A, thus serving as pallets .

dicated by the arrow, 3 , one of the teeth , a , acting

C, to swing in the
4 and 5, thus press

upon the pallet, i, cauDes the lever,
direction indicated by the arrows,

ing the fork, g, against the pin, h, and pushing the
balance wheel round in the corresponding direction ;
and as the balance wheel is drawn partly back by the

balance spring, another pin a, acts upon the pallet, j,
,
impelling the lever, and with it the balancc wheel in

As each of the teeth, a , strikes against the cylinder,
D, the motion of the scape wheel is stopped until the
swinging of the lever brings the notch in cylinder,

D,

opposite to the tooth which is pressing against the
cylinder, when the scape wheel is allowed to move for
ward the distance of one space between the teeth , a a ,
when it i s stopped by the striking o f t h e tooth against
the opposite pallet.

In this way the scape wheel is

permitted to move the distance of only one space be
tween its teeth at each oscillation of the balance wheel,
and thus the movement of the watch is regulated.
In the escapement heretofore in use the forks, g g',

I1nd pin, h, have been placed upon the side of the I,xle
of the balance wheel nearest the fulcrum of thc lever,
while by this improvement they are placed upon the
opposite side.

A brief inspection of Fig . 3, by which

the motions of th e two are illustrated, will show that
the change effects 11 considerable saving in the rubbing

of the forks, g g', against the pin, h ; thus saving both
friction and the use of oil, both of which it is very de
sirable to reduce to a minimum in the construction of
watches.
The patent for this invention was granted through

1, 1861,

the Scientific American Patent Agency January

and further information in relation to it may be ob
tained by addressing the inventor, Prosper Humbert,
Boston, Mass.

R. V. DEWITT.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CARDs . -Card photographs

A short discussion ensued upon the questions pro

leading galleries it makes the chief business, and in

It was then, upon motion of Mr. Mer

one so great is the demand that the actnal work is at

riam, referred to the Committee on Science and New

least a week behind the orders and the patrons make

Inventions.

their applications and appointments a week in advance.

The subject of expansion was called up by Mr. Louis

Each photograph is multiplied by the dozen, so that it

Koch, who asked if the same boilers, or the samc

appears that photographs may soon becom e as com

quantity of boiler capacity, was used at Erie in the

mon as newspapers, and we trust as useful.

experiments upon the expansion of steam, in cutting
]\fr. MERRIAM-Yes ; in all the experiments alluded

a neat photographic album, especially adapted to the

.Pi !T ."5

to at the last meeting this was the case.

cards, so that two or more may be displayed on one

!\Ir. KOCH-Well, then, the test was not a fair one

i s started with a rotary motion, the spring is coiled up

for expansion, as you have to keep as large a quantity

with a constantly increasing strain which finally stops

of water boiling for a small quantity of steam used,

the rotary movement of thc whee l , and draws it back
in the opposite direction ; thus giving to the wheel a
swinging or oscillating motion, similar to the vibrlt

Mr. MERRIAM . -Mr. Koch ' s argument is very good ;

This card

photographic fashion has ah;o brought into commerce

off at one-third as in following full stroke .

and that takes fuel.

in New

York are now in the hight offashion. In several of the

pounded in the above letter, and the cause of the
phenomena.

C.

the opposite direction.

-

(Signed)

lever,

shaft, is a cylinder, D, which has a wide notch cut in
its side, the two edges, i and j, of the notch being bev

HUMBERT'S IMPROVED WATCH ESCAPEMENT.

watches.

ward from the hoop, e e, which forms a portion of the

bnt it seems the contrary was proved by one experi

tions of a pendul um .

ment of thirty-six hours , when the cut-off was tried

of the wheel, like those of the pendulum, are all per

It is found that the oscillations

page, and hundreds in the whole book .

This fashion

is reasonable , and there is little doubt that it will be
come a permanent institution.

We therefore advise

our readers to be prepared for it, with suitable illRtru
ments and the albums. -Journal qf Photography.
I .. .

SENSIBLFl

I

ADvICE. -Professol'

Silliman ,

of

New

Haven, Tecently dosed a Smithsonian lectnre by giv

formed in the same length of time, provided the size of
ever , that it took more coal and water, and this was the wheel and the tension of the spring remain con

ing the following sensible advice to young men :-" If,

accounted for upon the idea that the engine took her stant. As the motions of the wheel would soon cease
steam in a more moist state.
from friction, it is necessary to give it a slight push

muscles, and quiet nerves, and long life, and power

with one boiler instead of two.

It was found, how

Mr. KocH-I cannot think that possible.

at each oscillation, and this is effected by the device

thel·efore,

you wish for

a clear mind and strong

prolonged in old age , permit me to say , althong·h I

Such an immense amount of am not giving a temperance lecture, avoid al l drinks
discussion upon this subj ect until the experiments at thought has been bestowed upon this little piece of above water and mild infusions of that flui d , ShUll
Erie have been finished, and we have the full results mechanism that it always surprises us when a new tobacco , opium , and everything else that disturbs
thereof. I would, therefore, move that the whole idea is presented in connection with it. And it would the normal state of the system ; rely upon nntriti ous
Mr. GARVEy-I think it would be better to defer the called an escapement.

subject be laid over until that period.
These remarks received the approbation of the meet
ing, and the motion was carried.

A letter W'dS received from Mr .

perhaps be impossible for us to have a more striking food, and mild, diluted drinks, of which water is the
illustration of the absolutely inexhaustible field for base, and you will need nothing beyond these things,
improvement than the invention which we here illus

Enoch R . Iverson, 01 trate ; for it does present perfectly manifest

St. Louis, asking for a copy of this association ' s con-

tages over escapements heretofore in use.
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advan

except rest, and due moral regulations of all your

powers, to give you long, happy find useful lives and
a serene evening at the close.
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WHAT IS
REPLY

MOMENTUM 1

TO PROFESSOR

SILLIMAN.

EDITORS :-With your leave I will answer
the communication of Professor Silliman, published
on page 22 of the present volume of the SC IENTI FI C
AMERICAN, in reply to a previous article of mine under
the above caption.
'1'he principal aim of Professor Silliman's communi
cation is to give his idea of mornenturn in detail, and to
"how that my idea of it is incorrect, and advanced
solely upon my own responsibility. The definition I
gave, without a thought of novelty, was : " 11fomentum
is a conventional term, used by physicists to express a
certain product ( JllIY) , often occurring in mechanical
analysis, but not susceptible of direct interpretation
as a measure of any phenomenal action . " From the
first authority now examined, one not previously con
sulted, I quote : " Quantity of motion. -The products
MY JllIv , have received the name of quantity of rnotion ;
it is a conventional phrase, to which we attach no other
signification than that of the product of a mass into
the velocity imparted to or taken from it. " -1Jforin' 8
Jfechanics, Bennett' s Translation, page 65. I hardly think
the authority of this eminent physicist will be called
in question.
Let us now turn to the amended definitions, quoted
by Professor Silliman from the second edition of his
" Natural Philosophy."
First, " The momentum (MY ) of a moving body is its
amount of motion." As an explanatory term, what
does " amount of motion " mean ? Our only measure
of motion is its rapidity or velocity. Does momentum
measure the Velocity with which a body moves ? No ;
for one single element of the product measures that.
Does momentum measure the velocity which a moving
body is capable of imparting to a body at rest ? No ;
for that varies with the mass of th,e body impinged.
'What " phenomenal action " does it measure ? Can
any one define " amount of motion " further than by
saying it is the product of mass and velocity ? '1'0
give B as a synonym for A, without being able further
to define B, is no explanation whatever. Professor
Silliman would say, I confound intensity with quan
tity. That I do not separate them in case of motion is
true, "nor do I see how they can be separated. When
applied to such agencies as light, heat and electricity,
it is easy to distingush between intensity and quantity.
A battery may produce heat of sufficient intensity to
dissipate a diamond; yet so devoid of quantity that it
will not warm a room ; while a furnace developes heat
in such quantity as to warm a house, but possessed of
so little intensity that it is , powerless upon the
diamond. The electricity, whose intensity enables it
to dart from cloud to cloud, may not possess sufficient
quantity to decompose a drop of water. As applied to
these agencies, we distinguish between their intensity
and quantity by the different classes of phenomena
produced ; but when we turn to a word not expressing
an active agency, but a mere idea-motion-transla
tion thrOllgh space-susceptible of no other variations
than in velocity and direction, what ideas of quantity
or intensity can we attach to it ?
Second, " JllIomentum represents the amount of force
that is at any time accumulated and retained by the
inertia of the moving body . " Suppose a body, having
acquired the velocity Y, to be abandoned of all forces ;
according to Professor Silliman, its momentum then
represents the accumulation of all the force that has
acted upon it, or changed its velocity from 0 to Y. If
we regard all the force acting upon a body as accumulating in it, is it not evident that, in being brought to
a state of rest, no body can give out a force greater
than all the force accumulated in it ? Hence, if this
definition has any meaniJ:lg at all, momentum measures
the maximum force that can be developed by the
impact of a moving body ; but your correspondent
would not himself claim this. '1'he definition has no
meaning. Force is not capable of accumulation. 'l'he .
instant it has acted it has gone forever ; as force it
can never act again. The ball which lies upon the
table is just as much acted upon by gravity as when it
falls through the air under its influence ; there is j ust
as much an accumulation of force in one case as in the
other. Force, when resisted by no other force than
the inertia of a body, produces motion and developes
power ; this power is stored up in inertia ; this inertia,
1IIESSRS.

when the motion of the moving body is impeded, is
capable of developing a new force, whose intensity
varies with the rapidity with which the moving body
is impeded'; the intensity of this newly-developed force
may far e'xceed the intensity of the force which
originally produced the motion, but the work it does
the power it gives back---Dan never exceed that which
the original force has stored up in inertia, 'rhe heat
of the sun is a force ; that force aids in the formation
of every leaf that rustles in the breeze ; every leaf when
burned gives back heat ; as well, then, might we say
that the leaf measured condensed sunshine, as to regard
momentum the measure of accumulated force.
Third, " JllIomentum is the measure of the force re
quired, without regard to time, to sct a body in motion
with a velocity Y." It is patent to all that any force,
however small, acting upon any body however great,
can, if you give it time enough, produce any velocity
however rapid. This statement lies fairly within the
terms of the definition, and reduces it to an absurdity.
Professor Silliman would say that " without regard to
time " is intended to convey a different idea from that
which I have attached to it ; but the attempt to give
it any other meaning will make the third definition
precisely the equivalent of the second.
Havill.g reviewed the definitions given by your cor
respondent, permit me to point out one or two errors
in his new illustration of the locomotive and train.
The only resistance he takes into account is friction,
which he speaks of as varying in intensity with the
Velocity, thus concluding: " Hence, to impart to the
train a double velocity, a fourfold force is required. "
All modern physicists agree that the resisting force of
friction is independent of velocity, while the power
eonsumed per second varies directly as the velocity.
The resisting force arising from impact of air and rough
rails varies as the sqnare of the velocity, while the
power consumed per second varies as the cube of the
velocity. 'rhe resistance arising from inertia varies
inversely as the time occupied in effecting the change
of velocity. Hence, to ascertain the " force required
to impart a double velocity, " we must take all these
resistances into account, and all combined would
seldom give tt " fourfold force. " When the velocities
are comparatively small, but little additional force is
required to maintain a double velocity ; though, of
course, the power consumed per second is somewhat
more than doubled. Any force, slightly exceeding
that required to maintain a double velocity, is capable
of irnparting such a velocity. Hence, instead of l'e
quiring a "lolt/fold force, " as stated by Professor Silli
man, we do not even require a double force. Not to
let this assertion rest on my own authority, I refer to
the experiments made and recorded by Pambour and
Wood, on the traction of railway carriages, where the
forces required to maintain the various velocities were
determined as accurately as possible by means of
dynamometers
Permit me, before concluding, to substitute in the
cri ticism of Professor Silliman's definition, contained
in my first communication, the words "through equal
portions of space " in place of " during equal portions
of time . "
Believing I have replied t o all the points suggested
by Professor Silliman' s communication, I remain,
yours respectfully,
Jos. W. SPRAGUE.
Hochester, N. Y . , Jan. 12, 1861.

alcoholic camphene, on account of their low density
and volatility. Those oils are generally colorless in
the distillation until they reach a density of . 800, or
proof 440. At this proof they are unsafe to burn in
lamps. At a temperature of 750 Fah. they will iu
flame on the approach of a lighted taper.
The struggle between the distillers of coal oil and
petroleum oils has begun to run so high that their
chief object seems to be the production of colorless
oils, although the yield is less and the risk in burn·
ing is greatly increased. Oils have been sold at proof
45° . These liquid hydro-mrbons may be tested by
applying a lighted taper to a small quantity of the
oil, contained in a watch glass. If the oil takes fire
when its temperature is 65° 01' 700, it will be liable to
explode in burning in a lamp, tt circumstance which
has happened several times already, and serious con
sequences have been the result. The above oils are
also sometimes mixct! either with camphene or with
fusil oil. The former renders them more inilam·
mabIe ; the latter is a product obtained in the manu
facture of alcohol. It is known by its suffocating
odor, and both the oil and its vapor are poisonous ;
therefore they should be carefully avoided.
'1'he proper proof of oils obtained from coal, petro
leum, bitumen, &c. , and intended for lamps, is 400 ,
and not exceeding 410, or specific gravity . 819. At
this density they will not inflame at the surface when
their temperature is 600, and they may be stirred with
a lighted match, provided always that the benzole 01'
eupion has been removecl from them. Samples have
been submitted to examination compoi'ied of light
naphtha or benzole mixed with heavy oil. These oils
also are unfit for lamps, for, besides being open to the
objections before mentioned, they are liable to smoke
after the lighter parts of the mixture Imve been con
sumed.
In the purification of these various hydro-carbon
oils, very different method£ are practiced by persons
who profess to be experts in the business ; hence the
great diversity in the character of the oils offered ill
the market. From the fact that the stores and .the
streets adjacent to the places where these oils are
stored, arc readily distinguished from all others by ,t
foul odor, it is quite evident that the art of purifying
these oils is not· yet perfect . With due regard to color,
odor, &c. , it will be to the interest of the manufactur·
ers to produce an article which will be sttfe to burn,
and which will avoid the dangers so justly chargeable
to explosive burning' fluids. Where any doubt exists
regarding the quality of an oil, it should be submit
ted to a careful test, rather than risk the reputation of
an excellent illuminator and hazard the lives of consumers.
G.
Cheap Boilers for Sugar.

EnrToRs:-Those who live where lumber is
cheaper than iron can make a boiler in the following
manner :-First get some plank about two inches thick
and as wide as you wish the boiler to be deep ; put
these together in the form of a box without top or
bottom, use large nails, or screw bolts reaching from
side to side. Next joint off one edge and lay on a
slwet of iron large enough to cover it, and then snap
a chalk line on the iron where the rows of nails are to
come. Now take a punch which is a little smaller
than the nails and begin at one end ; punch a few
holes about half an inch apart and nail on the iron for
a bottom, putting in two rows of fourpenny nails. Set
Kerosene and Coal Oils-Explosive Fluids.
this box on your brick or stone work, and build your
MESSRS. EDITORS : - The manufacture of kerosene
and coal oils, to which may now be added the oils dis fire under it, I think maple plank is the best for thb
tilled from petroleum, have introduced new illuminat purpose, as pine gives sugar a pitchy taste. U. B.
ing agents to the public. These oils may be consider
Printing Maps in Colors.
ed equal to coal gas in illuminating power and cheap
MESSRS. EDITORS:-Is not some improvement in the
ness, but they are not so cleanly nor convenient. mech,mical execution of our maps necessary ? It is
Their consumption has now increased to a degree which impossible to trace on any map of the United Htates
calls for car.. on the part of the consumer and honest of ordinary size the water courses of the country . 'rho
skill from the manufacturer. Perhaps the time is not most conspicuous objects on most of them are great
far distant when an authorized inspection will have to black lines, which, Oil the usual scale of our maps, are
be made of the liquids sold for affording light, with one to three miles wide, representing our railroads ,
reference to the safety of their use.
Would it not be an improvement to print maps in
Alcoholic camphene and such inflammable hydro colors ? Is not this practicable ? Why not repreRent
carbons have long been in use ; necessity has compel railroads in red lines, rivers and small streams in green,
led their employment for giving light, despite all the common roads in yellow, and canals in blue ? All the
dangers attending their consumption. Coal and petro colors clear, through which names of places, &c" might
leum oils are free from these dangers, provided they be easily read. JllIaps printed in C0101·S would have an
are properly manufactured and brought to proper attractive appearance, and outsell all others,
proofs or densities. Some of the oils or spirits obtained
S , H , :-:
from coals and petroleum are as unsafe in lamps as
Fort Lammie, N, T. , Jan. 29, 1 8til ,
.
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Economical Manure.

beg to ask your opinion on the
inclosed recipe for manure which I have copied from a
" farming j ournal. " I wish to know whether you
think it good or not, or if you can improve upon it in
any way. Some of the ingredients, I am informed by
a druggist here, I could not obtain except at an extra
vagant price, not being manufactured on a large scale,
01', at least, only for medical purposes. Can you kindly
give me any assistance or information on the subj ect
through the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ?
'rhe following is the recipe alluded to :Dry p e at . . . . . . . . . . 3 bushels. Nitrate of soda . . . . . . 40lbs.
Wood ash e s . . . . . . . . 3
"
Sulph. ammonia . . . . . . 3 3 "
Bone dust . . . . . . . . . 3
Sulph. soda . . . . . . . . . . 50 "
C al c . plaster . . . . . . 3
'rhe last three m'e those that there is a difficulty in
procuring on a large scale, at least except in too refined
and expensive a state for my purposes ( as I am in
formed ) . Can you tell me if this is correct or not,
and to whom I should apply for the articles ?
J. F. De N .
Camden, S. C . , J<'eb. 4, 1861 .
[There is no subject of greater importance than the
economical production of manure. On this depends
the question whether nations shall increase their pro
duction of food, and consequently their popUlation
and power, or whether they shall run into barrenness
and decay. One of the expensive salts in the above
recipe and the elements of both the other� are fOUEd
in urine. Almost any man who has a supply of peat
can procure great quantities of manure by simply sav
ing that which is now wasted . All that is necessary
is to place the peat so that it may catch and absorb the
urine from the household and from all the animals
about the establishment. It is better .that the peat
should be placed u:.tder cover, and 'the best plan that
we have ever seen is to make a shallow vault of
cement, and set the privy over the edge of it, thus
having the cover of the vault
hung on hinges at the top, and
sloping to shed off the rain . We
venture to say that 20 bushels ot
peat, left in such a vault three
weeks, at an ordinary farmhouse,
would make richer and better
manure than' if mixed with the
�-,.......--'---� above-named expensive ingredients.
If peat is not to be had, loam forms a good substi
tute. With either, it is well to throw in bones,
leached ashes, charcoal dust, leaves, and, in short, any
waste animal or vegetable matter upon the premises.
Ens.
MESSRS. EDITORS :-I

1 • •

�

Gang and Steam Plows-Improvement Wanted.
MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 have written to all the pat
entees of gang plows in the hope of getting one, and
have failed to get a reply. We have reapers, seed
drills and COl'll planters, but our fall plowing is al
ways behind ; consequently, farmers are not ready in
the spring to get in an early crop. I believe that if
you would call the attention of inventors to this want
of Western farmers, it would be supplied.
S. C. O .
Bush Creek, Iowa, Feb. 1 2 , 1861.
[.Any manufacturer of plows can make a gang and
combine them together so as to plow five or six fur
rows at once ; but it must not be forgotten that for
every extra plow there must be an extra team added,
and the simple question in relation to such plows, iii
whether it is better to use, say four separate plows
and four separate teams, or four plows combined in
one, drawn by as many united teams ? The economy
of the operation would perhaps be on the side of the
gang plow, as it could be managed by one·half the
number of persons required for the separate plows.
We refer only to plowing on land free from large
wtones, roots, &c. , as single small plows are the most
convenient for rough farms. The letter of our corre
spondent, coming as it does from the Great West,
brings up the question of steam plows again. These
are the very agencies which farmers on the prairies,
who have large tracts to cultivate every season, re
quire. 'l'hey want a plow that can turn over a hun
dred acres in a few days, so that they may be able to
get in all their crops in good season during their short
spring weather. A light, strong and simple steam
plow is what .they need, and the engine should be
adapted for other work when not uRed in plowing--

such as threshing, sawing wood, grinding, &c. There
is still room for improvement in this department of
agricultural mechanism. -EDS .

The weight o f the iron-cased frigate Warrior, when
ready for sea, will be 8,827 tuns ; the weight of the
hull alone will be no less than 5, 700 tuns.
The black weevil is an insect which attacks and
In a circular recently published by Messrs. Dufour
destroys wheat in granaries. Most persons apply the
& Co. , of Lyons, France, it is stated that America
name of weevil to the wheat-midge which attacks the
takes 200,000,000 francs worth of silk from Europe
grain in the field, but this is a mistake. 'rhe weevil annually.
may get among a bin of wheat and destroy the most
'l'here are no less than £350, 000,000 sterling invest
of it before their ravages are noticed, because they
ed in the British railways of the United Kingdom.
penetrate through the hull of the grain by very minute
Their unit€d receipts last year amounted to nearly
holes and eat out the whole interior of the kernels,
£30, 000, 000 ( about $110,000, 000 ) .
leaving the outside as perfect in appearance as it hoo.
Aniline has recently been discovered in the colo\'ing
been before. Their ravages are carried on without
matter of certain mushrooms of the genus boletus.
cessation, so that, when they get among a bin of
This coloring matter is of a deep indigo purple color.
stored wheat, they usually destroy a large quantity of
'rhe oil which is obtained from the natural wells in
it. Any sure and safe plan for destroying them, or for
Pennsylvania, is now called " carbon oil, " in contra
preventing their attacks, would be of great benefit.
distinction to " kerosene " and " coal oil " which are
in a late number of the Omnb'y GenUeman, a correspon obtlrfned from the distillation of coal a�d shales in
dent gives the following experience respecting these
retorts.
insects :-" I bnilt a granary, I think in August, 1857 ,
The greatest part of the crude well oil is sent from
and made some strong salt brine, with which I wet Western Pennsylvltnia to Erie to be shipped East for
the sides and bottom of the granary, and sprinkled refining in the vicinity of New York. The yield is
some among the wheat. And never, to my recollection, continually on the increase ; during the year 1860,
have I seen It black weevil in my granary. I think it 21, 794 bbls. passed over the Sunbury and Erie Rail
an excellent p'ltn for farmers to salt their wheat in the
road.
straw as they haul it to .stack or barn, so the salt
At a late meeting of the Institution of Civil Engi
would strike through the wheat and straw, and cattle
neers in England, It paper ,vas read by W. H. Preece,
would eat the straw more readily. "
C. E. , on submarine cables in shallow waters, in which
A DISCovilRY THAT WILL PUT AN END TO ALL WAR. he stated that, with a differential galvanometer, he
-Chloride of nitrogen will , it is said, soon be utilized could tell the exact spot of a leak or fault in a sub
as an implement of war. Its employment would be marine cable sixty miles distant.
There are annually brought to New York 200,000
likely, we should conjecture, to put an end to all war.
Mr. Isham Baggs, of England, in annot1ncing his dis cords of pine wood, of which 50, 000 cords are med for
covery, makes mention of a system of b�hooning advo kindling household fires. The pine forests of Vir
cated by Mr. James. Mr. Baggs proposes to carry his ginia supply the most of this material ; but these are
composition in balloons, and drop it from the air in beginning to fail in supplying the demand, and new
the midst of armies and fortresses. " The very men sources will soon require to be opened up-probably
tion of this compound, " he goes on to say, " as a pro in North Carolina.
H. G. Bulkley, of Kalamazoo, Mich. , has made the
posed element in modem warfare, may possibly pro
voke a smile among chemists, who know that the discovery that, by slightly steaming Chinese sugar
most accomplished among their number would scarce cane before it is pressed, all the juice can be easily ex
ly dare to experiment with it in quantities larger than tracted with a common set of pressure rollers. As the
a grain of mustard seed, and, even then, only at a re pressing of this cane constituted the chief difficulty
spectful distance, and under guard at the moment of with farmers in obtaining sirup from it, this discovery
detonation. And yet not one of these chemists will be is of great importance to them.
Another great cannon was lately cast at Pittsburgh ,
bold enough to deny that, with two or three chemi
cally clean carboys of this terrible compound present Pa. , and called the " Union. " I t is of a 12-inch bore ;
in a city 01' fortress, however strong, the slightest cut the metal used in the casting amounted to 78, 104 Ibs. ,
tings of phosphorus, or a single drop of olive oil, com and it is expected to carry It ball a distance of 6 miles.
ing in contact with it, would in one instant decide the This gun was cast hollow, not solid, as by the old pro
fate of the place and its inhabitants. " Mr. Baggs then cess.
In tempering steel for what is called a " straw
proceeds to affirm that he " can manufacture this
deadly material with perfect safety, and in any re color, " raise it to a red heat, then plunge it into oil
quired quantity, and that it may be safely conveyed having a temperature of 1750 ; for a purple color,
plunge it into oil heated to 2000 ; and for a blue shade,
to its destination by James' system of balloons. "
the oil should be 2120 Fah. This method of temper
ing
with warm oil answers well for steel wire in coil,
Rn'LED GUNS AND HUELLS. -.An Armstrong gUll-a
100-pounder-was lately tried at Shoeburyness, Eng costly taps and dies, and cutters for gear engines.
A singular wager was won recently by a skater on
land, at 1 , 000 yards distance ( a little over half a mile )
against an old ship for a target. Pieces of paper 12 the Lake of Geronsart, near Namur, Belgium . He bet
inches square were set up for special marks, and were that he would skate for an hour, call'ying a basket of
struck every shot. The experiments were made with eggs on his head, without breaking one of them. He
shooting percussion shells, each of which exploded accomplished the feat in first rate style, having during
whenever it struck, and made a hole in the side of the the hour written his name in elaborate characters on
ship about the size of an ordinary house door. This the ice, beside tracing an immense variety of compli
old ship was partially plated with iron, for the purpose cated figures, and at last set down the b!lsket and re
oftesting the power of the shells. One plate was struck ceived his wager, amid the cheers of all present.
Stereoscopie pictures combined with the " moto
on the edge and split completely through, and the ves
sel was at last set on fire with shells filled with mol scope " are now exhibited in New York, representing
persons in motion. The pictures are mounted in the
ten iron.
ordinary way, and viewed in a stereoscope which dif
'l'ELEGRAPHIC weather reports are daily sent to the fers from the common instrument only in having It
Smithsonian Institute at Washington from almost all metal screen worked by a spring which alternately
parts of the Union ; and the state of the weather being passes before the lenses.
An amalgam of chemically pure copper with mer
indicated on a large map in the public hall, by cards
of different colors, the spectator can observe where cury possesses the property of serving as a solder for
storms are occuring, and trace their progress usually metals, and as a cement for glass and porcelain, to
toward the East. Thus, from the Cincinnati and St. which it adheres strongly. At the expiration of ten
Louis reports, the state of the weather at Washington or twelve hours it broomes sufficiently hard to take a
polish, like brass or silver.
may be foretold twelve hours in advance.
'rhe export of grain from the UR1t€d States to Eu
In
THE WEALTH OF OHIo. -By the census of 1860, the rope during the past year has been unequaled.
population of Ohio is 2, 346,000. The Commissioner the year 1859, 2, 590,937 bushels of grain ,,,,ere export
of Statistics gives the total wealth of the State $888, - ed to Great Britain ; in 1860, there were 23, 820, 820
302,601. This shows that the people of Ohio are worth bushels exported, being an increase of 21, 590, 927
in the averaj:(e, including men, women and children, bushels. Never before has the surplus product of the
United Rtates riRen to such gigantic proportions.
$379 each
Exterminating the Black Weevil.
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Progress of Agricultural Macliines in England.

Improved Governor.

As m'tchines are made to run at some 'given rate of

The London Journal of Gas Lighting and Sanitary Im

Hpeed, it is important that they should r un as required provenwnt states that the number and importance of the

in order to avoid unnecessar y wear and t ear and waste

display of agricultural implements at the late Smith

of stock, and also to accomplish the most work in a field Club Show affords It striking example of the progiven time.

that an enormous business must be done every.Christ
mas in steam engines, plows, harrows, drills, thresh
ing machines, and other mechanical aids to farming ,

constructed in the best manner in factories devoted to
Twenty years ago, the village black-

the purpose.

smith

'rhese and many other ad-

and

wheelwright

mechanical

vantages, such as the avoiding of acci

farmers.

dents and consequent delays, the quality

of work done and fuel saved, appeal

wants

supplied

the

of the surrounding

O ur London cotemporary goes

on to say : -

strongly to practical business men to

The December meeting of the Royal Agri

examine all modifieations in the goveJlllo r,
and to adopt the best which is to be

cultural Society also proved that pressure
had forced reform even on that most re

had .

spectabl e ,

The most novel feature of the

mittees that settle practical subje cts. Two
agricultural engineers and two or three real

steam and stop the engine in case of any
accident, such as the breaking of the

farmers have been added to the duettanti

crank or shaft, disconnecting of piston
l'od from

crosshead

hitherto settled the prizes and trials of
plements and machinery.

Many

the last eight years has been to bring the

these causes, and are constantly liable
occur, notwithstanding the

council into well merited contempt.

utmost

implements in a more rational manner than
heretofore, and affords as fair a me ans of

to prevent it.

trying them as p ossible , considering that for

In the sectional view, Fig. 2 , the gov
balls

are

lowest extreme,

represented
and the

at

The

prize list just issued classes the dill'erent

watchfulness on the part of the engineer

ernor

It was high time ,

for the result of the c omp etitive trials of

and serious accidents have occurred from
to

who have
im

committee of p e ers and squires

or

crank pin, or tho parting or slipping ofI
the belt that drives the governor.

torpid

and

wealthy

For the first time , prac'

tical men have been admitted into the com

being able of itself to shut off all the

or connecting

dignifie d,

body-the Council.

1J0vernor here illustrated is that of its

their

some the season is quite unsuitable , and for

safety valve

all the time allotted quite insufficient for

covering the steam port. . By reversing

arriving at any definite opinions as to their

the lever, A, as seen in Fig.

respe ctive merits.

1,

the balls

are raised to the intermediate point of

A very useful change has been made in
These ma

their range, which brings the valve port

the class for reaping machines.

opposite the port in the valve cylinder,

chines were introduced from America at

the governor being at rest in the middle

Great Exhibition of 1 85 1 , and were , per

of its entire range of motion and at the

haps, the most useful me chanical result of

�

�

tion at the meetings of the Royal Agricpl
tural Society.

on a pin in stationary hub, C, which

or

the center of which revolves the tabular

judges, what are, the
Bell ' s , the

self-delivering, re quiring no manual assist

�

ance.

Burgess

Keys ' ,

&

drawn

by two

drawn

horses, is also self-deliveriug. D ray 's ,

rod, L, to which is attached the governor

by two horses, requires a man to sit on tlie

valve, M, and safety valve, N, connected

machine and help the delivery with

The arrows indicate the

course of ,the steam, which enters the
valve at boiler pressure. This entire arrangement seoms

peculiarly adapted to secure the end for whic h the
governor is intended, viz. , uniform motio
of thc
engine with the least expenditure of power a nd waste

�

of steam.

of the

Scotch machine, pushed by two hors e s , is

At the lower

end of rod, F, is attached the rack' I to
the pinion, J, and rack, K; to the v lve

by bars, 0 0 O.

rep orts

respe ctive merits of the three.

T-shaft, E. The rod, F, is secured to the

H H.

All have received prizes, and

it is impossible to gather, from the decisions

forms a part of bar, D D, and through

shaft, E, by collars,

different

since, three

principles have been brought into c ompeti

The lever, A, is attached to collar B
inside of which is a spiral groove mO in

Ever

that display.

commencement of its governing range.

the

SNOW'S IMPROVED GOVERNOR.
gress of mechanical skill and enterprise in that depart
ment.

Sixty years ago , when the Smithfield Club had

bind the sheaves before the machine · comes
round again.

A fourth-Cuthb ert's-drawn by one horse ,

for the first
p ri ze from Burgess
self-delivering two-horse machine, . One jttdg(l
looked to e c onomy)n price and light ,i;lraft of
a non-delivering machine ; anothel! ' vaJue,d
the saving of men's labor, even at the cost
of horse labor ; a third dwelt on the word

without self-delivery, was tried last summer

been founded two years, the implement show consisted

time at Canterbury, and carried off the

of a few chaff cuttel"s and a few contrivances fOT feed-

& Keys'

The inventor says :-" This invention
has been thoroughly tested by responsible
parties in this city for more than a year

a fol'k,
and

while a gang must follow to gather up

" reaper , " and did not value the superiol'i,t;y

past, and its advantages arc seen to be
in its extraordinary quick and positive
action equalizing the movement of the

that could cut and leave oats, as well as

wheat, ready for the next day ' s work . .BelEs
machine, tried on a flat,did its work well
and won a 'prize , but failed utte rly when

crank, producing

an easy and elastic
motion of the engine, by increasing and
lessening the supply of power as the
crank gains or loses its leverage, to pro

required to cut on a moderate asc ent.

duce which the heavy balance wheel is
only an approximation. This results in

absurd or obscure were the conditions under

reports of the judges or stewards.
which threshing machines

a saving of much wear and tear of the
engine and the machinery it drivGil, as
also a saving of the employes who tend

were tried.

cutting without

patent

for this

invention

like discrimination.

of It

G. W.

duction

was

Lascell

prizes

into the

deal with.

who
have to

committee of men

The motto of tile Royal Agric ul

tural Society is " Practice with

&

with

So much for the intro·

really understand the matters they

1 1 , 1859, and further in

by addressing

The

for drills and horse hoes are arranged

formation in relation to it may be ob
tained

self·delivery ; third, com

bined reaping and grass mowing.

sufficien t trial.
The

n

reaping machine. trials are divided into :

consequently apply the governors frce

granted Oct.

steam engines

In the prize list for the meeti g

First, for cutting with self-delivery ; second,

guarantee, and

of charge, and await the result

and

Equally

at Leeds in July, 1861, among other reforms,

t.he m:whines and the waste of material
used, beside the ability to do better
work. "
This the proprietors

None

of these points are to be learned from the

Science . "

'I'HE Rev . D r . Porter, o f Chelsea , 'I'enn. ,

Co. , at Bennington, Vt.

has constructed an apparatus for making

EXPLORERS IN AFRICA AND EGYPT.-At
least fourteen different expeditions, of

cotton seed and rosin mixed together.

the gas which lights his church from
Cotton seed oil should make a very rich
single travelers or more than one, are now exploring iug stock. At present, it appears that a revenue of gas, and in some sections of the cotton-gr owing States
the bterior of Africa from many points. Kriel has something like £1, 000 a year is derived from the rent it may be economially applied for this V'Urpose . We
been sent into Asiatic Turke y by the 'Vienna Academy, paid by implement makers for the four days of the believe that this oil produces more olifiant gas , than is
and Rey is exploring portions of Syria and Palestine.
show on about 20, 000 square feet. This Tent proves contained in coal gas used for iilumination .
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ship of war provided with these shells and with suit

British government arsenals for rifling and fitting the

able guns for firing them would, in one minute, effect several parts of small arms and Armstrong guns were
the destruction of any wooden vessel afloat.

Two made at his works.

hostile wooden ships thus armed, meeting upon the
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ALTERING

OUR

of iron one inch in thickness is a perfect protection

discouraging circumstances.

shot will break such a plate to pieces with great dam

ordinary school education he arose from the position

warfare , and the only means of enabling a ship to sus

cal government, to be one of the titled but never one of

NAVAL

His life affords a most

against these shells, but as a few discharges of solid useful lesson to all young mechanics.

•

At No. 37 Park-row <Park

years of age, forty-seven of which had been spent in

It is proved by numerous experiments that a plate the most active manner, and sometimes under very

•

MUNN

At the time of his death Sir Peter Fairbairn was 62

ocean would inevitably burn each other up.

age to the ship and crew, it is of no value in actual

With but an

of an humble mechanic, under the sway of a monarchi

tain a combined fire of shells and solid shot is to cover the exclusive British classes.

It is related of him that

her with plates of wrought iron 4� inches thick, which during his spare hours, both when he was an appren
tice and a j ourneymen, he availed himself of every op

are proof against both .

The experiments in Engl®.d have shown that if portunity to store his mind with useful information

wooden vessels, covered with thick iron plates, are
exposed to a rapid fire of solid shot at short range,

the framing of the ship is terribly shattere\l, hen

when the plates are not bmken through .

in all that related to his own profession particularly,

and also with general knowledge to fit him for ming

ling with the most cultivated and refined society.

He

'rhe only had the reputation of being a generous employer, and
suitable vessels to receive the coating of plates are of having a straightforward business way with him

'those which are built of

iron.

The engineers

of wh.ich imparted confidence to all those with whom he

France, as well as those of England, agree in this con-

had business transactions.

He was buried on the 9th

clusion, and the French fleet would have been built of of January, and in Leeds his funeral was made a pub

VESSELS.

iron had there been time to accomplish this ; but as lic event. A vast multitude of all classes followed his
. It seems that Stevens' unfinished floating battery,'
the Emperor wanted the vessels finished by this Spring, remains to the grave, and many persons from all parts
at Hoboken, about which so many newspaper parait was necessary to use the materials on hand and to of England assembled as mourners. The hearse was
graphs have been published, has been the means of
preceded by 700 mechanics-Sir Petel· ' s workmen
eft·ecting a great revolution in the principal navies of employ the mechanics who were trained only to work
ing in wood. " - But the three great naval powers of the and the procession was more than a mile in length.
the world. The London Quarterly Review says that the
world are now busily constructing vessels of iron to be It is pleasing to reflect that this great mechanic wa�
experiments made by Mr. Stevens at the expense of
driven by screw propellers and to be covered with also a good man, and highly esteemed by all who had
the United States government, in 1845 first demonthe pleasure of his acquaintance.
wrought
iron plates 4� inches thick.
strated that wrought iron plates six inc es thick form
The sailors in the United States navy are paid $18
a perfect shield against the force of cannon balls ;
WHAT INVENTORS HAVE DONE.
per month, much more highly than those of any other
that Mr. Stevens communicated this fact freely to the
nation,
and
they
are
consequently
at
least
equal
,
if
not
While
we were sitting, a few days since, in the
engineers of England and France during his visit to
Europe ; that this knowledge led to the construction superior, to any in the world. Still, to send these counting room of one of our importers, a tall, intel
in unprotected wooden vessels against the · iron lectual, nervous and rather poor-looking gentleman
of the iron-plated floating batteries , the manifest use- men
fulness of which, Auring the Crimean war, prompted cased ships of the European navies, would be simply came in, spoke familiarly to the merchant, and began
send them to a hopeless contest and certain destruc to expatiate on what was evidently his hobby-the mis
the Emperor Louis Napoleon to build the fleet of iron - to
take of all the world in regard to the crank motion
plated vessels which is now in process of construction tion.
Instead of expending some millions of dollars on and the expansion of steam . We soon saw that his
in France. It is well known that this movement of

h

France is being followed both by England and Russia,

and thus the three leading naval powers of the world

are providing themselves with fleets of iron-plated

ships.

B)lt our own government, having furnished the

the old sailing vessels of our nay , would it not be
!
better to put these all up at auctIOn and let the m be

some ten years behind the times, and is just about to

,

tunate

individuals

who,

from

presumptous

self

sold for freighting purposes, and then build our new

delusion, waste their lives in endeavoring to overthrow

plates ?

with the long line of successful inventors represented

propellers of iron and cover them with shot-proof iron the laws of nature, and who form so strong a contrast

knowledge which has led to this great revolution in
the construction of naval vessels, is plodding along,

ideas were vague, and that he was one of those unfor

ANOTHER GREAT MECHANIC GONE.

Recent news from Europe inform us of the decease

by Archimedes, Gallileo , Watt, Arkwright, Whitney,
Morse,

Goodyear,

Howe,

McCormick, &c. , who , by

patient study, learn the real truths of Nature ' s laws ,

expeud more than three millions of dollars in chang of Sir Peter Fairbairn, at Leeds, England, on the 4th of and thus derive the ' power to compel her great forces

ing" our old sailing

ships into steam propellers.

It is

last month.

This eminent mechanic who was raised to the service of man.

When this visionary went out,

w',he presumed that the Commissioners who examined to the order of knighthood by Queen Victoria, was the the merchant remarked to us, " He is a cousin of

'thds question ascertained all the facts bearing upon the

son of poor but respectable Scottish parents, who ap

mine , " and added, with a sneer, " He is an inventor. "

From the merchant' s office, we went t o one of the
subject which were known at the time of making prenticed him at the age of fifteen years to the trade of
their report, but at that time the brilliant success of a millwright, at Newcastle-on-Tyne. When his term European steamers, and, as we came in view of her

' La GlrJire, the pioneer of the new French fleet, had had expired, he, at twenty-one, went to Manchester, noble and graceful proportions, our mind flashed back
'l1ot becn'demonstrated, and th e extensive experiments
'now"being made in England and ]'rance are develop

ing' knowlege of the subj ect so rapidly that it may be

\\Veil for Congress to reconsider the matter before pro

and worked as a j ourneyman for several months with

to the time when the first canoe was invented, and

his elder and more famous brother, Mr. William Fair

glancing swiftly over the great improvements in navi

to London, where he worked several months . He next

and the Great Eastern, the question arose : How many

bairn, who still survives him.

He subsequently went

gation through triremes and argosies to the Adriatic

; ceeding further with the contemplated change in our crossed over to France, where he was engaged in sev- merchants would have been in possession of their
0ral establishments for about a year. All this variety great ships and luxurious dwellings had there never
mivy.
,

1nthe first place, it is pretty well settled that iron

ships afe better than wooden ones for the ordinary sail

of experience was sought for the purpose of improving been any inven�rs ?

his mind, increasing his skill, extending his knowledge,

'rhe first boat that was dug out

of a hollow log was unquestionably a great invention

ing rig ; and they unquestionably possess peculiar ad

and making him a more perfect millwright and en

in its day ; and from that beginning, through a long

It is almost impossible ·to make a wooden ship with a

again entered his brother' s establishment in Manches

up to its present condition.

vantages if they are to be driven by screw propellers.

gineer.

When he returned to England in 1823, he chain of inventions, the art of navigation has grown

It is to a succession of

fiI)8 run" snch as a propeller requires, which shall, at ter, and worked for about a year, when his superior inventors that the world is indebted for commerce,
tb,e same time , be strong enough to bear the strain ability and character having become more widely with all the wealth and all the blessings which it be

exerted by the screw. If we are to have even unplated known, he was offered a partnership with the firm of stows .
And not for commerce alone. The man who first
screw ships, had we not better construct new ones of Messrs. Houldsworth, of Glasgow, Scotland, who
were engaged as manufacturers of machinery. This sharpened a stick to use in planting his corn com
iron 'I
But a whole fleet of unplated vessels arp, completely

at the mercy of one of the new iron-plated ships.

proposition he accepted,

and in this connection he menced the long series of inventions of agricultural

A eontinued for abont fi\'e years, and then removed to implements which have led to the production of Peel

very few of the terribly _destructive shells now in use

will destroy any vessel that hlOs no protection against

th.. m. By means of rifled call1lon elongated shells can
be thrown which will expl ode at the instant of contact,
and one of these, bursting in the side of a ship, makes
tl hole as big as a door .
Some of those missiles are
1lllo(! with a burning fluid which is set on fire and

Leeds, where he comm enced bnsiness for himself in

dependentl y .

From a moderately small b"ginning he

gradually arose to be one of the most famous, wealthy

er' s plow and McCormiok' s reaper.

Had none of these

implements been invented, the earth would still be

tilled by the unaided· fingers :l.lone, and what would

and extensive manufacturers of machines in the world,

have been its population and riches ?

employed in his establ i shment.

much to the comfort, convenience and elevation of the

and at the time of hi s death about 1 , 400 hands we re

All the thousand manufactures which contribute so

Sir Peter Fairbairn was an ingenious inventor as human race owe tbeir existence directly and entirely

But well as a skillful practical machinist, and took out to inventors. And without lOny of the varied forms
perhaps the most destructive of all implements of war several patents for improvements in spinning machin of wealth that are produced by the arts of agricul
fare is the " carcass , " which is a shell filled with ery. His establishment was distinguished for turning ture, manufactures and commerce, neither literature,
molten iron . On striking a ship, the red-hot liquid out flax machinery of the first class, some of which we nor sculpture, nor painting, nor any of the other re
8ClOttered in every direction by the expl @ion.

runs down between the timber3, setting the ship on

fire so extensively as almost to preclude the possibility

of putting it out.

The statement may be startling, but it is made by

high naval au thority and is entirely credible, that a

have examined, and we can say that it aft'orded good
proof that his reputation was deservedly acquired.

Of recent years he engaged extensively in making en

ginuering t09ls of almost every description, and a large

number of the machines that are employed in the
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sults of civilization, would have been possible ; man

kind would still have been in the lowest depths of
savage degradation.

The progress of inventions is now moving forward

more rapidly than

ever

before, and the SCIENTIFlO

1 22
AMERICAN claims to be performing, though indirectly,
its share of the work. We are doing what we can to
gather and disseminate a 'knowledge of what has al
ready been accomplished, to guard inventors from the
waste of time in the pursuit of discoveries already
made, and to stimulate them in their beneficent work
of carrying the human race onward to a still higher
civilization.
THE

PROPOSED

NEW

TARIFF.

The intense excitement of the public mind respect
ing the absorbing question of our national unity, has
caused one of the most important measures ever intro
duced into Congress to receive very little public atten
tion. '!'his is a bill which contains provisions for a
complete revolution of our present tariff system. It
was introduced during the last session of Congress,
passed the House, went to the Senate and was referred
to the appropriate committee who reported it for ac
tion, with several amendments, on the first of this
month.
The present tariff is based upon ad valorem duties ;
that is so much per cent according to the value of the
goods. This is a varying tariff, for as the prices of the
goods rise and fall, so does the tariff. Thus allowing
a certain articlc , say woolen cloth, to be charged an
ad valarem duty of 24 per cent, if the price per yard is
one dollar, twenty-fum cents of revenue will be paid
for each yard ; if the plice falls to 90 cents per yard,
the revenue deriva"'le for one yard is 21 . 60 cents ; if it
rises to $ 1 . 20 per yard, the duty will be 28 · 60 cents on
each yard.
The proposed new tariff· is as complex as the present
one is simple. It proposes specific duties on some
species of goods, and ad valorem duties on others ; and
it also divides forei�n products into· a greater number
of classes. For example, the present duty on foreign
i �on is uniform, and 24 per cent ; the new bill, on the
other hand, is prolific with diversification. The fol
lowing are a few examples taken from it :�
$25 � �un.
Cast iron and wrought iron nuts , & c . , pay . .
,
20
Boiler iron and hoop iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .

15
Bar iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . .
12
Railroad iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"
. . . . .. . . . . . . · . ... . . . .. . . . . ..
Pig iron .
6
Ths. and 15 p c .
Iron wir e , certain size s . . . . . . .. . $0.75
;,
do.
. . . . . . . . . 1 .5 0
15
Do.
15 "
do.
. . . . . . . . . 2.90
Do.
. . 1.50
. .....
.
Anchors .
100 Ths .
I r o n p ip e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 cts.
Th .
Wrought iron for l o c omotiv e s , &c . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 cts.
"
Sheet iron , smooth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
"
2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . .
Tub e s tacks , &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
al .
. .
. . 25 p e r c ent ad
Iron c stings , not sp e cific . . . . .
"
"
Chains of certain SIze s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5

.. . .

.. .. ... .
.

�

. .

� �?O

....

.

.

.

.. .

Screws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 0

�

�

v

It will be observed that the above duty on wrought
iron for locomotives is $12 per tun.
The bill also proposes great changes in the duties on
worsted and woolen goods. The ad valore m duty
on carpets is 24 per cent ; the new bill places the duty
on the square yard ; thus, velvet carpets worth $ 1 . 25
per square yard are now to be charged 40 cents per
yard ; Brussels carpet 30 cents per square yard, and
ingrain, 20 cents, &c. On woolen cloth the present
duty is 24 per cent ; the new bill proposes a duty of
12 cents on every pound weight of some cloths, and 20
per cent ad valorem duty additional-a compound tariff.
We have only given a few examples of the changes
proposed by the new bill, for the purpose of rendering
its nature clear.
Another i mportant feature in this bill is the virtual
abolition of the Bonded Warehouse system. By the present system, foreign goods may be imported and placed
for three years in a government warehouse without paying duty ; and they can at any moment be withdrawn
and re -shipped abroad. Great quantities of goods are
imported from Europe and kept in these warehouses
until favorahle opportunities occur for our merchants
to ship them for trading purposes to Cuba, Brazil,
China, Mlica, &c. These warehouses have made all
our seaports entrepots for foreign goods ; they have
been the means of affording a large carrying trade for
our shipping. Any merchant can also import goods
and place them in bond without paying duty until
they are sold, or are about to be sold ; or they may be '
sent back, if they are not saleable. The new bill proposes that goods shall only be allowed ninety days in
warehouse without paying duty-a charge almost tantamount to a destruction of the warehousing system.
The New York Board of Trade has adopted a remonstrance against the bill, and quite a num:ber of our
manufacturers are opposed to many of its features, as
they believe it is too radical and complicated.

UNPRODUCTIVE CONSUMPTION OF WEALTH.

When a dollar' s worth of powder is placed in a can
non and burned, the only products are noise and smoke,
and these have no commercial value-they are not
wealth-the consumption of the value that was in the
powder is unproductive consumption. If a man' s
house,· worth $5, 000, i s burned down, this amount of
wealth is consumed, without any corresponding repro
duction, and the wealth , not only of the owner, hut of
the community and of the world, is diminished to this
extent. While an industrious man is wearing out a
pair of boots, he is engaged in producing a.s much
wealth, either in the same or some other form ; but
while an "idle spendthrift is wearing out a pair of boots
he is not producing a corresponding amount of value,
and he is consequently diminishing the wealth of the
country. A man, however, who is living in idleness
on the interest of his morley, is not necessarily impov
erishing the community. On examination, it will be
found that what is called 7IWney at interest rea.lly exists
in the form of manufactories or machinery or. stocks of
goods, or cattle, or plows, or some other form of
property, which, in the hands of active men, is aiding
in the production of wealth. The man who accumu
lated it, and has loaned it to these business men is not
living on thll . community when he is living on his in
terest. By meansc'of the tools which he has made the
community is prOducing anlncreasedamount of wealth
greater than the quantity which he consumes. But the
spendthrift who is living on his capital is impoverish
ing the community. He is consuming wealth without
any corresponding reproduction. '!'his is the case also
with gamblers, and thieves, and all who do not earn
an honest living, either by their exertions or by their
capital. When a man is producing more wealth than
he consumes, in other words, living within his income,
he is adding to the wealth of the world ; and when a
man is consuming more wealth than he produces, in
other words living beyond his income, he is diminish
ing the wealth of the world.

PASSAGE

OF THE PATENT BILL.

Our readers will remember that a bill to amend the
Patent Laws passed the Senate during the last session,
and, having originated in that body, it was sent to the
House, where it was amended in several particulars,
and passed on the 7th inst. From a synopsis of the
amendments, which we append, our readers will ob
serve that one of the amendments provides that there
shall be no extension of any patent when the Commis8ioner is satisfied the net profits are $100, 000. This
provision we hold to be very unjust, because it makes
no discrimination between the value of inventions,
and the genius and expense incurred in bringing them
to perfection. In our next issuf1, we shall have some
thing more to say upon this subject. In the mean
time, the bill goes to the Senate for concurrence in
the amendments :-

WASHING'l'ON , D. C . , F e b . 7 , 1861.
The Senate bill, in addition to the act to promote the
progress of the useful arts , passed the House to-day with
sundry amendments ; one of which provides that there
shall b e n o extension of any p atent when the Commissioner
is satisfied that the net profits are $100,000. All laws fixing
the rates of fe e s to be paid, and discriminating betwe e n the
"inhabitants of the United States and those of other c oun·
trie s which shall not discriminate against the inhabitants
of the United States are repealed, and in their stead cer·
tain rates established. The C ommissioner i s authorized to
disp ense in the future with models of designs, when the d e ·
signs c a n b e sufficiently represente d by drawings.

DF.ATH m' DR. J. 'V. FRANCIs.-We regret to record
the decease of Dr. John W. Francis, of this city. '1'he
sad event occurred on the the 8th inst. , after a lingcl·
ing illness. At his death Dr. Francis was 72 years of
age, all of which had been spent in New York, where
he was born in 1789. For quite a number of years he
had been considered an encyclopedia of anecdote, re
lating to New York manners and customs of years
long since departed . He was highly (lducated in his
profession, and was a prolific writer of much ability on
medical subjects . . His tastes, as well as his profession,
led him to become acquainted with all the most noted
literary characters in this country, and many of the
most distinguished Europeans. His memory was pro
AMERICAN COAL.
digious, his conversation gifted, his heart genial and
There is no better test of the advancement of our his tastes cultivated. He was a genuine old Knicker
country in manufactures and commerce than the quan bocker, highly esteemed as a public man, a private
tity of coals which are annually raised from our citizen, a physician and a man of letters.
. . . .
mines. Judging by this standard, the coal product of
our mines for 1860 affords us a most cheering and de
DEATH OF DR. ALFRED FREEIIAN.-We also regret to
lightful evidence of the great progress our country notice the decease of Dr. Alfred Freeman, of this dty,
has made since 1850 . In that year, the anthracite on the 8th inst. , at the age of 68 years. He was one
coal product was 3 , 321, 126 tuns, while in 1860 it was of the most celebrated homeopathic physicians in
no less than 8,131,234 tuns, thus showing that the America, and was distinguished in his profession for
quantity has been more than doubled in ten years by great ability and successful practice. And while he
1 , 488,962 tuns. By late statistics we learn that the was greatly honored in his profession, he was also
annual coal product of England is about 60,000, 000 estimated by all who knew him as a good man-a
tuns- an immense quantity ; but we are rapidly Christian. He has left behind a large circle of relatives
marching up to this measure, as in 1820 there and acquaintances, who do not sorrow without hope,
were only 305 tuns of anthracite raised in all the fQr they believe that his spirit has gone to " the better
United States.
land. "
In addition to tho above quantity of anthracite,
MCCORMICK' S PATEN1' EXTENSION. -A joint reso
there were probably also as many as 4,000,000 tuns of
bituminous and cannel coals raised from our mines lution has passed both Houses of Congress extending
last year. We have not been able to obtain, statistics the time for the Acting Commissioner to take testi
of these, and so far as we have inquired, there are no mony relating to the extension of McCormick's patent
reliable means of getting accurate statistics ; but when on reaping machines. Those opposed to the exten
we reflect how much bituminous coal must be con- sion petitioned for this resolution. The hearing
sumed in such an iron-manufacturing city as Pitts- before the Commissioner was to have taken place
burgh, Pa. , and that this fuel is now very generally on the 11th instant, and further time had been re
employed on the Ohio and Mississippi steamboats and fused to the opponents of the patent, which patent
in some of our Western cities, the quantity must be does not expire until the 23d of October next_ Such
very large. And when we also take into consideration an early hearing for an extension was unusual.
the great quantities of cannel coal which must be
mined for making oil and gas for cities, we are per
AFTER some hesitation, we have decided to make
haps warranted in fixing the annual coal product of room for the reply of Professor Sprague to Professor
the United States for 1860 at about 12,000, 000 tuns . Silliman, but we respectfully remind the learned dis
Success to the coal trade ; our best jewels are our putants that, as they agree exactly in .regard to facts
" black diamonds. "
and plinciples, and me contending only about the
------meanillg of a word, though the discussion might in
THE LARYNGOSCoPE.-Dr. Otto Fiillgraff, manager of
terest that very small number of persons who make the
the Homeopathic Dispensary, No. 59 Bond-street,
study of philology a speciality, it will hardly be deem
this city, has shown to us a useful little instrument of
ed of primary importance by the great mass of 'the
his contrivance, for examining the throat. It consists
readers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. If, therefore,
of a highly-polished steel mirror about the size and
these gentlemen favor us with further communications,
shape of a thumb nail which he places in a handle at we shall be more likely to consider them acceptable to
any angle desired, to reflect such portions of the throat
our readers if they are directed to the elucidation of
as it is impossible to reach by direct rays. Any physome principle, or the plain and simple statement of
sician possessing ordinary mechanical skill can easily some new fact in science.
make an instrument of this kind, and it wiU be found
. .. .
very useful at this season, when so many are Ruffering
SOMEBODY says-Cork screws have sunk more people
trom throat difficulties.
than cork jackets will ever keep up. We believe it.
.
..
. --------.-----.
�
.�
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THE POLYTECHNIC ASSOCIATION OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE.
[Reported for the Scient.ific American.]

The usual weekly meeting of the Polytechnic Asso
ciation was held, at its room in the Cooper Institute,
this city, on Wednesday evening, Feb. 6, 1861. The
President being absent, Mr. John .Johnson was call
ed to the chair.
PROJECTI LES .
J\Ir. J. R. HAS KE LL made an explo nation with re
gard to the accelerating cannon. He hart understood
that the statement was made by a member, in the de
bltte upon a former evening, that the principle of ac
celeration would lessen the recoil of the gun, but that
there would be a loss of power attending it. He
wished to correct that statement. He proceeded to
give the details of various experiments which had been
made with this cannon. The first experiments were
made with a rifle, made upon this principle : Of such
It calibre as to carry round lead hullets, 95 to the
puund. Having charged the barrol as heavily as it
would ,bear, without changing the accelerators, the
ball penetrated 2 feet in spruce plank. Applying the
same charge, with the same kind of a bullet-he
charged also the two accelerating chambers-and the
resulting penetration was four feet of spruce timber
and one foot of oak timber ; certainly showing no loss
of power. He proceeded to give tho results of the
mnge of the Armstrong and IVhitworth guns, 11t differ
l'ut elevations ; which he compared with the results
obtained at Old Point Comfort, Va. , with one of the
accelerating guns, carrying a shot weighing 7 i pounds ;
showing that the latter had It decidedly longer range,
although carrying a lighter shot.
Mr. DTETsoN inquired whether the vertical variation
of the accelera1ing gun was any greater than with
other guns.
Mr. HASKELL replied that that point had not been
ascertained. In one case, two successive similar
charges, with the same elevation, had resulted in the
ranges of 2,785 and 2 , 7 34 yards respectively. With
perfect shot, and with the same kind of powder, he
should expect the range to he as uniform as with any
other gun. The government subsequently ordered
another gun of six inches bore ; hut had never spent
a dollar to test it after it was finished. The accelerat
ing gun is fired like an ordinal"J cannon, the heated
gas [rom the powder inflaming each successive charge
as tho ball passes by it.
Mr. BABCOCK stated that during the past week, he
had had an opportunity of examining somewhat the
new projectile of General James, of Hhode Island,
upon which the ,Val' Department has expended many
thousand dollars. The target, placed 2 , 000 yards
from the gun, is 17 feet long and 13 feet high ; and it
has as yet but 10 shot walks upon it ; and it did not
strike him as indicating any extraordinary excellence
in the piece. The fore part of the shot is solid ; but
the rear is honeycombed, with passages from the hutt
end to the sides. A band of tin, another of lead, an
other of heavy tin, and another of tallowed canvas,
surrounded the rear of the ball ; and these are expand
ed so as to fit the gun by the action of the expanding
gases. At the muzzle of the gun this packing flies off
in all directions, some of the pieces taking an angle of
about 600 . 'rhe reaction of these pieces, unless they
flew off equally in all directions, which would not be
likely to occur, would tend to thl'OW the shot out of
i ts course. In one instance the shot had been known
to strike a fourth of a mile Oilt of the direct rango.
The CHAIRMA:'I-With the amount of powder you
used, did you come up to the standard effect, the same
a� if it had been placed in one charge ?
Mr. HASKELL-We did not try that. It would have
hlown the gun all to pieces.
['1'110 statement of Mr. Garvey in the former delmte,
was undoubtedly intended to refer to the amount of
propulsive power to be obtained from a certain quan
tity of powder, there being a loss in dividing it into
three charges, instead of putting it all into one. It
was not therefore inconsistent with the statements of
Mr. Haskell.-HEPORT.ER. ]
llALANCING MIU$WNES.

Mr. DANIEL HAMAKER, jr. , of Lancaster, Pa. , exhibit
ed a model of Fellenbaum' s method of balancing mill
stones ; the principle being the application of the bal
ancing weight upon the periphery of the stone, below
the point of suspension, instead of upon the top of the

stone as heretofore practiced. 'rhe stone will thus be
bahlllced whether running or standing.
EXPERlMENTS IN ROTATION.
Dr. VAN DER WEYDE explained the effect of rotation
in certain cases. If a cannon ball, made spherical,
rotates, its rotation will be about its cent«r of gravity.
But the impUlsion from the powder is given to the
center of its mass. If the center of its mass does not
coincide with the center of its gravity, there will be
produced a rotation about that center of gravity, so
that the front of the ball will move towa]'(l the side upon
which the center of gravity is located, and the hflll
will deviate ill its course, in that direction, from fl
straight line. Thus, if tho center of gravity is above
the center of the ball, it will tend to elevate tho ball,
nnd thus make its range greater than it would other
wise he. If, however, a body is not spherical, the
tendency is to rotate about its shortest axis ; and if a
body is made to rotate about nny other axis, it will
change its axis of rotation. Dr. V. illustrated this
principle by various experiments. An oblate spheroid,
suspended from one side, when made to rotate rapidly,
rose so as to revolve horizontally about its shortest
axis. A double cone, suspended at one end, rose in
like manner into a horizontal position. A ring, sus
pended at one side, did the same. A spherical glass
vessel con'tllillfng a small quantity of mercury being
caused to revolve, ther mercury rose and formed a
horizontal belt upon the inner surface of the glass.
Another similar sphere contained mercury and porter :
a1Hl th(}·mercury formed a helt as hefore, and the por
ter, being lighter, formed a belt within it, lapping
over it f,hove (lnd below. A chain, with the end�
fastened together, first opened into the form of a ring,
and then assumed a horizontal position. In all these
cases, the axis of rotation was perpendicular, being
produced by xevolving the point of suspension around
a perpendicular axis, and the bodies moved in opposi
tion to the force of gravity, so as to make that perpen
dicular axis coincide with their shortest axis.
}·UEL .
Dr. STEVENS re8Umed the discussion of the subject of
fuel. The reason why fine coal will not burn, he at
tributed to the want of atmospheric air. A gentleman
of Boston has constructed an apparatus furnishing hot
air to his fUl'naGe, and it will burn fine coal, or saw
dust, at it grmtt profit. 'L'he soft coals of Illinois and
Iowa melt and run together, so that they cannot be
used for a hot fire, especially for locomotives ; but
this may be remedied by feeding small quantities at "
time ; and a plan has been devised for this, making
thflt COf11 as good as any other for the locomoti vc. In
the coal l'egions, the fine coal of the flllthracite is piled
up in immense quantities. But a process has been
adopted of mixing that fine coal with clay, and thus
making hricks to lJC sent to market for combustion.
Dr. VAN DER WEYDE stated that the same thing had
been practiced in Germany, where all the coal is fine,
as taken from the mines.
Mr.
said that one objection to soft coal
was, that it was so chm'ged with sulphur as to eat the
grate-bars oil:".
Mr. HEDRICK said that it seemed to him to be too
much mther than too little air, which prevented coal
dust from burning ; for there was more air in coal dust
than in an equal amount of larger coal.
Dr. VAN DER WEYDE thought there was a deficiency
of air. It would burn around the edges : but there
must be two pieces together, with a eUlTent of air he
tween , in order to make coal burn ; and with fine coal
the air could only pass around the edges.
Mr. DIBBEN said that there was more air in fine coal
than in larger coal, for a ton of it occupies more space ;
hut fit the same time the interstices are so irregular,
and the air has to make so many turns, that there can
not be 11 dmft of fresh nil" through it. With a proper
grate lind a proper blower, the pefl coal, or the dust
coal even..,;tl'c good and economical fuel. A ton of fine
coal will give more heat for a hoiler than a ton of
coarse COllI ; for it will make n better fire, and as the
heat is absorbed by the hoiler in proportion to the
difference of temperature between the boiler and the
fire, the hotter the fire the greater is the proportion of
the heat taken up by the steam. For burning pea
coal a smaller grate nnd a smaller fire place are re
quired for the same consumption of fuel.
Mr. VEDDElt descrihed a successful experiment he had
made iu burning pea coal, at $2 per ton, when other
�-�-
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coal was worth $ 1 1 per ton. He considered it n(;ce� ·
sary to admit air upon the surface of the coal.
Mr. 1\1. HASKELL stated that a patent had been
secured for mixing COllI dust with pitch or tax, so a� to
make it a vailable as coal.
Mr. ROWELL had tried some of the bricks made from
coal dust and clay, and he could not even hoil water
with them.
Mr. DIBBEN cOl18idered the plan of mixing the coal
dust with an incombustihle substance as impractica
ble, as it divides instead of concentrating the com
bustible material.
Dr. VAN DER WEYDE stated that the smoke from the
factories in London had become a nuisance ; hut
Parliament passed an act that there should be no more
smoke, and the xesult was that, hy feeding the fire
from below, they burned all their smoke.
Mr. GARllONATI remarked that, while the manufac
turers at first regarded this act of Parliament ail
offensive, they soon found that it was an advantage
to them to burn their own smoke, as a matter of
economy in the consumption of fuel ; and now the
private houses axe, of their own accord, adopting the
same principle.
Dr. VAN DER WE Y DE said that engineers might
always burn their smoke with their present furnace,;,
if they would push thE; livc coal back and feed the
coal in front, so that the smokc and carbonic oxyd
should pass over the hot coal.
Mr. SEEr,Y said that, in the method of decomposing
water for fuel, ill ftddition to the loss of heat in the
decomposition equn,l to that derived from the burning
of the hydrogen gas, there is a serious loss of heat from
the necessity of first cOllverting the water into steam .
Yet, where it is desirable to produce a flame, it might
be an advantage to obtain it in this way. In the
ordinary stove a great saving of fuel might frequently
be effected by admitting a little more flir. If the pro
ducts of combustion go off as carboni<; oxyd, one half
the heat is lost. Even lifting the cover of a common
cylinder stove will frequently admit air enough to
consume the carbonic oxyd which would otherwise
escape without combustion.
Dr. DTEVENS stated that if coal could be consumed at
a low degree of heat, clinkers would not be formed.
Mr. YEDDER inquired whether the decomposition of
water poured upon a very hot fire tended to increase
the heat.
Messrs. Hedxick, Van der Weyde and Seely replied
in the negative.
Mr. BRUCE had eonstructed oven� at a considerable
expcmle, so that the steam from the bread should be
decomposed in the fire to increase the heat ; but did
not know whether he had gained by it.
Mr. DEELY said that, as the steam was already formed,
their might have been an advantage in its producing
more flame.
Mr. PELL stated that, at the next meeting, he would
like to occupy twenty minutes upon the subject of
fuel.
The subject selected for next 'l'hursday evening is,
" Compressed Air, and its Use in Propulsion , " proposed
by Mr. Stetson.
On motion, the meeting adjourned.
Recent American Inventions.

The following inventions are among the mo�t u�eful
improvements lately patented :}1NEMA SYRINGE.

The object of this invention ( patented by George
W. Hubbard, of New York city ) is to obtain a simple,
efficient and very portable instrument for enema
giving purposes, and one which will admit of being
applied and operated by the patient alone with the
greatest facility. Syringes of this class ( those most
used ) are constructed with an elastic or collapsable
chamber and a nozzle, the liquid being expelled from
the chamber by simply compressing' the same. This
is a very simple instrument, but not by any means an
economical one, as the chambers, which are of india
rubber, sometimes rupture, and the instrument is
rendered worthless. 1\ir. Hubbard' s invention is con
structed in a very simple manner, but it admits
of a durable instrument being furnished at a moderate
cost, and one, it is believed, which may be used witl!
greater facility than the ones previously mentioned.
SEWING MACHINE.

This invention was patented by Josiah M. Smith, of
Somers, N. Y. , and relates more especially to ma-

1 24:
chines of that well known class using two needles

tion with the spring hammer rod, for holding the tack 291 .-J. C. Briggs, of Concord, N. H . , for an Improved
Guard to Flat Irons :

one carrying its thread through the cloth or other ma
terial to be sewed, and the other working entirely on

when struck by the hammer rod.

through a loop in the other thread, making what is

Mass.

one side of the material, and each carrying its thread
The first im

known as the double-looped stitch.

provement consists in the employment in a sewing

machine of the class above mentioned, of a hook, so
applied and operating as to open and extend the loops
of the under or locking thread in such a manner as to

insure the passage through them of the perforating

and for guiding the same to its proper place in the floor

vention is due to Henry

S.

This ingenious in

Walcott, of East Boston,

FIREARMS.

Benjamin T. Babbit, of New York city, has invented

an improvement in ordnance and firearms, the object

is produced in a forward direction by the discharge of

additional purpose of forcing and holding back upon

the barrel in some degree after every discharge.

the piece, such rush of air having the effect of cooling

PUJI!P.

thread of the upper or perforating needle, during such

This invention, patented by Thomas Hansbrow, of

stages of the operation of producing the stitch as is Sacramento, Cal . , consi�.u! in a certain new and useful

required.

'fhe second

improvement

consists

in

a

presser operating upon the cloth or other material in

dependently of the feed apparatus, with a percussive

and sliding or rubbing action, for the purpose of press

293 .-N. W. Clark, of Clarkston, Mich . , for an Improvement
in Journal Boxes :

2 94.-P. C. Clark, of Reading , Pa. , for an Improvement iu
Fountain Pens :

thread sage through which a viQlent and copious rush of air

the under or locking thread needle, the loops of the

set forth.

ment of a tube or casing surrounding the barrel in

throughout the whole process of making a stitch, the

said loop being also so made that it shall serve the

N. H . , for an Improved

I claim forming or constructing a horse-shoe with a thin internal web,
A, i n combination with a grooved continuous calk, substantially as

a
c
O
i
i
sa
i
o
l
substantIally as described and represented.

repeated firing, and, to this end, consists in the employ

to the speed of the other working parts of the ma between it and the said tube or casing, an annular pas
of the

292.-Ebenezer Cate , of Franklin,
Horse·shoe :

of which is to prevent the overheating of the same by

needle, and to release them at a speed so proportioned such a manner that there is formed around the latter,

chine as to keep a proper tension

I claim the combination of the cover o r reflector, made substantially
as described with a fiat iron· or sad iron, as and for the purposes de
scribed.

arrangement of its valves and valve seats, for the pur

pose of simplifying the construction of the pump and
to increase its effect.

n

����fth �ggd��t�� lj �V;�� be:�����, j����a�������d :�� s�glir���

I claim the conducting rod, when said rod i s provided with an elon
gated flexible 01 elastic valve and conducting strings, when constructed
'
as described and for the purpose set forth.

295.-D.eWitt Clint and Ives Lynd, of Poe stenkill, N. Y. ,
for an Improvement in Machines for Digging Potato es :
We claim the combination of the scoop, A', the adjustable reciprocat

ing Bereen, 0, the above parts being applied to a mounted frame, A,
and all arranged for j oint operation, as and for the purpose set forth.
We further claim 'the connecting of the rOd) P, to the lever,
by
means of the link or loop, r, as shown, in combmation with the �creen,
0, and i n the mloLllner and for the purpose specified.

Q,

[This invention consists i n the use of an adj ustable scoop, in connec
tion with

an adjustable reciprocating screw, the above

pa,rts

being

placed o n a mounted frame and so arranged that the potatoes, as the
machine is drawn along, are dug from the hills or dril1s, separated from
the earth and deposi ted on the top of the ground, the work

being per

formed in an expeditious and perfect manner. ]

296.-J. S. Cochran e , of New York City, for an Improve·
ment in Rolling Iron Shutters :

ing or, as i t were, " ironing " down the seam and

This improvement

I claim connecting together the slats, A, of the shutter, by mealls of
the hinges, B, curved and bent and attachcd to the slats, so us to have
the position relatively therewith, as shown, to operate as and for the
purpose set forth.

with more especial advantage to machines which make

297.-Eleazer Coffin, of Indianapolis, Ind . , for an Improved
Dove ·tailing Machine :

compressing the threads together.

is applicable to sewing machines of various kinds, but

I claim the cnttr'l's, C C E , and 0, operated in connection with the
slots and pins, Z Z, head guide, B, sliding bar, A, connection rod,
level', S, connection rod,
crank,
and the cam, K, pitman, X, and
sliding bar, L, or their equhralents, as set forth.

their stitches by the enchainment of loops formed in
one or more threads.

R,

IRON SHUTTERS.

298. -J. A. Crandall, of New York City, for an Improved
Rocking Horse :

This invention relates to an improvement in that

class of iron shutters which are arranged to roll over

shafts placed in the building directly o ver the windows
or doors.

The invention consists in hinging the sev

ISSUED FROM THE UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE
FOR THE WEEK ENDING

eral slats of the shutter together in such a way that

they may turn over ,})r roll in a direction toward the

front-or in other words, roll on thier face-and thereby

admit of the roller or shaft being placed in the hollow

cast metal lintels over the doors and windows, so as to
avoid the trouble and expense of constructing special
chambers in the wall for such purpose .

John s. Coch

rane, of New York city, is the inventor.
SIZllIG SILKS.

'fhis invention consists in a device composed of two

surfaces arranged to oscillate together about the same

axis, and so adj usted, in relation to each other, that

the finer or thinner portions of a thread may be drawn
freely between them without moving them from a

fixed position, but that the coarser or thicker portions

1"

Q,
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tension o f the springs, as set forth.
Second, The arrangement and combination o f the springs, C E , and
seat or horse, A, with the connecting rod, K, and axle, J, of a vel.oci
pede, substantially as shown and described, whereby the springs will
assist the crank, I, in passing its centers.
Third, Having the stirrups, )1, and their straps connected with the
steering axle, substantially i n the manller shown and described, so that
the vOlocipede may be guided by the stirrups, all as set forth.

�h t::� ����: 1��;����;, 6 C���d �:l � ���:: 1��� ������: ;h�

[This invention consists in attaching a child's toy riding horse, or any
receptacle or seat which will hold a child to a shaft by means of springs,
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whereby a very agreeable rocking motion is produced by a very slight

282 .-G. C. Aiken, of Worcester , Mass . , for an Improved
Heel Attachment to Boots and Sho es :
I claim the combination of the groove metal p.'trt, A, with the rub·

several adli'antages oyer the ordinary toy rocking horse.

bel' or elastic part, B , substantially as and for tll :� purposes set forth.

283 .-J. B. Aiken, of New York City, for an Improvement
in Knitting Machines :
I claim the construction o f the framing with jalli's, B C , ring, A, and

piece, D . i n the manner shown and described.

[The object of this invention is to construct a circular knitting ma
chine in a convenient, compact and portable form for family nsc, with
out any cnmbrous framing, and the invention relates to the furnishing
o f such a machine with a screw clamp, by which to attach and secure it
to an ordinary table, and to the constrllction of the framing of the ma

exertion of the child, and a toy or implement obtained which possesses
'1'he invention

also consists in combining "dth the spring attachment above Flpecified,

a

frame mounted on wheels and arranged with a crank and eonnecting
rod and stccring device, \vhel'eby the toy 01' implements may be used as
a receptacle when desired.]

299.-T. S. Davis, of Jersey City, N. J., for an Improvement
in Pistons and Piston Valves of Steam Engines :

l
a
n
i "O
a
°
l tr
o l
\
,
t
o 1
e
n
terior, and furtlished with one or more dovetail wp.dges, D, all substan
tiallv as described, whereby it is ma.de to have the chamcter of a solid
block, but yet capable of being expanded in a lateral direction.

x�)��J�i�r �� � ������� r�:l��!�� B: i�d r f �;�f, � � r;,iJ� �� rA�
[This invention is more particularly designed for piston valves, b u t

m a y also be adopted for other kinds of pistons.

It consists i n a certain

may, by passing between them , produce sufficient fric

chine, i n such manner as to provide for such mode of attachment.]

position, and hold them in the latter position until a

thinner or finer portion presents itself, when the said

I claim the pin, B, i t s tapering: head, b, a n d nut, c, in combination
with the handle, D, and tapermg project;on, E , the whole being con·
P
V I
er stringed instrument, 8ubstand
s
f .
fo

�t���}=* a��l � t�!egl;�p� �� ��l �i /l;.h

300.-Jules Duval , of New Orleans, La. , for an Improve 
ment in Defecating Saccharine Liquids :

This invention was patented by Goodrich Holland , of

285.-Tyler Andrews, of North Easton, Mass . , for an 1m·
provement in Adjusting Coupling Links of Railroad
Cars :

��h��:nti�r&���l t�� �:��:� �lJ��h; t"h� ��lr��)S� ��cf��a�Hl

tion to move them about the aforesaid axis to another

surfaces will fall back to the first mentioned position.

Willimantic, Conn.

LIGHTING AND EXTINGUISHING GAS.

The object of this invention is to effect the turning
on and ignition of illuminating gas, and the shutting

off of the same at such hours as may be desired, with
out any personal attention further than i ts adjustment

from time to time to suit the changes in the times of
the setting and rising of the sun and moon, or other
circ umstances.

The apparatus is composed principally

of the hydrogen and platinum kindling apparatus
known as " Dobereiner' s lamp " and a clock , so ap

plied in combination with each other, and with suit
able valves for letting on and shutting off both the hy

drogen and illuminating gaR, as to effect the desired
result. Newton S. Manross, of Hartford , Conn. , is
the patentee of the above invention.

CARPET TAOK DB.IVER.

This iuvention is an instrument to be used in tack
ing down carpets, for holding the carpet, grasping and

directing the tack, and for driving the tack by a sim
ple lever motion. The l1ature of this invention con

sists , first , in the combination of a lever with a verti
cal spring rod or hammer, arranged in a suitable frame
having projecting from its base suitable claws or points
for holding the edge of the carpet while the same is
forced to its proper place for tacking down ; second, in
combination with the lever or spring rod on the ham

mer, of a j ointed spring toe on the lever and a grooved
collar on the spring rod, whereby the spring rod may
be raised to a certain point and then released, and the

end of the lever will be allowed to pass under the
grooved collar for elevating the spring rod at pleas
ure

;

third, in two pivoted spring j aws, in combina-

2S4.-John Alb ert, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Improvement in Tuning Pegs for Violins, & c . :

I claim the ap11licntion and arrangement o f the link lifter and sup
porter composed of the bar, A, and lever, C, with the railway carriage,
draw bar, substantially in the manner and to operate the lin k, a.') sped
fied.

286.-Frederick Ashley, of New York City, for an Improved
Ice Chair :

I claim the eombination of a flexible frame, with runners, the whole
constructed substantially &<; and for the purposes set forth.

287.-B. T. Babbitt, of New York City, for an Improvement
in Orduance :

I chtim the employment of a tube or casing, B , surrounding the body
or barrel or a piece of ordnance or firearm, substantiaUy as and for the
purposd specified.

construction of a piston, whereby it is made as much as possible like a
solid block, yet c(Lpable o f being set out to fi t the cylinder in which it
works, and compensate for wear.]

I claim the process set forth, consisti�g in thE> successi\'-e application
tl

l

I

t

rine liquids,

[This invention consiRts in the lUie of liquid SUlphurous cord, in com·

bination \vith saccharate of' lime and with a solution of pure sulphate
of alumina, for the purpose o f defecating and deodorizing saccharine
liquids.J

301.-Solomon Dwight, of Byron, Ill . , for an Improvement
in Cultivators :

I claim the arrangement of the main frame, A, and tongue, B. of a
single piece of timber, in combination with the retaining strap. C , shap·
ing block, D, cross-brace, H, and standards, E , the whole arranged and
operating as specified for the pllrpo�e set forth.

302 .-0tto Eberhardt, of Brooklyn, N.
ment in Flower Pots :

Y. , for an Improve 

I claim the flange, a, o n the pOt, with its notches, b b b, in combina

288 .-G. H. Babcock, of New York City, for an Improve·
ment in App aratus for Mitering Printer8' Rules :

tIOn 'with the corresponding knobs o r projections, c c c , on the saucer
relath'ely arranged a.nd operating as and for the purposes set forth.

or their equivalents, constructed and operating substantially in the man
ner and tor the purpose described.

flower-pot can be easily attached to its S!LUCer,

I claim the combination of an aqiustable steel templet with a vise,

289 .-N. R. Baldwin, of Afton, N. Y. for an Improved Cart:

I claim the pivoted levers, D D, conneeting the movable bed or frame,
c ' e l , and the cart body to the bed or frame, C , at
e e, substantially as described.
I also claim, in combinntion with the hed, C, having a longitudinal
c e
t
t
r
c
X
b
l'
ci
d ,
,
)
O
S
.o
bined and operating'tnget-hel" as and for the purposes set forth.
'
l
t
e
\
Sl) il
('
'\
t
,
.
0' C / , as and for the purpose set forth.

C, to the a,xle-tree at

���:· K, j\I�� �� � i(i' �f:l l�!�� � ���'l.�� �i �k ?)�.' i:;b�l;�gk"\� ���:
� ���� H Ii��;{� ����tr��: Q;��� (:�?m�l��'r�:;�lt, ���h �� tl��lJ r;J\l��f��'

[This invention consists in a U u c-bing the hed of t h e cart body to t w o

bolsters livhich a r e secured to the u. x l e by jOl ltpd Icyers ",,"11ich a l l o w the
l
bed to have a longitudinal motion on the axle ; and in conjnnctioll with

this arrangement, it consists in phroting the cart body to the inner ends
of the aforesaid Itwel'R, so that when the horse il'l rlra\ving the cart do\vn
hill,

the levers will

move the cart hody backward suflieiently far to

counterbalance the downward increased pres�;mre on the

S'tafts, whieh

are attached to the bed of the ca,rt body, and in going IIp hill thf" 1.rel's
will move the cart body forward, so as to bring the ,veight nearer to the
horse.

The invention also consi s t s i n attaching the brakes to a trans

verse bar which i s under the bottom of the cart body, and near its front
end, and in applying to this brake bar a spring or springs which yield,
and prevent jar and concussions to the cart body, in consequence o f the
brakes being applied to it. ]

290.-T. J. Bottoms, of Thomasville , Ga. , for an Improve
ment iu Horsepowers :
I claim the manner of adjusting the gearing by means of the &tiding
o

c

f

i

o

rh:��a��� ��P��;!�:ed� I��v) ;h�f:o��iit.���� d��c�i:� ��� f�r'1��
purposes

set forth.
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[The object of this invention is to provide a simple means whereby

a,

and detached therefrom

at pleas11re, so that when desirable, the saucer may be secured to the
bottum of the pot for giving additional base to the pot, and for retaining
dirt and water escaping from the pot. ]

303.-J. Fielemeyer, of Philadelpnia, Pa. , for all Improve
ment in ApparatuR for Cutting Ice :

I claim the employment for cutting ice o f a ,,,eight, E , ,vith chil'lflls,
e e, when the sairl weight i f' arranged to bo moved i n \'cl'tical groclYcs,
a n, incl'eaiing in widt.h at their lower end�, as set forth for the purposfl
specified.

3M.-Charles Fleming, of Ypsilant.i, Mich. , for all Improved
Iustrument for Measuring Lumber :
I claim the combinatioll with the index shafts, A B C , connecting
·

i

§��.�tl�Tl��liRe;'���p���\;�1fh� �r\:�t f: ��Jl��:�r�IJgt'o ���;.� �pJ��vg;� �;.
the whcl'l, P. tl11' saia parts bf'ing constructed and operating in the mall
ncr and for 1 h ... pl1rposes shown and des('ribed.

305.-F. 111. Gibson, of Chelsea, ]\fags. , for au Improvement
in the Joints of Pello es in Carriage Wheels :

I claim the improve(l felloe joint supporter, as constructed, with tll(->
tongue or pr�j ection, b, arranged with respect 1 0 t.he sockf't pipet", Dl
suhstantially (ts specified.
I also claim the above specified arrangement and appHeation o f ..tll t"
felloe f,;upportcr, D , its tongue, h, a spoke, G I , t h e felloe, A, i t s joint, e ,
a n d t h e tire, H, t h e whole being t o operate in manner a n d fQr the ob
j ects as specified.

306.-S. D . Goodale. of Cincinnati, Ohi o , for an Improve
ment in Stereoscop e s :

I claim, first, The arrangement o f shaft, H , wheels, I I, and collar,
M, scene holder, J K K', spring, L, and detent. N, or their equivalent!,
the whole operating together to instantaneously shift the scenes, sub
stantially as set forth.
Second, The arrangement o t' hinged lens holder, E, diffll;sing glaS$, F,
and reflector, G, adapLed to QC extended for use or compactly folded
within the case, i n the manner represented.

Iht Jdttdifit �mtritan.
307.-H. B. Goodyear, of New Haven, Conn . , for an Im
proved Method of Relieving Geographical Outlines on
Molded Elastic Globes :

3 20.-William Murkland, of Lowell, Mass . , for an Improve·
ment in Looms :

I claim, first, The combination of the reserve shuttle boxes with the
active shuttle boxes, by attaching and detaching the several reserve
shuttle boxes to and from the active shuttle boxes, under a constrnction
and mode of operation substantially as set forth.
Second, I also claim the adjustment of the reserve shuttle boxes \vith
the active shuttle boxes, so as fO allow the use of one or more of the
active serie!"!, substantially as described.
Third, I also claim the construction and use of the annular disk for
the purpose of keeping the shuttle in place, and for passing the ends of
the yarns around the axis of the polygonal box frame.
Fourth, I also c1itim the manner of holding the boxes of the polygonal
frame in their position, by means of a segment of a circle or its equiva
lent.

I claim the met.hod described at' constructing an india¥l'ubber or gutta.
pereha ball of the character specified, by first inscribing and indenting,
as :!let forth, the several characters or divisions to represent a celesthtl
or teITestial"globe in a metallic or other suitable core, and afterward
formmg a matrix from the same wherein and whereby to mold the ball,
as described.
I also claim the met.hod described of printing or lettering the interior
of the m.atrix used to form the ball with type of convex configuration,
or set in conformity with the concave configuration of the matrix, es
sentially as set forth.
I also claim the method of constructing a hollow india-rubbe r or
g�tta-per('ha ball with its exterior surface marked or divided to repre
sent a terrestial or celestial globe, having its land or sea surfaees, ob 32 1 .-Francis Nivell e , of Paris, Fran c e , for an Improve
jects or divisions, appearing and standing in relief, but flush with the
ment in Sewing Machines :
general rmrface, and whereby the rotundity of the ball is preRerved, I claim
the arrangement of the shuttle-operating Jevers, 0 N, and
Rubstantially as described and set forth.
rocker, M, and of the oscillating and reciprocating undt'lr needle shaft,
i a
s
n
a
d
d
e
C
30S. - T. Q. Hall, of Fairfield, Iowa, for an Improved Exten·
�lth ga�s°t:� ;l�f,i�;:�a�t', c, a;;a��ed ����� t\��l�i�e� ;�a���� ili �
sion Table :
I claim the arrangement of the folding rails, F G H, of an extension machine, SUbstantially as described.
[This invention consists in an improved arrangement of the parts of
table, with the legs of said table, when constructed, arranged and
ated substantially in the manner and for the purpose deRcribed. oper the sewing machine to obtain a machine of simple construction, capa.
I alsl,) claim, in f>Qmbination with the extension rails deRcl'ibed, the ble of working either the shuttle stitch or the double loop stitch.]
extensIOn leaves lJrovified 'vith oblique cleats, for the purpose of'making
a braced rule ioiJIt. and thus bracing the extended table fLgainst lateral 3 2 2 .-J. B. Peyton, of Raymond, Miss. , for an Improve motion, substant}ally as described.
ment iu Flues for Cotton Gins:
309.-J. A . Hammer and J. P. Gordou, of Lisbon, Iowa , for
I claim constructing the flue, A, wlth a sheet met.al bottom which has
greater spaces between the perforations than the length of the fibers,
an Improvement in Mole Plows :
I claim 1.he arrangement of the coulter, D, and blade, G, both being as and for the purposes shown and described.
hinged to the mole by means of pivots,
b and c, and connected at the [The nature of this invention relates to a novel method of cleaning
n s a
s e
lh�
��v��, �� ��ld �aJ� ��l�, kl� fbi· �h:����}<;:��{�1' !�oC�����{i����;�t cotton and freeing it from motes, dust, and ot.her impnrities which are
as set forth.
left in it after t.he ginning operation. The invention consists in the em
[This invention consists in the combination with the adjusting lever, ployment of a metallic flne box which is attached to the fl ue space of an
of a toothed arc, pinion, notched disk, dog and crank, for the purpose ordmary cotton gin, said fine box having a perforated bottom and a dust
of adjusting the mole to the desired depth, and also in arranging the ad sack suspended under it.]
justing lever with a friction roller in its end, which, in combination 323 .-Jacob Reese, of Pittsburgh, Pa. , for Improvements
with a round pin behind the coulter, serves to facilitate the up-and-down
iu the Construction of the Fire Chambers and in Oper
motion of the latter.J
ating �he Fires of Reverberatory Furnaces:
g
e
o
a
3l0.-Thomas Hansbrow, of Sacramento, Cal . , for an Im
nalc�! l:;; 'p�d�lin����1ri��·�r r��l�:�r::gC�:��,�� �hi�� ���i� ��e�l��
provement in Pumps :
fuel, so as to form at its base a contracted receptacle for the·accumula
r claim the arrangement of the inclined valves, f, sea,t, g, and suction tion of the melted' cindlw below-tbe point where the blast of air is,admit
pipe, H, above and with the cylinder, A, and piston, G, in combination ted, in combination with a close, air-tightfire chamber bottom, for the
h
g l
t
ving piece, D, purpose of freeing the fuel of its incombustible particles by keeping the
cinder in a melted state so long as it remains in the fire chamber, and
��i\t! �:���� a�:t;�/;h���l����!� !h��"�n���l����l�.��
thus preventing the formation of clinker, as described.
al L-Charles Hardy, of Biddeford, Maiue , for au Improve
-Secolld1.,Fluxing the clinker in the fire chamber, of a puddling, boil
ment in Machiuery for Griuding the Card Te eth of ing or reheating furnace, constructed as above described, by means of
the introduction with the fuel into the fire chamber, of oxyd of iron or
Cardiug Cyliuders :
other suitable fl u x, for the purpose of keeping the clinker in a state of
n
i t
j
n
so long as it remains in the fire chamber bottom, so as to enable
re�r����ed� �����t;I�� ��!b��Ji6 ���;�t� ��l�JI� D;I�,� �:ve�:� itfusion
to run off spontaneously as it accumulates, in the manner hereinbe
and retraverse all of the teeth of the cards with its entire breadth, sub fore
described.
stantially as specified.
Third, In the fire chamber of puddling, boiling or reheating furna
3 1 2 .-Goodrich lIolland , of Willimantic, Conn . , for an Im ces, constrncted. as above described, Inu.·oducing the blast near the sur
provement .i!l Machines for J30rtiug Silk and other face of the melted cinder so as to heat the blast before it ascends
through the mass of fuel in the fire chamber and thus increa.se the in
Threads :
I claim the employme:nt, in silk-sizing machines, of oscillating sizing tensity of the combustion and consume the smoke, as set forth.
arms, I I, constructed and operating substantially as shown and de 324.-Ira Reynolds, of Bellefoll'taine , Ohi o , for an Improvescribed.
ment in Straw Cutters:
I alISO claim the combination of said oscillating arms, I I, with shaft,
I claim, first, The arrangement of the crank between the arm, f, and
H, and arm, J, substantially in the manner shown and described.
blade, C , with the rockshaft., K, and �ed motion, as and for the pur
3 l3.-M. A. Howell , Jr. , of Ottowa, Ill . ,. for an Improve poses described.
Second, I claim constructing the joul'ual box, E, in such a manner as
ment iu Mole Plows :
the box for the lo\yer roller and tbe sliding or slotted box for the
I claim, first, In combination with a drain or mole plow, a movable to formfeed
roller, with slot for spring and fastening for the feed box, as
Rickel, rasp or saw, inserted in or annexed to a coulter thereof, for the upper
se
s d t
r
fi t
purpose set forth and substantially as describ(�d.
fi��Y�r�h� �dJ�f:ab�� �f:t�, if, �:ci
l�e ���cbi��
Thi�g�
I���
Second, In combination with a machine for underground draining the rod, I, whenc��i�
constructed
and
operatmg
as
and
for
the
purposes
de
c
n
r
c
t
��hictP�;� ���� h��i���f�; ���n";fl�e�:a��f�g�l:U�h���, i�' t�� �u�� scribed.
325
.-F.
E
o
Schmidt,
of
New
York
City,
for
an
Improve·
pose of giving a curvilinear motion to the machine in contradistinction
to the great power applied by a capstan.
ment in Steam Generators:
i e
n h
, c
e
e i
I claim the arrangement and ('.omhlllation of the generators, tank
s��h���o ;he l��;:l:i�� o}vthe �:� th��':�t� !�f� 1e��� b: �\���:�� and
reservoir,
as described, for the purpose of combining
control its motion, for the purpose set forth and substantially as de· with the steamsubstantially
or vapor generated in t.he generators any other fluid or
cribed.
gases, when said combined vapors and gases exert a continual power
314.-G. W. Hubb ard , of New York City, for an Improve upon a piston or its equivalent.

125
e
s t l u
o n
w
D e
1�S���i�:Yor io�� ���t��nCt � �����e f�� ���, r:, �� rh� F!i�� �;��
jection, d, and keyhole, g, of lock, A, for the purpose specified.
334.-J. V. Stevens , of Pomeroy , Ohio , for an Improved
Churn:

I claim the perforated valve dash to be worked with or without IL
lever, substantially as set forth in the accompanying drawings and spe
cificatIOn.
335.--3. B. Tinker, of Plymouth, N. Y. , for an Improve
ment in Harvesters:

I claim the combination of the toothed segment, G, rack bars, E E ,
shaft, F, pinions, c c, bent braee rod, J, guides, K K , grooved crank
shaft, N, and feathered pinion, g, the said parts heing constructed and
arranged in connection with the rigid frame, A a b, wheels, C, finger
bar, I, and sickle, :M, in the manner and for the purposes sho,vn and
described.
[This invention relates, first, to a novel and improved means for low
ering or raising the sickle or cutting device, whereby the saine may be
raised horizontally and bodily ·without affecting, ill its movement, the
framing of the machine nor interfering at aU with the sickle-driving me·
chanism. The invention relates, second, to a peculiarity in the con
struction and arrangement of the cutting device, whereby the crank
movement or stroke may be quite short and rapid cutting insured with
out the liability of choking or clogging, a contingency of frequent occur
rence in using the reciprocating sickles.]
336 .-Charles Tribby, of Winchester, Va. , for an Improve
ment in Watchmakers' Lathes:

I claim the arrangement of the movable bed, H, in combination with
the mandrel, E, drilled on one end and provided with the hollow center,
b, on the other end, and with the double centered spindle, F, all COD
structed and operating in the manner and for the purpose described.
[The object of this invention is to facilitate the turning of such stones
as are generally used for jeweling watches. J
337 .-L. S. Tyler; of Linesvill e , P a . , for an Improvement
iu Rotary Harrows:

I claim, first, Connecting the harrow ,,,heels, B B and H' B', t.o the
e s
d
E
n
el bows, F, and
���� to� t �� t�;�;ts\�ls !�t �g�\l�. , 8w1\"
��it� I(i,'also
�;;�
Second,
claim the rtescribed arrangem.mt of parts whel'�bv the
harrow wheels, B B, are eonnected to the fraYne, A, and the ha"rrow
wheels, B' B ' , are connected to the fl"am�, A ' , and t.he said fmmes arp
connected together by the hinged hal'S, C C, for the purpose set forth.
338 .-J. S. Uptou, of Battle Cre ek, Mich. , for an Improve·
ment in Horse-powers:

I claim the arrangement of the wheels, K and L, upon the shaft, J,
with reference to the wheels, D and I, so that I may use more pO\y�r
and less speed, or the converse, at the ,,,ill of the operator, substan·
tially as specified.
33g.-Frederick Walton, of Haughton Dale Denton, near
Manchester, England, for an Improvement iu Appara
tuse s for the Manufacture of Varuish. Pateuted in
Euglaud, Jan. 2 7 , 1860:

I claim the machine substantially as represented in Figs. 1 , 2 and 3
and as above described.

340.-H. T. Watkins, of Anderson, Ind . , for an Improve·
ment in Cider Mills:

I claim the combination and arrangement of the several parts, when
constructed and arranged snbstantially as represented, for the purpose
set forth.

341.-'1'. S. Whitenack, of Easton , P a . , for an Improve·
ment iu Rakes for Harvesters:

claim, first, ']'he emJ;lloyment or use of the slides, G , when applied
��I�!��
f.����: F, subiltantlally as shown, for the adjustment of the same.

Second, The rollers, I l' I", when applied to the main frame, A,
a.nd used m connection with the arms, F, to operate as and for the pur
pose set forth.
l
ta
' m����dof fh ! ���k�ts� i, �oe;;f:��t�d :�J :����!d �� ���,:���, ?ct't!1t
of the adjustment of the beaters and rake, speCIfically as set forth.
Fourt.h, In combination with the arms, F, the lever, N, attached to
the main frame, A, and provided with the curved bar, 1, placed in such
relation with the arms as to operate as and for the purpose set forth.
[ThiS;invemion relates to certain improvements in that class of raking
attachments for harvesters in which the rake and beat.ers, in passing
326.-Moses Seward, o f New Haven , Conn . , for an 1m· over the platform, describe the arc of a circle in a horizontal plane.
ment in Enema Syringes :
I claim a syringe constructed in the particular manner shown and de
proved Collar for Ornamental Carriage Work:
object of the invention is to apply this class of raking device to the
Rcribed, so as to operate as set forth.
I claim, as an article of manufacture, an upset planished collar for The
machine in such a way as to admit of the use of a drh"er's seat on the
carriage \vork, formed without welding or turning.
ornamental
1m·
an
for
,
La.
Orleans,
New
of
Hughes,
3l5 .-Charles
machine and also to admit of the regulating of the rake and beaters a�
3 27.-Thomas Sheehan, of Dunkirk, N. Y . , assignor to him
provement iu Hoop Locks :
self, C . D. Smith, and C. B. Moss, of Washingtou , D. regards the hight of the �movement over the platform and the perfect
I claim a hoop lock button, made in the peculiar manner shown and
C . , for an Improvement in the Manufacture of Files adaptation of the former to the latter as circumstances may require.l
described.
342.-Ross Winans and Thomas Wiuans, of Baltimor e , Md . ,

and Rasp s:

I claim the non.frangible files R!l1d rasps constructed and made as defor a n Improved Packing for Stuffing Boxes:
Fig. 4, comprised.of the two circular :��i���l:rt�) �����6�' ���tO��ffi1�:��d����i�g qualities and durability as���:i�ticl��f��nn�l¥:�t��;, brick, substantially such as described
I claim, first, The open cylinder,
work
a
all
m
set
and
a,
a
a
Ircle,
studs,
the
and
H,
and
A
pieces
hp..&d
C and for the pur� 32S .-Thomas Slaight, of Newark, N. J . , for an Improved
ini: on the c'entral post, 0, substantially in the manner
343 .-W. H . Beach, of Chicago, Ill . , assignor to J . S . Beach,
ri
O
Lock for Railway Cars:
of Ballston Spa, N . Y., for an Improved Machiue for
e, arrangpd in a circu� I claim
P S=c���c �:�'series of cylindrical tumblers, e ewith
C, dog, F, and side plate, D, the latter being provi
bolt,
the
spiral
the
springs,
combination
in
a,
a
a
Swagiug Sheet Metal:
I"tud8,
lar pm;iti{;n on their the said cylindrical tumblers to be depressed by the ded with the arm, c, and all arranged to operate as and for the purpose
I claim the pressure bar or plunger, C, provided with the bars or fe.
o 0 0 so as to allmvby the springs, substantially in t.he manner and for sct forth.
male
dies, D D, in connection with the stationary bedpiec.e, b, 3;nd
key �nd returned
.
.
forth.
[This invention consists in the employment or use of a dog and sUd movable male dif':s, H H, the bar or plunger, C, and dies, H H, bemg
the purposes setcombination
4, af.1d t�e
together of th� cyl1ll4er, 0FIg.
operated
by the screws, F I I, or their equivalents, and all arranged
Third, The
placed
being
parts
above
the
tumblers)
suitable
,vith
provided
plate
ing
a�tlllg .m
e e c.' and spIral , sprmg, 0or0,theIr
for the purpose set forth.
series of cylindrical tuml?lers,
m m m,
eqUlY in a suitable ca.se and used in connection with a bolt, whereby a very asIand
WIth the senes of guards"
further claim in combination with t.he bar or plunger, C, bedpieee, b,
relation and combined
descrIbed.
purpose
the
for
and
manner
and the dies, D D H H, the punches. and countersinks, G, ftrr{1ngf':d
alents in the eneral arrangement togetl er of the cylinder, Fig, 4, simple and effective self-locking or spring lock is obtained.]
Fou�th The g
l an.d spiral spr�ngs, 0 0 0, 32 9.-J. J. C. Smith, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Improve essentially as and for the purpose set forth.
ill: a circular pos�tion,
tumblers: e e er arranged
344.-P. J. Clark (assignor to S. S. Clark) , of West Meri
J,
a
arm,
h.,
and
Its
snch
bolt,
m
the
WIth
and
together
combined
ment in Machines for Cutting Type :
po.st, C, the, entire
den, Con \, . , for an Improvement in Skate Fastenings:
manner that, by placing the whole on the orcentral
of the adjnstaole gage, F, and automatic I claim,
rotated freelk and slmulta- I claimi the arrangement
6 ination with the plate, A, and slides, E E , and their
combination ofe thesel a parts can be worked
t
e
h
t
oc
a d
ere }t�d' �pe�t{�����b�l��ti��t� i� :h: ��:���� ��d ���\�J ��l���;!r��:�� pivoted andin (�om
l n
removable faRtenings, F Ji', ag deseribed, the right and
l
�l�
�l�
de��r\��d�
s
i�
th:i���
u��;�n�?a��y
i����
�
;i��
left hand screw, G, and restraining nut, d, for drawing said fastening
��ti�� �� u��
fled.
up tightlv to the boot or shoe and for drawing up thp, clamps and instep
['fhe oQject of this invention is to obtain a simple and efficient ma strap
together j the whole being arranged under. the ball of the foot sub
317 �Joseph Jordan, Jr. , of East Hartford, Conn . , for au
block the surface of which is: formed stantially in the manner and for the purpose set forth and explained.
solid
a
from
type
cutting
for
chine
Improvem ent in Mills for Griuding: Paper Pulp :
.
they
mthi'lr
mder,
r
of
g.
bemg
kmves
t�e
of
ent
m
Itrrange.
the
claim
I
Daniels, of L e Roy, N. Y. , assignor to
extendmg transv ersely aroun� the into type at such distances apart that a saw may be passed through and 345 .-Phylander
serIes �r sec.tlOns, further
disposed in rows,
himself and S. H . Barnes, of New YorI,.City, for 1m·
arrange� that tho�e of one between them without injury to the type.]
theIr kmves so wholly
grinder, and having
out of range WIth, those 330.-J. M. Smith, of Somers , N, Y . , for an Improvement
shall be so generally orbetwe.en
provements in Tanning Leather:
section or series
any two next aC\]ac.ent
series, that each,Itschannel
I claim, in tanniug leather, the use of tormentilla and nutgl\lls in con�f thesnext
iu Sewiug Machiues:
at end nex� ad.1 acen� to the other series,
b
l
series may, the
nc
C
knive of one or
I
claim,
fi
r
st,
The
hook,fM,
constructed
with
an
inclined
!projection;
of channels of suchof series.
�i
��(;,!'�_�E�����g��b;�:���!:
two more
oP en intoThe
the knives of 1, and notch, m, substantially as d.escribeq, a�d applied to operate in e �l�� �'i�V:U�l��r ra��}�� i�l�h����it��h�
improved mode arranging
,
above described
fi
AlsO
be
may
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to
male
the
of
manner
substantIaUy
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the
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female n and L, for the two purposes specified.
to sharpen
in'manner as described,
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the
of
and
addition
specified,
subsequent
the
speciiled,
st.rengt.h
ndvantageich
knive.s being exhibIted in Figs. 4: and Second, The presser, W, applIed to operate upon the clothl independ the ultimate strengthening of the liquor to the proper degref': to com
arrangement of themale
sl the
grinder when
are arranged mto t�o or ently of the feed me('.hanism, with a perCUSSIVe and rubbmg action, plete t.he tanning, by the addition of a strong solution of'�utch or terra
knives of the extendgrmder
6 ' and'
aroun�
the
transverse�y
grmder,
described.
purpose
the
shall
for
and
substantially as
of which.
alone.
more series,, each
.arrangement of thetheklllve8 m such 3 3 1 .-William Smith, of Philadelphia, Pa., for an Improve 3japonica
I claim the fUl·tl�el' from
46.-G. J. Hill (assignor to Sanford, Harroun & Co. ) , of
as described those
larger end of
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of each serIes
manner thatshall
Buffalo , N. Y . , for an Imp r ovement in Machines for
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Numbering Railroad Tickets:
the arrangement and combination of the rock arm, H, lever,
preceding it, the same being substantmlly as exhIbIted III FIg. 6, and as I claim
spring, L, lever, R, and piston valves, B B ' , substan- I claim, first, Imparting to the pall, S , a lateral movement to and fro,
d g
described.
by means of mechanism, substantially as described, so that ,the pall
fia¥t� !! d�!��.rb�d.
;
an
for
,
.
1m·
Conn
,
will strike and move the 1st, 2d and 3d type wheels, as required, for
3lS . -N. S. Manross of Forrestville
3 3 2 .-F. W. Stafford , of New York City, for Improved printing numbers consecutively from 1 upward to 999.
proved Apparatus for Lighting and Extinguishing Gas
Second, Hinging the type teeth, 1 2 3 4, &c., to the 3d type wheel, for
Shade Fixtures:
.
Lights :
.
purposes and substantially as set forth.
e
t
of llghtmg gas at any tioInc�!� 1�� ����?ld���ier;: �, a�d �6�����s;��I�t��aE�i�g\��1�de�� theThird,
employment, for. the pu�pos.e
A recess formed in the annular rim, h, and spring, j, in con
I claim, first,ofThe
appar�tus
(Dober the pulley to act npon the cord, substantially as and for the purpose set nection therewith,
and platlllum .kmdlmg
in combination with the spring, J, and hinged type
desired hour, anda ahydrogen
ofthe 3d type wheel, for the purposes and substantially as described.
einer's lamp) d. clock movement, .combmed and operatmg substan·
forth.
.
tially as describe
[The
object
of
this
invention
is
to
dispense
with
the
lower
tightening
Its
or
f,
347.-A.
H.
Hook
(assignor to the Grover & Baker Sewing
cam,
eqUlvalent,
the
applymg
Second So constructing and through which it acts on the hydr?ge�
Machine Company) , of New York City, for an Improve·
pulley hitherto uRed to keep the roller cord taut. These latter. pulleys
and so applying the mechanism
t�e hydro�en valve, after the Ig�I cause
gas valve thateffected,.
valve and illuminating
ment in Sewing Machines:
considerable friction as well as a stretching of the cords, when
wlll be clos�d, and the Il
gas has been
tion of the illuIllinating
I claim the combination of two washers, concave at the cent.er and
.as deSCribed.
left Ope!I, substanhally
luminating gas valveforonly
rounded off at the outer edge, with a·center pin and any suitable tneans
mea�s of an new, thereby involving the necessity of a frequent adjustment of the to
platll�um by
the pro.t.echon ofK,the
Third, Providing
giv� these washers a pressure, causing the thread to be pinched
tightening pulley.]
y opening and closmg· box, substantIally as descrIbed.
automaticall
betwecn said washerfil, arranged substantially as and for the purpose
Fourth The rotating dial, W', with its. two adjustable pointers. and 333 .-P. P . Stephan, of Newark, N. J. , for an Improve d speCified.
two attached tripperfil, applied and operatmg substantially as descrlbed.
Lock Attachment:
348.-L. P. Jenks, of :B oston, Mass . , assignor to W. S.
I claim the spindle, C, provided with the bit, b, and the lug or projec·
319.-A. Z. McBride, of Hannahatchee , Ga. , for an ImMurray, of New York City, for an Improvement in
tion,
d,
in
connection
with
the
key,
D,
and
supplemental
lock
formed
:
provement in Cotton Presses
. Its
. follow by the a.rbor, F, rod, k, with springs, I, and CRSf':, E, sub,stantially as
Filters:
of th8 SCl'PWS and tap, A, WIt�
I claim the combmation
I
claim,
in cases of a conoidal form, as described, the combination
described.
as
de
substantIally
operated
aDd
constructed
when
ll,
and
block, 10
I further cla.im t.he spindle, C, with ita bit, b, and lug or projection and arrangement of one or more bunches of fibers placed in a perforated
icribed.
a16 .-F. G. Johnson, of Brooklyn, N. Y., for an Improve
ment in Locks :

•

III

,

.
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d

e

de d , for t ile pur·

t'r�� s�:r! ���t��� trq�1ds��f�� s�r [�����l
�V�r'�flf;:
����
:JJ9 .-Josee Johnson, of New York City , assignor to
self and John Ward , Jr . , of Brooklyn , N .
proved Folding Table :

Y.,

Money Received
At the Scientific American Office

him·
for an 1m·

I claim the combination and arrangemf'nt of the top, A, t�enter piece,
B , hook buttons, E, or other suitable taf'ltenings and leg pieces, C,
hinged together so that they may be readily folded into small com�
pass, substantially in the manner and t'or the purpose described.
It

:J 5 0 .-Stephen Johnson, o f Cold Springs , N. Y. , assignor to
himself and L. E . Damon, o f Napoli, for an Improve·
ment in S e e d Planters:

I claim the described arrangement of the cups, G, disk, F, and hopper,
H, within the cylinder, C, the sftme being arranged and used m cun
nection with the plow, K, and coverer, J, which are snpported by the
hingljd lever bar, L, with flexible tube, I, the whole arranged and oper�
athig, as set forth.
il.H .-M.

C. Longacre (assignor to himself and R. R. Her
rick) , of Cleveland, Ohi o , for an Improved Churn:

S . W.

L . , M.

D . , of Ohi o . -A pill can be

sugar·c o ated by

dipping it into strong sirup, and allo\ying it to dry ; or it may be moist.
ened and rolled among dry sngar. All hulin-rubber belt may be united
where it is broken by a cement formed of india-rubher dissolYcd in
naphtha. Scarf the ends of the belt, so that the surfaces lllay be laid
upon one another to form level face ; then apply the cement hot, lay
the ends smoothly upon Ol1 e another, and submit the belt to pressnre.
By adding some common copal YaJ"1lish to dis80lved iudia·rubLel', its
adhesiveness is imprO\Tell, and it becomes capn'!Jle of cementing
Ip,at.her.
a

on a c connt

of

Patent

Office bllsiness, for the week ending Saturday, Feb. 9, 1861 :R . F. II. II. , of N. J., $300 ; J. B. C., of Pa. , $25 ; G. R., of lnd. , $55 ;
A. lI. J . , of. U. T . , $30 ; F. & 0 . , of N. Y . , $20; A. S . , of Ohio, $25 ; J.
n. 1.. . , of J\Id. , $30 ; E. D . , J . , of Conn. , $20 ; D. B., of 1\10., $38 ; T·
J. L . , of Pa. , $25 ; D. C. C., of N. Y. , $32 ; B. D . , of N. Y., $250 ; D. L. ,
o f N . Y. , $30; 8 . K . W . , o f N . Y., $25 j W . N . , of Mass. , $30 ; N. F . , of
Wis., $25 ; ·W . & S., of Ohio, $30 ; J. G. C., of Pa. , $50 ; M. K . M. Co. ,
of N. Y. , $145 ; B. 1'. II. II . , of N. Y. , $50 ; D. C. W., of N. Y. , $25 ; G.
S . L., of P , $25 ; O. F. B., of N. Y., $35 ; L. r·'. A. L., of Cal. , $35 ; ll .
B. & J . , of Iowa, $55 ; C. N. B . , of l'a. , $30 ; J. E. T., of La. , $350 ; G.
N. C., of Conn. , $30 ; R . 'V., of Pa. , $22 ; F. W. P., of !Io'[ ass., $20 ; 'W. &
G. , of lHch. , $10 ; T. S. W. , of Pa. , $00 ; E. G. , of Mass. , $15 ; L. & K . ,
of Iowa, $00 ; J. A. D e B . , of N. Y. , $30 ; C. T. fl. , of N. Y. , $25 ; B. F .
C., of Ky. , $60 ; E. J. Y. P. , of Mexico, $325 ; A. A. B . , o f N. Y., $2Ji ;
A. C. M .. of Vt. , $30 ; C. J . , of N. Y. , $30 ; M. J . , of Mass. , $30 ; A. H .
S . , of Ga. , $55 ; C. ll. L . , o f OhiO, $30 ; E . & :l'L , of N . H . , $30 ; C . C . .
o f N . Y . , $30 ; E . C . , o f N . Y. , $30 ; C . 'V". , o f Iowa, $30 ; J . 0 . , .Tr. , of
N. H . , $18; H. & B., o f Ind. , $30 ; J. H . , of OhiO, $30 ; H. W. :\'£. , or Ill . .
$30 ; A. P. , of N. Y. , $5S ; J. T. D . , of N. Y. , $58 ; O. W. W. , of �lass. ,
$25 ; B. P. C., of N. Y. , $30 ; .T. B. L . , of Md. , $25 ; C. T. P. , of N. Y. !
$250 ; s. M. & 0 0 . , of Vt., $225 ; A. O. M., of n. , $28 ; S. & B., of N .
Y. , $30 ; T. C. Z . , of Pa. , $25 ; G. I., of M.1t;.11.. , $30 ; C. & 0 . , of N . Y. ,
$35 ; E. C., o f Conn., $28 ; T. S. 1\I., of OhiO, $30.
•.

I claim rotating the body of th£> churn in a vertical position by means
o t' the disk, C , or its equhralent, when connected with the stationary
dashers, L, arranged as described, for the purpose of adjusting the
same hoth vertically and horizontally, as specified.
W. T. , of R. I.-There have b e e n several plans invented for
352.�. L. Row e , of New York City, assignor to Manning
indicating the speed of RhipR, entirely different from the common log
Merrill, of New York City, and Thomas Holm e s , of
and lme. A llltlnb£>l' of these have been described in the SClRNTIFIC
Brooklyn, N. Y. , for an Improvement in N o sings for
AMERICAN. Yon \'{ill find a description of one on pHge 410, Vol. IX. ,
Locks:
old series.
s
g
e
e g
orls���� i�r 1��W;��1�tcJ:�� 1� l��� th� i�\�il�, i�e&n�����!��:�� ���� C. C. C . , of Conn.-The fact of sheets of p ostage stamps
the purposes substantia.lly as specified.
h�wing been perforated in the way you describe would pl'eYent the
358 .-Coleman Sellers ( assignor to himself and G . Burn·
adaptation of the same thing to checks, &c., being patcnted. The
ham) , of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Improvement in
Spe cifications, drawings and models belonging to parties
difTerence between the two is a mere difference of f\ize and purpose, with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent Office durExhibiting Stereoscopic Pictures of Moving Obj e cts:
I claim combining with the stereoscope a series of pictures arranged
whic,h does not constitute invention.
lng the week ending Feb. , lstH :in Rllccession, as described, when flaid pictnres revolve on an axis a t
right angles o r nearly s o t o the line o f vision, the whole being can· A . S. , of C llba .-We have receiv e d your interesting letter "V. H. McN. , of N. Y. ; A.9 R, of Ohio ; J. G. C., of Pa. ; J. l\frC. , of
aUd operated subRtantially in the malluer and for the purpOl�e in relation to spiders. Popular opinion is a " ery different thing from
Ala. ; J. C. B., of N. Y. ; S . K. W., of N. -r. ; .J. J . H., of Ky. ; C . B.
���fu�et� .
nuihenlic observatioll.
" of N. Y. ; .J. T. D . , of N. Y. ; A. P., of N. Y. j J. B . C . , of Pa. , A. j\ .
�54.-E . M. Stevens ( assignor to himself and L . L. Tower) ,
A.
R.
W. , of Pa.-The business of the Patent Office is g oing B., of N. Y. ; T. D. J . , of Mich. ; IN. G. R. , of lIass. ; J. P. , of FJ.1exll � ;
of Boston, Mass . , for an Improvement in Machine s for
llninteITnptPdl�', and cases are �eing examined "ith the llRual E T . Y. P . , o f ftl exico ; G . S . L., o f Pa. ; D . C . W. , o f N . Y. ; J . 0 . , .Tr. ,
Winding Thread:
I claim the combination and arrangement of the adjnstable plate dispatch. Secessiim. do�s not affect this business in the least.
of N. H. ; D. R . , of .Mo. ; T. J. L., of Pa. ; W. H. N. , of N. Y. ; T. C. Z . ,
worm gear, H, and its return serew K, or their equivalent or equiva
lents, with the earn ,vheel G, and the cam, F, applied to operate the D . Q . , of Pa .-The . rule of tmr Patent Office resp e'cting of Pa. ; F. S. K , o f Conn. : O. F. n. , of N. Y, ; N. F., of Wis. ; C. & C . ,
thread carrier, substn,ntially as specified.
models is \hat it " mnst be neatly and substantially made, of durahle of N. Y. ; G. I., of Mich. ; D. C. C . , of N. Y. ; E. D. S . , of ConTI . ; C . T .
0 :...=}-I-=d::... .....
material, and not more than one foot in hight or length , except when S., of N. Y. ; ,J. B. -=L::..,-,ccf
.
355 .-S. B . H. Yance (asignor to Mitchell , Vance & C o . ) , of
a larger model is permitted by the Ofilce for some special reasoIl, a
New York City, for an Improved Electrical App aratus
New B ooks and Periodicals Received.
privilege rarelY'granted.
for Lighting Gas:
1.IAGAZINE.-Pllblished by Le onard Sc ott &
I ('laim, first, The employment or use of a porta,ble electric machine, H. W. D o , of Pa.-Our p amphlet of advice c ontains as ex· BLACKWOOD'S
Co. , No. 54: Gold-street, New York.
D, snch as described, in place of the lamp, candle, taper, or other
The number of this magazine for the present month COll1mel1('p)'.'
match generally llsed for the purpose of.1ighting gas.
piicit an answer to your inquiry as it is possible to give. 'Ve there· new
volume, and staxts off with t.he vigor of youth at 44 years of 3,!.:f'·.
Sec.on<,l, The �rra1!gem�nt of th� cups, or their eqnivalents, t.o
oper.1,te ll� combll�atlOn '\�lth the pomted hooks, H , bnrners, A, and with fore· auvise yon to Rend for onc. We charge nothing for them ; all we It contains nine " igorous original articles, chlefly politicaJ.
the f�lectTIc mach111e, D, the manner and for the pnrpose specified.
wallt is Rimply your address, which yon 1H�ed 1I0t be ashamed to THE WESTMINSTER REvIEw.-RepubJished b y J,eon aJ'd
'J'hird, GiYing to a portion of the rod, h, the form of a spiral spring, as give.
Scott & Co., No. 54 Gold-street, New York.
find for the purpose set forth.
The article in the .January Humber on " """hat BeCOmf'R of Alcohol i n
[The object of thiR invention is to arrange each, bUrner by means of R C . C . , o f Mass.-Your steam trap se ems to be a very t h e System 1" shows that t h e Westminster " i s second t o nu ot. h " j·
publication
in the high character of its articles on science.
cnp, hook or other device, i6· snch a ·manner that a portable electric good thing� but we have doubts abont its novelty, and would advise a
machine can be used for lighting the gas emanating from each burner preliminary examination.
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
separately, or in other words, so that the portable electric machine can R. L. S . , o f N . Y.-Your improvement in looms app e ars to
he used in place of the lamp, wax taper or other match generally used be new, and we have not much donbt of its patentability. A vast Thirty Cents per line for each and every insertion, payable ill
number of improvements have been made in looms, as you are pro" advance. To enable all to understand how to calculate the amount they
for lighting the gas.]
must send when they wish advertisements published, we will explain
bably aware ; still we have seen nothing like yours.
356 .-H. S . Walcott, of East Boston, Mass. , a ssignor to
that ten words average one line. Engravings will not be admitted into
Samuel Eter, o f Boston, Mass . , for an Improved Carpet J . M. Y. , of Mo .-We think a p atent can be obtained on
our advertising columns ; and, as heretofore, the publishers reSeITe to
Tack Driver:
he a very good arrange� themselves the right to reject any advertisement sent for publication.
I claim, first, The perpendicular spring hammer rod, B, and lever, C, your breech-loading cannon. It appears tomake
experiments upon it·
mpnt. We would advise you, however, to
t
t
inSC�����I�o�����:�(��a��h�I�1h��;l���}(r:B, �a�1 f:v�� ��lte
j ointed toe piece, C', and grooved collar, g, arranged and op�mt?ng sub "Te would also suggest a preliminary examination into its novelty, at
IMPORTANT TO INVENTORS.
the Patent Ofilce, before incurring the expense of an appli"cation.
stantially as and for the purposes set forth.
HE GREAT AMERICAN AND FOREIGN P A'l'EN T
'!'hird, The pivoted Flprmg tack holdingJawf:l, a :1., in comhi nation wit.h W. N. T . , of Pa.-In C ornwall , a reverberatory furnace is
AGENCY.-Messrs. :MUNN & CO., Proprietors of the SCIENTH'H'
B ct��r��:dh::;�?��d ng and properly holding the
their patrons that they are still engaged in prp,paril, '.r
.
!�a�k�;I�tir?�ls �t��
employed for smelting tin ores. It is 1.he mORt economical as to fuel. Al\£E RI C AN inform
a
'rhe tin ore is mixed with ahout thrpe·qllarteJ'R of its weight of :�:�fi����:.l�e�� g�f��nl?eap�t��t:o%��, t�u�t�:��\�;�oi:::, el��:af�:
3 5 7 . - -Ichah od Washburn ( assignor to 'himself and P . L.
Interferences, correcting imperfect papers submitted to the Patent Ofllce
}Jowdered charcoal or anthracite, and very small qmmtity of slaked by
Moen) , of Worcester, ]\fass. , for an Improvem ent in
incompetent persons, examining into the novelty of inventlOlls,
lime, 1.0 ReI've as fl ux, and iR smeltell on the hearth of the furnace. arguing r£>j ected cases, &c. The 10I.1 g experience Messrs. l\IUNN & CO.
Hardening ami Temp ering Wire :
have
had in preparing specifications and drawings, extending ov{�r
I claim an appuratm� for tempering steel wir!', or othpr steel, i n pieces
do not always i ndicate the period of sixteen yea.rs, has rendered them perfectly conversant with
llass.-Barometers
of
,
H.
M.
R.
of p-onsiderable length, composed of two furnaces, A H, each of ' w hich
contains a bath, C or D, of fusible metal or alloy, and an int.erpO!led changes of weather within twelve or even five hours. A good barom· the mode of doing business at the United States Patent Office, and with
quenching bat,h, E, the whole constructed and arranged substantially as eter, however, is almost as us(�ful to a farmer as a clock. The aneroid the greater part of the inventions WhICh have been patented. Informa ·
tion concerning the patentability of inventions is freely given, without
i
n
e
*��c��:��t:gn �����;r:X����l�� �1 ��: !i:r�� {fir��tl��lf��Y)�ith�.l�! barometer 1s a cheap and good oIle, ami can be ohtnined of J. Ken� charge, on sending model or dravdng I.l.nd description to this offire.
Consultation may be had with the firm, between NINE and FOUR
tlr�.
daH, of New Lebanon, N. Y.
[The object of thIS invention iF! to hal'd�n awl temper sLt\pl wire, or P. W. , of N . Y.-India·rubber can be dissolved in pure tur· �g���' ��ll�v�ta:�;� B��C�P5�F��}��rhe��Ty3�F �!:�i��o:��
other steel, in pieces of considerable length by one contill l lOll:-: OPel'fI.· peHtine. Naphtha will also disl'!olve it; so will benzole and hi-sulphide the C ORNE R O F F AND SRVENTR-STREETS, op osite the United States Pat
Otnce. This ofUce is under the generar superintendence of one ot
Hon, without any danger of exposing H to FlO high a tPompemtul'e as to 111' carhon. You can easily make the l'llbber cement desired, with ent
the firm, and is in daUycommunicatton with the Principal Office in New
York, and personal attention will be given at the Patent Office to all
produce oxydation or other injury. This invention consists in an thiR information.
such cases as may req,uire it. Inventors and others who may visit
apparatus composed of two frames, each of whkh contA1ns bRoth of H. B. , of F a .-A very strong solution of i�inglass is the best Washington,
having busmess at the Patent Oflice, are cordially invited
If-lad, or other meta.l, or alloy fusible at temperatures below Yfhat are �uhstRnce which you can nse for cementing leather belts
to call at their office.
Messrs. .MUNN & CO. are very extensively engaged in the preparation
)'equired for hardening and tempering, through which the steel passes
employ for and securing of Patents ln the various European countries. For th,"
transaction of this business they have Offices at Nos. 66 Chancery Lane,
without immediate contact with the fir e, and a bath of oil or wat er in ter. ,V. R. P., of Conn.-'fhe b e st agent you cau
pospd between said furnaces. The steel is passed t.hrough the metal in browning gnn bal'rels is the tincture of iodine. Use it diluted with ����os�is�9 ��li;i�: �� ::; t!�fet:��� :t�� ��V!�!i:t��P�fO�ll iih�
half
its
bulk
of
water;
apply
it
to
the
surface
of
the
barrel
with
the hath of one furnace and heated, then through the hath of oil or
European Patents secured to American citizens are procured through
rag ; allow it to stand for about six hours, then brush the metal, our Agency.
water by which it is cooleel and hardened, and afterward throngh the clea,n
Inventors will do well to bear in mind that the English law does not
rub it over with some beeswax dissolved in turpentine, and it is done.
metal bath of the other furnace, hy which it i� again heated, to rednce
limit the issue of patents to inventors. Any one can take out a patput
L. B . G . , of N . Y.-On p age 71 of the present volume of the in Great Britain.
it.� hardness to the desired temper. ]
pamphlet ofinformation concerning the proper course to be: pursued
S C lENTIJHC AloumICAN yon will find the description of an aquarium, inAobtaining
patents through th@ir Agency, the requh'ements of the
358 .-Susp ended.
and the information you desire.
HE·ISSUES.
b���; �;n�1th��' 'of:leb�:::cre��iS TE�� :Is�li�t�ishtathblic�i!�i p��
E . A . H . , o f Ill.-We do not kno w anything of C ollender ' s Information about Forei$n Patents.
2 9 .-Sewall Brackett, of Fall River, Mass . , for an Improved
annexed letters, tram the last three Commissioner of Patents,
lamp. In regard to the platinum gauze, you had better address Dr. weThe
Knife a,nd }'ork Cleaner. Patented April 1 0 , 1860:
commend to the perusal of all persons interested in obtaining Pat
I claim my Improved �com1ng machine as composed of t.he two rol
Chilton, Prince-street, NI�w York. H�'drogen gas, when burned or eats :B
B
lers,
, the trough, A, the auxiliary or scouring and connt(>, r ft c ting
MUNN & Co. :-1 take plea&ure in stating that. while I held
I'ollers, B' B', and.. the fonr connecting gp.ars, D D D D, mp.f'hanical comhined with oxygen, producfls the hugest heat of any g:1R known, theMessrs.
of Commissioner of Patents, MORE nUN ONE-FOURfR OF ALI.
equiva.1ents for such gearH, arrangetl alUl combined �nhst.amif\lly in the aud it will therefore r�qnire more hydro·carhon 01' coal gaR to produce THE office
BUSINESS O F fH}, OFFICE CAME THROUGH YOUR H A N D S . I have
manner and so as to operate together sper.iHed.
l
i
t
n e u
d
u t
the same heat or the sume light with an incandf�s('ent hody.
�� f ��:! ����� �b����� i� !ft ;��� 1�\��c����e!:it.�1\\;e bffi�p� d�
� O .-Christiau Reif, of Hartleton, Pa. , for an Improvement
F. D . , of N. Y.-C . Morfitt' s work on tanning i s the only marked degree of pr'"lmptness, skill and fidelity to the interest. s of YOllJ'
in Clover Rep arators. Patented August 8 , 1854:
Yonrs, very truly,
one published on the subjecUn this country� so far as we know. It p.mployers.
I claim the employment of a cast metal bed or concave, in which the
ClIAS. M A S O N .
:mgl1lar projectionR on its taee, as described, furnish one of the rubbing can be ohtained of .John Wi1e�T, publisher, this city.
,
spikes,
w
h
Immediately
after
the
appointment
of M r . Holt to the office of P O l' t 
t
i
1
1
af��h�
�e
�
e:�����
��
��X(t��
s t
e
W. W . B . , of Pa. , J . S . D . , of N . H., C . B . T . , of C . W. , and master-General of the United States, he addresssed to us the snbjoinpd
���;�:t��t :2 �� thi��:���:
car iers,
i i e
w. .T. & Co., of Oillo.-Yonr articles 11ave been received ltmi will v
an��}�ifui,t�::i���l�)� ����a��;b�t��t;;n;e:.� �1�;��t'f��t11. r
I
e�:;:. � �;� &t��e:lt;ffOrdS me much pleasure to bear test�monv
be duly considered.
to the able and efficient mnnuer in which you have discharged SOlli'
3 1 .-D . S. Wagener, of Penn Yan , N. Y., for an Improve
dnties of Solicitors of Patents while I had the honor of holding the oflif'e
G . H . , of Conn.-The acetate of lead is a c ommon and of Commissioner. YonI' Imsiness was very large, and you s11stained
ment in Flouring Mills. Patented Sept. 25, 185 5 :
I claim, in combination with a grinding mill, the feeding of the grain
(and, I doubt not, justly deserved) the reputation of enerlcr, markfld
cheap
article
of
comlnerce.
It
is
used
for
dyeing
as
a
mordant
;
alf.!o
through or past a suction draft, interposed betw(',en the hopper and the
ability and uncompromising fidelity in performing your profe�!o\lOnal
grinding surfaces of the stones, for the purpose of l'emovi ng from the as hase and drier for some paints. The ftCfltateR of 7.. 1 ue Hnd nickel engagements.
Very respectfnlly,
grain the du.st and other impurities in it., snbstnntialjy as de�!(.'.ribed.
Your obedient servant,
J. HOIJT.
are not so common, but any chcmil'lt will make samples of them for
DESIGNS.
you.
s
o
R. Allan, of Camden, N . Y. , assignor to A. Smith, oj' West E. H . , of Pa.-There is no work published treating exclu· th!l:��JiI�i:e�i���f:;�h�\�fu;��eI�al�: oTb���s�i�:���; l�:l
ents, a very large proportIon 01 the business of inventors before the Pn t
l<' arms , N . Y . , for it Carpet D e sign.
sively of valve motions, but D. C. Clark's work on locomoUveFl con ent Office was transacted through your agency, and that I have
found you faithful and devoted to the interests of your client!, as well
tains t.he information which you want.
E. J . Ney, of Lowell , Mass. , assignor to the Lowell Manu·
as eminently qualified to perform the duties· of Patent Attorneys wit.h
facturing C ompany, for a D e sign for Carpets (2 cases) . H. C . E . , of Mass.-A solution of oxalic acid is the hest skill and accuracy. v e go�
�g:����r'servant, WM. D . B ISHO I' .
J. D. Warren, J. B. Scofield, Isaac Wardwell and A. T.
chemieal eraser for black ink known to us. ":'"e do not understand Messrs. MUNN & Co. cordially mvite erson8 visIting the
city, or re:-:i�
Jones , of Stamford, Conn . , for a D e Sign for � Stove.
a
k
t
l
the meaning of your questions respecting sulphur and marking the ��J:iR �·ll��h !,;��� =�hr�iii�::,��e:bfe�t!�:ea�
�:�:o1��fe;�r::�� ����
walls of rooms.
tained in their hbrary, aceess to which can be had at all hours.
Inventors can communicate in German, French, Spanish, or nearly
:SoTE.-The above list contains the claims of SEYENTY-EIGHT patents S . C . , of Ya�Gray ' s mode of setting shi p ' s compasses to any
other language, in soliciting information from this office. Ci rcmla,rs
which were granted on the 5th ·inst., being the work of the Examiners, obviate local attraction,· is by placing a battery of permanent fixed of mformation regarding the procuring of patents, printed in Gf!l'man,
Revising and Appeal Boards for the week previous. Out of this num.. magnets in such a position as to control the proper action of t.he �!�����aii���I!�J.i�:�ittance8 should be addressed to
bel' of patents granted, THIRTY-FOUR-nearly one-half of the f"utire
needle." The American patent of Calvin Kline is oldf!F than that
MUNN & CO.,
issue-were solicited through the Scientific American Patent Agency.
of Mr. Gray's English one, and embraces the same principlf".
Publishers, N o . 3 7 Park-row, New York.
1". ,
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GRAEFENBERG THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
T HE
.Medicine.-On the first day of May, 1860, the Gmefenberg COlH
pany's Salesrooms, ConsnltinG' Of1ices ann :;\I('ilir:al Institut(� wer� re
moved born No. 34 Park-row to
NO. 2 BOND- STREET, NllW Y O R K ,
(first door from H�'ol1d\\·a.y), ill or(l('l' to atford grea. t er facilities and a
more central locfttlOl1, demalldf'd by HIe ra,pia increase of confidence in
the Graefenberg TheOJ'y a.nd rra.etice. '1'he Graefenberg Theory and
Practice, and the use of their medicineB, toget.her with complete symp
toms or all diseases incident to this country and climate, the beRt
method for their prevention and cure, will be found in the GRAEFEN
BERG MANUAL 0 1' HEALTH.
valuable family medical 'work, containing 300 pages, hns been re
. Thisand
vised
improved, and elegantly illustrated with beautifully colored
engravings of the human system. Sent by mail to any part of the
country on receipt of 25 cents. It is a complete guitle to all diseases
and their cure. Address
J08HUA F. BRIDGE , 1\1. D . ,
Residellt and Consulting Physician GHtefenherg C o . ,
No. 2 .Bond-street, N e w Y Ol'k.
One of the lea.ding j ournl1Js says of the " Graefenberg l'Vl n,nlH�l ot
H ealth :"- I I This 8 the only medical book for family and general use
1
e\'er published. It is written in plain language, free fnnn scientific
terms, and condenses more practical medICal information than can be
obtaiued anywhere else, unless a regular conrse of mt:!dica.l education is
undergone. The popularity of this admirable and compendions wl)l'k is
well sho\,rn uy this being the Twenty-fourth edition. It contains a, num
be�' of colored anatomical plates, and is a complete family phy:-;ician.
It IS at once simpl�, popular, plain and explicit ; and the mother, ·wit.h
such an adYiser, IS prepared at once to apply the proper rellle(tips in
case of Rudden siekness in the family. In the conntry, a copy of the
' )Iauual of Health ' is indispensable, and (lyery family should posse�s
one. It will save a hundrcd times its cn!'t in doctors' bills, and ·what IS
far better, will he the mPfLns o f prpst:ITing many yaltmble lh'es to tlwir
leowtf
familips ann Tf�la,tives. ' :
---- ---- -------- ----------

LECTURES BY DISTINGUISHED MEN.P OPULAR
These lectureR haye lately appeal'ed in the follO"'iYing numbers of
:my of which ca,ll now be had at the
prICe of thr8e cents each ::: �lan a�d Climate," by Bayard TfLylOJ', in No. 20.
A. D ay III the Alps , " hy R(w. T. L. Cuyler, in Nu. 21.
" Little Thll1gs, " by Rev. Dr. Storrs, in No. 19.
" The Equatorial Regions in Africa," by .\1. DnChailln, in No. 18.

thl! HOUSEHOLD J QURNAL,

:: �(��1�!r���p��:���lhl�ff�1;;�lt';r'.i�;11�aJ.aU��'�h; i�; Wo��2? 6.

" Young America, " hy Hey. ·II. " T. Bf',echer, in No. H.
II Brazil al�d thc Brazilians, l l h,Y R ev . ,} , C. Fletcher, in No. 10.
n
l
gr�2�i�)��r1����ff ;����l�'n�, �;;:�h� l lI�Tusi��I (�tD J. ohir�A�;�� 11P\�Erc��
they haye appcan'd -exclusively and in fnll. The,v will be i'oIlO\ved,
each week, by others equally instructlYI:l and lut01'esting. Amongst
others which will appear shortly al'e the following:" Algernon Sidney, the Apostle awl :'\fnl't.yl' of Popular Liberty," by
RR\r. Dr. Thompson.
II
The Policy of Honesty, " by Geo. ,Yo Curt.is.
On receipt of stamps for the amonnt, the publishers wiH forward any
of th e above numbers free bv mail. Address A. H ARTJIILL & CO.,
N o . 20 North ·William-street, New York.
5 4.

SEMI-STEEL .

Q I%II-STEEL LOCOMOTIVE TIRES, FIRE-BOX AND
o Tube Sheets, an d B�ler Plates.
V\Tarmnted 1Ifty per cent stronger
and more durabl e than the best
'
Low l\'[OOl' qualities of iron.
TIRES-ROlled, blocked nnd welded to fit any given diameter of
center.
PLATE S-Rolled and cut to any pattern and size ordered.
Rolled and Ha,mmered Bars, Axles and Forgings of same metal.
Any further information desired will b e furnished, and all orders
promptly execut.ed, upon application.
Manufactured by C ORNING, 'VINSLOW & CO.,
Albany Iron Works, Troy, N. Y.
1 13*

ATENT LAWS O F 'rIm UNI'I'ED STATES, WITH
I) other illform�ltion of importance to Inventors, Patentees alld As
signees.
JUST ISSUED,

A work or over 100 pages, containing the Patt:: n t La'ws of the United
States, with nIl the information fUl'nishe(i from the Patent Otlice rela
tive to the mode of applying for patents, fonn.s of specifications, caveats
re-issues, fldditional improvements, assignments, &c. ; the rules fo;'
t�tking �t;stimony in cases C?f inter1�rence and extensions, with suggeFl
tlons 01 HllpOl'tnnce rega,rding the rights uf patentees, h(nv to mark t.heir
p<1tented machines, the penalty for neglecting to pnt on the cor1'ect
date, 3,nd other information of importance to every inventor, patentpe
or assignee in the lJnited States.
The work also contains an epitome o f the laws of fOI't'lign countries
with. dIrections how to secure inventions abroad.
This hand-book has been carefully prepared by the editors of the
IMPROVED GOVERNOR.
SCIENTU'IC AMERICAN, and it is lJelieved contains more informatIOn
P ORTER'S
The reputation of these governors is well established. Parties o1' pract.ical importance to persons who wish to secnre patents, 01' w h o
troubled with nnsteady power may send for them in entire confidence. own patents, or work under a license, thRn a ll y other publication of a
They neyer fail.
like nature which ha.s ever been published.
'l'he numerous valves in use are all eq nally good, if well made ; th e
J>riee, single copIes, by mail, 25 cents j five copies for $1 ; fifty copies
t
r
a i
e
for $8.
1
�?��
��l�i��S��l�g
1�/::d ��� ��alv��, wt1�� ���e arr�cl; '��� �10��
MUNN & C O . ,
tolerably tight.
Publishers of the Seient.ifi c American,
A style is madfl pxpressly aciapted to waterwheels, to which they will
No. 37 Park.row, New York.
give a perfectly nniforlll motion, under any vnriation of re-sistance.
I have long done with troubling my customers for certificates ; but am
able to refer to a large number o f parties now usillg this governor in a G WFARD 'S BOTLEH INJECTOH-FOR SUPPLymU
water to b oilers bv direct pressnre of steam without the intel'w'm
majority of the States of the Union.
I will s en d a governor to any responsible party fill' trial. I f it does not tion of any machinery. The attention of' engineers and others interested
is invited to these newly i nvented i n strnm p u t s , now nn exhibition and
0 pe rat e perfectly it may be returned.
by C HARLES W. C O PELAND, No. 1�2 Broadway, New York.
fi � �beral di f)co un t to the trade, whose orders will always be promptly f
0241��
l J
1 13

CHARLES T. P O R1'ER,
No. 235 West Tllirteenth.street, corner

of Ninth-avenue,
New York City.

------------- --------

IL I OIL l OlL I-FOR RAILROADS, STEAMERS, AND
O . for �f ac J.1in ery 3.nq. B urnlng.-Pease'� Improved Machiner and
[
n
c t
l
�e���! �u�iltr�� vft�l��rf��;reg��l �� l\�:r�c':H�:��8lb��ni��}�1�d fO�l�;rl
in no ot.her oi1. It is offered to the public upon the most reliable thor
ough and practical test. Our most skillful engineers and macl'lin i s ts
pronounce it superior to and chea.per than any other, and the only oil
that is in all cases reliable a.lId will not gum. The SCIENTIFIC AlI'rERIC.AN
after �everal t�sts, pron�ullces it U snptlrior to any other they have eve;'
used 101' machmery. ) ) F or sale only by the Inventor and l\1anufacturfll',
F. �. PEASE,
No. 61 1\'I ain�street, Ruffalo, N. Y.
N. B.-R eliab le orders filled for any part of the United States and
E urope.
1� 13

ARCHlTEC'l'S' AND lImCHANICS' JOUHNAL IS
T HE
t.he only paper of thA kind in this country whiph i" published regu
larly (\v('r,v week, ann ('ditpcl by the best pl'OfeSRionul 1alent.
E V E RY V{E E K-Fn l l pa.ge Illllstrations o f an !trtlstic or praetica. l
character are gbrell. The following Illustra,tions havp appC'lu'f'tl in late
nnmbers
:II
Flying BnUI'esses nnd Pinnach�s," in No. 18.
H A Cylindrical So11lts, ) ) in No." 17.
" StOl'P Front. FittingR-ShuUers," &0,., in No. 16.
." Fire .Beacon and Engine House, l ) vdth gro ull u pla n s, section, �'\:c . , in
No.I I 15.
------- -------- -- -- - - - --------"----Open Timbol' Roofs, ) ) in No. 14.
\I Cla.ssic Arcade:\," in � o. 13.
UMPS I PUMPS I I PUMPS I I I-CARY'S IMPROVED
" Spires " (one page) alid " Store Fittings " (olle page), in No. 12.
P Rotary Force Pump, unrivaled for pumping hot or cold liquids
']'0 be foll(l\ved. nvery. week wHh de.S!gn,"l Ilnd pmcticai dduils, of the Manufact.ured aI.;d sold hy CAR� & BHAINERD, B roc kp ort, . N . Y:
most vahmlJle kllld, fo1' all constructors.
Also, sold b y J. C . CARY, No. 2 A",;tor House, N e w York City.
H 13
)lailed we�kly ; $3 a �,T e ar, in advance. Sample copies sent fl'ee to --"--------- -----any 11ddl'l:sS III the countnr. Pnbhshel's. A. HARTHILL & C O.,
SANDERS & C O . , NO. 306 PEARL-STREE'l',
H AYDEN
N o . 20 North William-st.reet, N e w York.
New York , manufactnre every variety of bra.ss work for portablR
steam engines, whistles, Yalves, oil cups, gage COCk81 &c,
:.n lS·x
ABORATORY 01<' INDUS'rmAL CHE:\fTS'l'RY.-CONL snltutions on ChemiRl.ry applied to Art.s ann JTanllffl, c t llJ·f'S, Agri
;:�r����d ;���;���� ou��a3c��t i���I'i¥.
culture, Metallurgy, &c. ; AdvicE'S on Chemic,'!.l Fahripa tionR ; Plans of
�!l.cl.orlE's ; Drawings o t' Apparatuses ; Anal�vse� awl Commereial E s :-. ays ler'.s impr(wed �ol'table �ress bJ,l' hay, tobacco, cot.ton, hemp, or :\llY
III G f! ll e ra l.
Address P l'ofe ss or H. n USSAU C E , ChCullst, 1\e\\.' L��a- artIcle that, reqUlres paeklllg, havmg tllkeu the Silver Medal at the N e w
Jersey and New York State Fairs m 1860, i� now ofrered. t. o the pnblic (Ill
1*
nOll, N. Y.
reaso nable terms, and warranted t.o ginl satisfaction. Address DA'TD

60.00 0

ORTABLE STEAlIi ENGINES - CO:MBINING 'l'HFJ
P maximum
of pfiicienc\', elm'a.bilitv mid economv wit.h t.he minimllm
of weight and price. They l'ec('ived - the large GO'LD ME DAL of' the
J\mf'rican In � tItme at. their la,te Fair) as t.ho " Best Portable Steam En,
gUlP. " Pa,\·.t lCularlv adapted to rallwa�v purposes, as repair shop and
Rt:1t:ion engll1es. Every engine \\'tu'l'anted satisfflctOl'Y, or no sale.
L. MILLE R , Madison, N. J.
4 lj:o<
Deseriptive circulars sent""'"�:OJl application. Address J. (\ H O ADLEY,
-"--------TRENGTH AND mJF'LECTION 01<' BEAMS.-lN THB -------"- ----8 26*
Lawrence, l\f ass.
S ARCHITECTS' AND M E C HANICS' J O U RNAL for Febr1lllt"v
2d, It very vaillable pa,pel' appe�l's on the above subjcpl., by .J. K. 'whuf P LANING M1LL MACHINERY "FOn SALE.-JO HN
, GI�R9N, of Albflny! N .. Y., hflXi!lg sold t.h� premises occupied
9. E . ; itIllsLmteci with dmgrams by P!'Off�ssnr V{. M. G illespie
AGENTS WANTED-TO SELL A NEW din,
{"orlllm,!.\" the most comprehensive st'lttement o f well ('st.a.hlh,hed truths by. IllS plnlll�\g awl 8awl�1l1ls m tlwt CIty, now ollf'l'S for sale, at low
TRAV}JLING
and va.lnable llla�hine on commission or saIal'Y. �or inSll"ud.i(HlS OIl
th(�
sul�ject e\'er \\Tit,t.f'll. Six cent."! a. eo} I)". ::vrailed, on l"f.'eeipi, or In:lCc�, Hud In lots �o smt pnl·cha�e)'s,. eLll t.he mndtiuery, collsist.i ng
andlw:m."l, address, wIt.h stamps, J. 'V. HA R R I S & C O . ; Ho;,;tuJl, )Ias.-;. stamps, by A. H ART II I LL & C O . , No. 20 Nort,h ��il]jn.m-stret't, New ot one 80-}lOl'He llOrlzolll:i.l f't e,nn . Cllgllw, 4· �t('arn boilcl'S (two flll(,�
S
c<1.(11), . 5 .W 0(1(1\\·orl.h J�lalll1Jg . 1.naehl1l(�s, U lll'lght awl drcnl:u Ra.WS fot'
I
��
------- -----"--- --------"'- " - ----J'e-s l llltt,lng lumber, Ime-sha.ftlllg and pulleys, leather helting, cireulHl"
------ ---------�------ - -saw bencheH, lnmlJel' trllcks, &c. Address' J O HN GIBSON Box 5..'1 1
' 7 2* '
ANTED-A FOREMA N )<'OR A LARGE CABINET
HE GREAT WONDER OF 'l'Hlc AGE.-SEAMLESS Alhany, N. Y.
W
l�'lll'niture. ..\{a1ll1ftl.ctol'Y nnt of thl' city ; an Amf'.rican lll'cf('rred. T H O S I E RY.-)[anufacturers o f hosiery are requested to examine
.
A hheral salary glvpn to a compNPIH and experif'llced man. AllPl\'
' to the new machine for the manufacture of perfect hosiery with calf, h eel,
COPYING INSTRUMENTS FOR ENLAH(l.J. :M. DOE & CO., Nos. 96 and 98 East Hom·non-street, New York. 1*
foot and toe at one and t.he Rame operation. This invention having been B HYANT'S
ing: or l"(:ducing pict.ures. from two to Hine times with rORitin'
fully completed and in practical operation, the propl'Jetors of the pat� Ite(·nme)"
l�lCludlllg photographs, amhl'ot.YlIe.", and drfL\vingH from
ents are now prepared t.o grant licen8Ps to it limi1.erl. nnmhel' of mann
d ('n l lt.s e xtl·a for postagp. AddJ'e�s �'2.}\. '
AGIC LANTERNS-FOl� SUNDAY S C H 0 0 L S , fact.urers to mannfacture lllHler th('ir pal.euts. 'r ho lictoJlses will be
M aeademie8 and public exhibitions ; a priced an(t dc-scl'iptive catR issued upon snch terms as to insure- great f'COllOmy o f time awi mOllc'y, BC�Y�N'l�I��J ht���ra(t�, )[7t� s.
Ad
market.
loglle of LantPJ'ns an d Sliders furnishf;d grat.h;, and sent I)y mail fl"C'c o f besides giving an arLide far sUIJeriol' to an,\' 0(111"1' in the
charge.
dress, fo r information, ' tho Prpsident of the �reNary Knittillg )Iachine
)'fcALLISTER & BROTHER,
ESPONSIBLl� AGENTS WAN'l'ED '1'0 RELL HIGHTS
7 4
CompallY, No. 25 'Villia,m-street, New York.
p.
No. 728 Clwfo;tnnt-stl'ect, J)hiladt:- ' lpliia, Pa.
R
for ]latented ngrieultnral ma.chlIles. all'ead,v VP1'Y }lo}1nlm" fLl ..'ln
.
- ------- --------- - ---"-"---llCences
granted to man u fac tul'e t.hem. For (·ireuIa.rs addrrH,,) BJx 7j
t am i'ord', CO.nn.
7 3* '
SICCOND HAND
HOWE'S STANDARD
C. GALLAHUES NEW AND IMPROVED SHOESCAL]<;S.
SAl'ES,
•
pegging Machine is thf' only one that pegs nne or two rows and
O t dilTerent makers, for sale H ave five patents. "Vork on balls.
changes \\'hilc rtll1ning j warranted. Price, only $200.
EMERY VULCANITE.-WE ARB NOW MANU·
cheap. Taken in exchange for ".Tarrante d to gj\'(� ('nttr� Rat.isfac S OLID
8 2�
No. 42 Elni-stl'eet, Boston, :Jf as R.
fa-etm·.jng: wheels of this re!l1arkable substance for clltting, grind
Lillie' s chilled awl wrought iron tion, 01' tltken bnek WitlH!llt cllfu'ge. .
lllg
and
P011Shlllg
metals, that "-.'Ill outwear huudreds of the kind com
safes.
,
monly used, and will do It mnch greater amount of work in the same
Send for circnlars of scales and safes.
o MATCH MANU i<ACT URERS.-RECIPE TO MANUtime, and more c1l iciently. All interested ca.n see them in operation at
T
JOHN
H
O
WE
,
.Tl'"
l\Takel',
B
ran
do
n
,
Vt..
"
facture ),{al.ches o f ('wery description ; drawings of appal'atuse:-J.
wal'ehom;e, or circulars describing them will be furnished hy
Ii'RANK E. IIO\V E , No. 203 Broadway, first Llock below the ARtor �airl'
PrIce, $10. Address P l'o fesl'; ol' H. D U SF:lAUCE, Nf�W Lf�lmnon, N . Y.
7 7*
House, New York.
1*
NEW YO R K B ��J.1 �� 1�f
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A

Q TRENGTH OF CAST IRON COLUMNS, &C .-IN 'l'HE
o ARCHITE CTS' AND )IEC HANICS' JOURNAL for Februarv
gr,ll, will be commenced a series of articles on this su11j ect, by a Civil
Enginp(�r of many V� eHl'S' experience, the result, of actual experinwuts,
immense lahoe amt calcnlntion ; ·will extend over thirteen numbers.
)[ailed weekly, at the rate or six cents pCI' c()p�r. To be had through
any newsagenl" or fmm the puhlish(:r� direct, on receipt of price.
A. llARTHILL & C O "
'
No. 20 Korth William-street,
New York.

HE AMERICAN ENGINEER-A WEEKLY JOURNAL ,
T devoted to the interests of :M arllle, Locomotive and S tationl1l'Y Ell�
.
gmeers.
This paper, no\y ill its second Yolume, conlains full reports of
t,ile American Engineers' Association, and miginal articles upon steam
and steam machinery. I t is published by a large house in New York ,
and ,,"'ill be penUflnent, whether pecuniarily snccessful or not. It is
nmv the only engineers' paper in the Unit.ed Statf'e:.
it
W'. ��. GiL�oJ, �;��n�\;�\��e R� . 86
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Cedar. st.rcet,
Kew York city.
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R A V E L I N G AGENT.-PATENTEES, MANUPACT tH re es, or [my rpspeetable business, wanting a reli a.ble, e n erg(' tic
L-4' .t.T" II'ST
HO 'I' () ('J"I':\, A I'H
CI-4.l'\'�SS OUT \�
. , IC .- CO ll[l'I
"
�E'I'·
' .l'
traveling a.gent, can address, \-vUh particulars, till l\faJ'C'h 15th, S p ecial P
'r
n(
7 2*
Agent, Walton, New York.
stl'ncd�;';� �l��� �� pll)l�.�V:��;��, k��;��;:('(�)�e g��\� �T�(�v ��'1��'ril :'ll�ait��:
10gueH one stamp. C. ,]. 1�'OX, No. 681 Broadwa�v, New York. 7 2"·
A DAY.-FElI1ALE AGEN'rS WANTED AT HOME
or to travel on salary or commission. For Val'ticulars inclose
RERPECTFULLY INFOHlII lilY }'mENDS
I WOULD
6 6*
red stamp to HANKINS & CO. New York.
and the public that I nm prepal'(�cl to furnish th(�m with fl1\'
hydraulic jacks and punehes n s llsual. All order,., 1ll1lSt, lw addl'esse(l t.t)
HS I have 11 0 C'() llll�ction with
ACHINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING, ENGINE R. DUDGEON, No. 24 Columbia-ktl'f'et,
�
7 3·:'
M HOSE.-The superiority o f these articles, ma,nllfl1ctnred of Y�l any other parties.
c ani z e d rubber, is established. Every belt will be warrll,llted �uperlOr
to leather, at one-third less price. The Steam Packing is made III every
LIN'l'ON
WIRE
CLOTH
COllIPANY-MANUPACTURvariety, and warranted to stand 300 degs. of heat. l'he Hose never needs C ers of PO\vel' Loom \Vire Clot.h, for threshing machines, fan milli'l,
oiling and is wlLrmnted to stand any reqnired pressure; together with grain assorters, rice mills, 10com01.ive spark� � rresterR, a.HU all ot.her
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Improved Spring Balance for Safety Valves.
The want of some convenient and expeditious means

of reducing the load on the safety valves of locomo

tives has long been felt.

With the spring balance in

common use, the nut, constituting the only means by

which the load can be varied, requires to be turned so
far to effect any considerable reduction of the load, and

the operation is so tedious that engineers, when com

pelled to stop for a time , will often neglect to reduce

the load, as it is their duty to do on such occasions, or

will fail to reduce it as much as they ought.

The

obj ect of the invention here illustrated i s to enable the

load on the valve to be conveniently and instantane
ously reduced by the engineer as much as may be de

sirable.

To accomplish this a spring is employed, the

pressure of which may be large

Nibbs' Light and Heat Generator.
glass, B. The air, after passing at A, enters the dome
For obtaining the most light from illuminating gas or head, D , where, becoming intensely heated, it ex
it requires to be burned under entirely different con- pands and fills the dome, which, becoming overcharged,

ditions from those usually employed when the obj ect allows a portion only to escape through the openings,
is to obtain heat alone. Nearly all the Jight comes E the head, D, thus acting as a kind of reservoir for
,
from particles of carbon while they are floating in the heated air . In its passage upwards, the air strikes

escaping gas, after they are heated and before they I against the metal plate, F, and is deflected to its edges,
Now, as, when they are hot enough, they and passes through narrow apertures between the pipe

are burned.

burn the instant they come in contact with the oxygen and plate.

'l'he top, E , may be' removed and another

of the air, in order to obtain the most light it is best
to keep them floating in the body of the flame as long

of different form substituted for boiling, frying, &c.
It will be seen that, by this apparatus, the . light and

almost always result in the escape of a portion of the

utilized.

as possible.

The arrangements adopted to effect this heat-giving powers of

carbon unconsumed.

On the other hand, when the object is to procure all

AN EXPENSIVE SU IT

the gas may both be fully

FOR TWENTY CENTs.-Mr. David

Phillips has just recovered a verdict of six cents from

ly varied by a small range of

Mr. Michael Martin, a conductor on the Hudson River

spring preferred by the inventor

of a refusal to pay his fare.

the

adjusting

motion.

Railroad, for ejecting him from the cars in consequence

The

tic,

which

The original sum in con

troversy was but twenty cents, and already the costs

is that known as the semi-ellip

of the suit have reached $ 1 , 000.

is arranged in the

pealed.

manner represented in the en

graving.

The case is to be ap

• • • I

THE term magnetism is derived from Magnesia, the

The rods, A A, are attached

name of [\ city in Asia, near which lodestone was first

at their upper ends to the safety

found.

valve, or to a lever which press

es the valve down, and at their
lower ends to the

levers,

B.

The levers, B, have their fulcra

at their ends opposite to the

ends with which the rods, A A,

are connected, and near their

fulcrum ends they support the
crossbar, C, the knife blade edge

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

of which rests in notches upon

the levers, B.

Tlte semi-elliptic

spring, E, has one end resting

upon the bar, C, and the other

upon

the

eccentric

roller,

F, while it is held duwn in

bar, G.

The

THE BEST MECHANICAL PAPER IN THE WORLD
SEVENTEENTH YEAR I

GRAHAM'S SPRING BALANCE FOR SAFETY VALVES.
the middle

by

the

eccentric roller, F, is p ; ovided with a

the heat possible from the burning of the gas, all that

is requisite is to secure its complete combustion.

In

handle, H, by which it may be turned, and the end of order to accomplish this the escaping gas is divided
the spring, E, which rests upon it may be pried up into minute jets, by passing it through a wire netting

with great force, thus pressing down its opposite end
with corresponding forc�, and through the levers, B,

and rods, A A, increasing the load upon the safety

valve.

On the contrary, turning the roller, F, so as

to lower the end of the spring, E, which rests upon it,

diminishes the load upon the safety valve.

Ol' through sand, in order to bring it

into the most

perfect contact possible with the oxygen of the air.

The obj ect of the invention here illustrated is to

complete the combustion of the carbon after it has

fully performecl its office of giving off Jight, by bringing

To the

Every Dumber contains sb;:

"teen pages of useful information, and from five to ten original engrav
ings of new inventions and discoveries, a11 of which are prepared ex
pressly for its columns.
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is devoted to the Interests of Popular
Science, the Mechanic Arts, Manufactures, Inventions, Agriculture,
Commerce and the Industrial Pursuits generally, and is valuable and
instructive not only in the Workshop and l\Iannfactory, but also in the
HousehOld, the Library and the Reading Room.
The SCIE NTIFIC AMERICAN has t h e reputation,

al home and

industrial pltrsnits now published, and the publishers are determined

they have been connected with its publication.

The friction of the

To the Inventor !

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is indi!'pensable 10 every Invenlor, a.
it not only contains illustrated descriptions of nearly all the best inven ·
tions as they come out, but each number contains an Official List of the

spring, F, keeps the eccentric roller in any position to

H,

new volume of this widely circulated paper commences about the

to keep up the reputation they have earned during the SIXTEEN YEARS

verses along the arc, J, this arc being graduated to

which it may be turned.

A

1st of January and 1st of July each year.

abroad, of being the best weekly publication devoted to mechanical and

handle, H, is attached a pointer or index which tra
indicate the load upon the valve.

VOLUME IV. -NEW SERIES.

A stop is fixed for the handle,

so that it will be impossible for the engineer to

Claims of all the Patents issued from the United States patent Office
during the week previous j thus giving a correct history of the progress
of inventions in this country. We are also rec�ivingJ el'cry week,

exceed the permitted weight upon the valve.

It will be seen that, with this spring, arranged as

the best scientiftc jOllrnals ofGreat Britain, France, and Germany ; thus
placing in our possession all that i8 transpiring in mf':chanical sciencl'
and art in these old countries. 'Ve shall continue to transfer : to our

represented, the load on the valve may be reduced

with a single motion of the hand in the briefest pos

columns copious extracts from these journals of whatever we may deem

sible time, or it mlty be increased to any desirable

of interest to our readers.

point with the greatest convenience and facility .

1b

the Meohanic and Manufaoture'l' !

No person engaged in any of the mechanical pursuits should think 01

The patent for this invention was granted, through

the Scientific American Patent Agency, Dec. 18, 1860,

" doing without" the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

It costs but four cents per

week ; every numbH contains from six to ten engravings of new Ina ·

and further information in relation to it may be ob

chines and inventions, which cannot be found in any other publication.

tained by addressing the inventor, Charles Graham, at

It is an established rule of the publishers to insert none but original en

Scranton, Pa .

gravings, and those of the first-class in the art, drawn and engra\'ed by

--------�-

experienced persons under their own snpervision.

Chemists, Architects, Millwrights and Farml!1's !

SELF· WINDING CLOcK . -We take the following notice

from the Utica Herald :-" The most novel invention on

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be found a most useful journal
to them.

All the new discoveries in the science of chemistry are gh'en

exhibition is certainly the air self-winding clock of R.

in its columns, and the interests of the architect and carpenter are not

itself, it is as near it as approach is likely to be made.

cal information appertaining to the interests of millwrights and mill·

" Hitchcock, of Watertown.

overlooked j

If not perpetual motion

We understand the model ran eight months without

formation they cannot possibly obtain from any other source.

Subjects

in which planters and farmers are interested will be fonnd discus!ed in

The motive power is ob

the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN ; most of the improvements in agricultlira 1

tained from a wheel plac�d in the ventilator of the

implements being illustrated in its columns.

Terllls .

room, where a sufficient current is always found ; this,

connected with the clockwork, keeps it continually

wound up.

Useful and practi

owners will b e found published in the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which in

winding or repair, and was then taken down for re
moval to the Patent Office.

all the new inventions and discoveries apperta.ining to

these pursuits being published from week to week.

To mail subscribers:-Two Dollars p e r annum, or One DoUal' for six
months.

So satisfactory is the working of the prin

O ne Dollar pays for one complete volume of 416 pages ; two

volumes comprise one year.

Club Rates.

ciple, and so confident are experienced mechanics of its

practical value, that the Boston Watch Company are
manufacturing a large number of the clocks . "

THE loans of one single banking-house, i n London,
t into contact with an ample supply of hot air
exceed $ 1 50, 000, 000 p er annum, and twenty bankers in the top of the chimney. The gas is admitted
now clear £ 1 , 000, 000, 000 , or $ 4 , 800, 000 , 000, a sum al to the burners through an ordinary gas tap or
most past comprehension. The value of real property union joint.
There may be one, two or more
in the city, insured against fire , thOugh probably not burners, according to the size of the apparatus.

50 per cent is annually in sured, amounts to a sum at The atmospheric air is admitted through apertures at
least of $290,000,000.
A. The gas flames are enclosed by a thick globe of
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